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PREFACE 

One of the important adjustments made by the settlers of the 

High Plains to their new environment was the introduction of irrigation 

agriculture. Among the earliest and most important centers of this 

development was the Arkansas River Valley of western Kansas, in particular 

the community around Garden City, Kansas. This history attempts to 

relate the development of irrigation in the Arkansas Valley through 

its formative years, 1880 to 1910. 

The term "Arkansas River Valley" as used here refers to that 

portion of the valley of the Arkansas in the Counties of Hamilton, 

Kearny, Finney, Gray, and Ford, and the adjacent uplands which were 

influenced by the practice of irrigation. Statistics generally refer 

to those counties unless otherwise stated. 

The author is indebted to his advisor, Dr. George L. Anderson, 

who suggested the topic and provided guidance and encouragement toward 

its completion. Most of the research was done in the Kansas State 

Historical Society whose staff was most understanding and helpful. 

Among the many friends of irrigation in western Kansas special thanks 

are due to Mr. Clyde Beymer of Lakin who furnished abstracts to the 

South Side, Great Eastern, and Amazon Ditches, Mr. Edward Dekeiser 

of Deerfield who loaned a large plat of the Amazon Canal, the Garden 

City law firm of Calahan, Green, Calahan, and High and to their secretary 

Mrs. Luava Golightly (who is also secretary of the Finney County Water 

Users' Association) who provided free access to the Records of the 

Water Users1 Association. Thanks are also due to the county officials 



in Hamilton, Kearny, Finney, Gray, and Ford Counties who provided 

assistance in locating and copying local records* 
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Figure 1. "The High Plains," taken from Villard D. Johnson, "The High 
Plains and their Utilization," United States Geological Survey, Twenty-
First Annual Report (1899-1900), facing p. 609. Note that the Arkansas 
River in western Kansas is depicted as an intermittent stream. 



CHAPTER I 

THE NATURAL SETTING 

The history of irrigation in the Arkansas River Valley in 

western Kansas is intimately related to the physiographic region 

known as the High Plains. This physiographic region which forms a broad 

belt several hundred miles wide along the east face of the Rocky 

Mountains may be considered the last sons of transition before entering 

the arid west. It is a land of seemingly endless, level to rolling 

plains originally covered by a tough sod of buffalo grass and character

ized by an almost total absence of trees. The climate is typical of 

Inland regions with extremes of temperature In summer and winter. But 

most important is the steadily decreasing precipitation as one travels 

westward. Indeed the minimal precipitation can be said to be the one 

most important factor affecting the settlement of the High Plains. 

Along the line of the Arkansas River the High Plains extend 

some 100 miles into southwest Kansas to about the ninety-ninth meridian. 

It is here along the Arkansas from the vicinity of Dodge City west to the 

Colorado border that most of the important experiments in Kansas irriga

tion took place. Of course the settlers who flocked into southwest 

Kansas in the early l880!s had little appreciation of the fact that they 

had moved into a new physiographic region. The change of environment 

from eastern and central Kansas was not so obvious from the surface 

features and in many respects the changes were underestimated. Only 

after years of exnerimentation, success and failure was it possible to 

fully appreciate the possibilities and limitations of agriculture in 

this re gion• 

1 
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Many of the unique characteristics of the High Plains are most 

easily understandable in terms of its geologic history. The High Plains 

are remnants of a former great fluviate plain composed of sediments 

washed down from the Rocky Mountains. This broad inclined plain originally 

stretched from the mountains far out into the central lowland of the 

North American continent. The eastern portion of this elevated plain 

has since been eroded away and is now dissected by the more rugged 

terrain of the plains border which is gradually cutting away at the 

expense of the High Plains. On the western edge erosion has also taken 

place leaving a broken trench known as the Colorado Piedmont along the 

base of the mountains. The High Plains themselves, however, remain 

essentially unchanged, a level inclined plain in western Kansas and 

eastern Colorado sloping to the east at about ten feet per mile."*" 

The single most important topographical feature influencing 

the development of irrigation in western Kansas is the geologic structure 

of the Arkansas River Valley. Its surface features consist of a rather 

uniform valley 1J>0 to 200 feet below the surface of the plains with 

level bottom lands from one to three miles in width clearly defined on 

the north by a broken line of bluffs and on the south by a range of 

sand hills. The widest part of the valley on the north side of the 

river is at Garden City where a trench known as the Finney Basin (dating 

from a time iahen the White Woman was a tributary of the Arkansas) 

connects with the Arkansas Valley to form an expanse of bottom land 

approximately three miles wide. The widest part of the south side is 

xNevin M. Fenneman, Physiography of Western United States 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1931), pp. 11-12T 
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located just west of the Finney Basin near Lakin where there is a con

siderable stretch of bottom land between the river and the sand hills. 

The valley lands are commonly classified as "first" and "second" 

bottoms, the first consisting of a narrow strip next to the river which 

are from four to eight feet above the flood plain, and the second 

consisting of a level floor some fifteen to twenty-eight feet above 

the flood plain. The first bottoms are frequently flooded during high 

water and therefore unsuited to anything except pasture but the second 

bottoms are ideally suited for agriculture. It was in order to irrigate 

the second bottoms that the first canals were constructed in western 

Kansas.^ 

The Arkansas River itself has characteristics which have figured 

prominently in the development of irrigation. Of primary importance is 

the fact that the Arkansas has its origin in the Rocky Mountains which 

means that each spring the melting mountain snows fill the river bank 

full of turbid, sediment laden water.' Of equal importance, however, 

is the fact that due to the absorptive properties of the tertiary mantle, 

there is very little run-off from the lands adjacent to the Arkansas 

and consequently no tributaries enter the Arkansas within the High 

2Lakin Herald, September 27, 1881} Bruce F. Latta, Geology and 
Ground-Water Resources of Finney and Gray Counties, Kansas State 
Geological Survey, Bulletin 5^ iTopeka: State Printing Plant, 19kk), 
19-23J and Thad G. McLaughlin, Geology and Ground-Water Resources of 
Hamilton and Kearny Counties, Kansas state Geological Survey, Bulletin 
k9 (Tbpeka: State Printing Plant, 19i*3), PP* 19-21. 

St. John, "Notes on the Geology of Southwest Kansas," Kansas 
State Board of Agriculture, Fifth Biennial Report (1885-1886), p. 13$. 
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Plains of Eastern Colorado and Western Kansas.** As a result of the 

absorptive powers of the tertiary mantle the Arkansas, like other rivers 

of the high plains, is not a strong flowing stream. That is, it cannot 

sustain a steady flow from local precipitation and tributaries on the 

plains if the water supply from the mountains is diminished to any 

considerable extent. 

Historical evidence indicates that previous to the late iSSO's 

the Arkansas River did have a stronger and steadier flow than it had 

had in recent years and much stronger than it did in the two decades 

from 1890 to 1910. Contemporary accounts from the l880!s describe the 

river as being one-third to one-half a mile wide. One observer remarked 

that the river was of ". . • uniform appearance with a broad sandy bed 

threaded by shallow channels, and bearing grassy islets, and confined 

within low earth banks. .. . Another observer in 1872 stated that the 

river never fluctuated over five feet between high and low water, a 

^TMs phenomenon of almost total absence of run-off on the High 
Plains is strikingly illustrated by two near tributaries of the Arkansas 
in western Kansas, the White Woman Creek on the north and Bear Creek 
on the south. Both creeks originate in eastern Colorado and flow 
intermittently about 100 miles across the plains to within a few miles 
of the Arkansas, only to be entirely absorbed in the sandy soil before 
actually reaching the river. Charles S. Slichter, "The Underflow in 
Arkansas Valley in Western Kansas," United States Geological Society, 
Water Supply and Irrigation Paper, lf>3 (1906), 5>l-5>2; and Erasmus Haworth, 
"Physiography"!)? Western Kansas," University Geological Survey of Kansas 
(1897), II, PP. 12-13. 

Millard D. Johnson, "The Higji Plains and Their Utilization," 
United States Geological Survey, Twenty First Annual Report (1899-1900), 
IV, p. 69k. 

^0. St. John, "Notes on the Geology of Southwest Kansas," Kansas 
State Board of Agriculture, Fifth Biennial Report (l88£-l886), p. 13$. 
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statement which certainly could not be made two decades later,' According 

to Charles Jesse "Buffalo" Jones, one of the pioneer irrigators at 

Garden City, the river during a higji stage would swell to a mighty 

torrent "nearly a half mile wide and so deep and swift only the most 
o 

reckless horseman would venture to cross it." Yet the Arkansas could 

go completely dry even in those early years as it did in April and May, 

1883.^ It seems clear, therefore, that the Arkansas was definitely 

stronger flowing before the construction of the great irrigation canals, 

but that even in the early years it was not completely dependable as a 

source of water for irrigation 

Second in importance only to the Arkansas River itself in the 

development of irrigation was the extent and availability of ground 

water, 'friere are basically two different and separate sources of under

ground water on the High Plains, a fact which caused considerable confusion 

in the days before the scientific investigation cf ground water of this 

area. The most important source is the ground water table lying from 

l£0 to iii>0 feet below the surface of the plains. This ground water has 

Mudge, "Geology of the Arkansas," Kansas State Board of 
Agriculture, Transactions (1872), pp. I4O8-I4IO. 

8Qarden City Imprint, April I4, 1908. 

^United States Department of Agriculture, Report on Forestry 
(18810, IV, p. 110. 

10Noble L. Prentis, Southwestern Letters (Topeka: Kansas Publish
ing House, 1882), p. 29i Keamy County AcKrocate, December £, 1885. 
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its origin in local precipitation which ia absorbed into the porous 

sands and gravels of the tertiary mantle.11 The second, and less 

important, source of underground water on the High Plains is the artesian 

water of the Dakota Sandstone at a depth of 150 to 1J50 feet. This 

strata of porous sandstone which extends under much of the High Plains 

is recharged near the east face of the Rocky {fountains where the Dakota 

Sandstone is uplifted and exposed. It is the source of the artesian 

water at certain places in the Arkansas Valley, notably around Coolidge 
12 

near the Kansas-Colorado border. 

The ground water of the Arkansas River Valley is essentially 

the same as the ground water underlying the uplands but with some special 

characteristics resulting from the geologic structure of the Arkansas 

Valley. At some time during the Pleistocene the Arkansas scooped out a 

trench over twice as deep as its present valley. This period of erosion 

was followed by a period of accretion during which the river filled in 

the trench with alluvium to its present level. The result of this 

filling process was a huge deposit of porous alluvial sands and gravels 

extending several hundred feet below the ground water level. Through 

this trench of sand and gravel percolates a huge underground reservoir 

xxLatta, Geology and Ground-Water Resources of Finney and Gray 
Counties, 59-75 5 McLaughlin, Geology and Ground-Water Resources of Hamilton 
and Kerny Counties, 68-70 Slichter, "The Underflow in Arkansas Galley 
IxTWestern fcansaa," U.S.G.S., Water Supply and Irrigation Paper, 153 
(1906), p. 5; and Erasmus Haworth, "Underground Water of Southwestern 
Kansas,n United States Geological Survey, Water Supply and Irrigation 
Paper, 6 (1897), pp. 37, i|0, U3, and 58. 

1 2 N . H. Darton, "Geology and Underground Water Resources of the 
Central Great Plains," United States Geological Survey, Professional Paper, 
32 (1905), 193-305; and Darton, "Geology and Underground Waters of the 
Arkansas Valley in Eastern Colorado," United States Geological Survey, 
Professional Paper, 52 (1906), p. 50. 
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of water which can be reached at a depth of eight to thirty feet below 

the valley floor. This underground reservoir is fed partially by seepage 

from the river but primarily by the recharge from the ground water table 

which continually feeds into the valley from the country surrounding. 

Local precipitation on the adjacent uplands and especially in the sand 

hills south of the river assures a constant supply of water in the 

alluvial sands of the river bottom. This vast reservoir of water which 

percolates slowly through the sands and gravels of the alluvial trench 

became known to those familiar with the phenomenon as the "underflow."^ 

The soil of the Arkansas Valley and adjacent uplands also derives 

its nature from the structure of the High Plains. The soils of the 

upland are composed primarily of loess, a calcareous, porous, material 

containing over 5>0£ silt which was deposited as a mantle some ten to 

thirty feet thick by wind erosion during the Pleistocene. The alluvial 

soils of the river valley, of more recent origin than those of the upland, 

are of similar composition except that they are considerably more sandy. 

Because of the low level of precipitation all these soils are "unleached" 

that is, the minerals have not been washed out by rain water percolating 

through them, and they consequently remain quite rich in minerals and 

plant nutrients. These soils of the High Plains developed under a thick 

coat of buffalo grass, and when cultivated are capable of supporting an 

more luxuriant growth in agricultural products. When broken the sod 

becomes very light, even powdery, and easily cultivated. In the days of 

^Slichter, "T5ie Underflow in Arkansas Valley in Western Kansas," 
U.S.Q.S., Water Supply and Irrigation Paper, l£3 (1906), £l. 
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the first settlers there were virtually no obstacles to the plow such as 

trees or stones, and a farmer could quickly break out as much land as 

he was capable of cultivating.1^ 

The need for irrigation in the Arkansas River Valley of Western 

Kansas was a result primarily of climatic conditions. Indeed the term 

"sub-humid" which is often used to describe the climate of the ffiL#i 

Plains has sometimes been defined as a climate where the rainfall is a 

little short of that necessary for agriculture without irrigation."^ 

The actual amount of precipitation is not the only factor of importance, 

however, for the harshness of the High Plains climate results as much 

from the great fluctuations in precipitation and temperature as from 

its marginal rainfall, a factor idiich is not accurately reflected in 

annual averages. The rainfall at Garden City, for example, averages 

about nineteen inches per year and that at Syracuse about sixteen inches. 

But during only about one-half of the years of record has the total 

annual precipitation been within a range of four inches on either side 

of this annual average. The annual precipitation at Syracuse has ranged 

from as little as 8.06 inches to as much as 29.5>0 inches and the rainfall 

during one month has fluctuated from season to season from practically 

^George N. Coffey and Thomas D. Rice, "Reconnoissance Soil Survey 
of Western Kansas," United States Department of Agriculture, Field Operations 
of the Bureau of Soils (1910), liUjl-ll^j James L. Burgess and George N. 
Soffee, "Soil Survey of tte Garden City Area," United States Department 
of Agriculture, Field Operations of tha Bureau of Soils (190ii), 905-9U|j 
United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Soil 
Survey: Hamilton County (Washington: Government Printing Office, 196l), 
30-I4I} and United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation 
Service, Soil Survey: Finney County (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 15557, 6?-68. 

^Johnson, "The High Plains and Their Utilization," U.S.G.S., 
Twenty-First Annual Report (1899-1900), IV, p. 6^7. 



nothing to more than 10 inches.1^ It has been pointed out that one 

redeeming factor in the precipitation pattern of the High Plains is that 

most of the rainfall comes during the growing season — an average of 

11% of the rain coming in the six month period from April to September.^ 

Yet the record at Syracuse shows that April, May, June, and July, the 

crucial months for agriculture, have all fluctuated from less than 
l fi 

one-half inch to more than seven inches. 

Even a careful analysis of rainfall patterns leaves out many 

factors which impose limitations on the agricultural development along 

the Arkansas Valley. These climatic variables are perhaps best 

illustrated by a comparison of the climate of the central High °lains 

with that of the northern High Plains where the precipitation is 

essentially the same. In the south summer rains are more violent, 

drouths generally last longer, and seasonal variations are greater. 

More important yet is the fact that there are more hours of sunshine and 

consequently the normal summer temperatures are much greater which means 

that the rate of evaporation is considerably greater.^ j n western Kansas, 

a land with less than twenty inches of rain per year, the rate of 

evaporation is more than sixty inches a year. That is, if there were a 

reservoir where the level depended on natural precipitation and evaporation 

-^Soil Conservation Service, Soil Survey: Hamilton County, pp. 16-17-

^Geasld Aistrup, "An Investigation of the Relationship Between 
Climatic Conditions and Population Changes in Western Kansas, 1865-1900," 
M.A. Thesis, Fort Hays Kansas State Teacher's College, 1956, p. 2. 

•^Soil Conservation Service, Soil Survey; Hamilton County, pp. 16-17. 

^Johnson, "The Hi^h Plains and Their Utilization," U.S.O.S., 
Twenty-First Annual Report (1899-1900), IV, p. 658 and 679. 
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it would loose over forty inches per year. u The effects on agriculture 

are not hard to visualize: two or three days of an extremely high hot 

and dry wind will almost completely destroy a field crop, especially 

if the wind is preceded by a period of low precipitation. 

The natural setting of the Arkansas River Valley provided a 

maximum inducement to agriculture by irrigation. The climate was 

rigorous enough to indicate the need for irrigation, a ready supply of 

water was available from the river and the ground water, and the broad 

level lands of the valley and uplands with their rich and easily culti

vated soils provided a natural inducement to settlers. All these 

factors made the initial experiment in irrigation a quite easy and 

natural development for the Arkansas Valley of western Kansas. As 

B. F. Mudge observed in relation to this section after a brief 

reconnaissance of the Arkansas Valley in 1872: 

The only question to be raised in relation to the 
settlement of the valley is that of rain. . . . 
The river has a very gentle and uniform descent . . . of 
seven feet to the mile. The entire range between high 
and low water mark is not over five feet. This on a 
river averaging one third of a mile in width, is most 
remarkable. In this part of the valley it never over
flows its banks. The peculiarities of the river, and 
uniformity of level in the bottom, renders the valley 
a favorable situation to try the benefits of irrigation. 
As this method of farming has not been applied in Kansas, 
we hope some company will be formed to make the experiment.22 

2 0 B . D. Flora, The Climate of Kansas (Tbpekai Kansas State Board 
of Agriculture, 1917), W - 3 0 F . 

^Aistrup, "Relationship Between Climatic Conditions anä Popula
tion Changes in Western Kansas," p. l£j Soil Conservation Service, Soil 
Survey: Finney County, 79 and 82j and Burgess and Coffee, "Soil Survey of 
the Garden Crby Area," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Field Operations 
of the Bureau of Soils (190k), p. 897. 

22Mudge, "Geology of the Arkansas," Kansas State Board of 
Agriculture, Transactions (1872), pp. 1|08-1|10. 
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Within less than a decade not one but a half dozen companies were 

at work along the Arkansas River in western Kansas eager to try their 

hand at this experiment in irrigation. 



(»uaranteexl capable of placing in e m b a n k m e n t l,0OG to 1ffS0O cubic t/artf.s ot earth in lO hours w i t h <> t f a m s u n d I* l U f n , o r o f l o a d i n g GOO t«» HOO u n i o n s <»t l 1 , 
vardK «-ach in the name t i m e , at a cost o f Ü cents per cubic yard. F. C. A l STI> 
i l A M l A t l l K I N ( i CO., C H I C A G O , I L L . 

EC. 3 ? . G B E G O R T &c CO., A g e n t s , 
S A N F R A N C I S C O , C Air 1 F O R N I A. 

Figure 2. The New Era Ditching Machine, used in constructing 
the major irrigation canals in the Arkansas River Valley. 
Kansas State Historical Society. 



CHAPTER II 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE IRRIGATION CANALS 

The need for irrigation in southwestern Kansas was recognized 

by the first settlers along the Arkansas Valley; the problem was primarily 

how to bring water to the land. The system that was devised consisted 

of a series of long diversion canals, supplemented by a network of 

ditches and laterals along the valley uvfherever the topography permitted 

the efficient diversion of water. With only one exception all the major 

canals along the Arkansas were constructed in the decade of the l 8 8 0 f s 

and this task necessarily consumed most of the energy and resources 

devoted to irrigation during that first decade of settlement in western 

Kansas. By the late l 8 8 0 f s three areas had been brought under ditch. 

The first and largest was in the vicinity of Garden City and Lakin where 

five large ditches irrigated the upland and valley bottom on both sides 

of the river. The second area was that of the Eureka system in Gr̂ ay 

and Ford counties and the third was located in Hamilton county where 

three smaller ditches brought a modest amount of bottom land under 

irrigation. 

The beginning of irrigation in western Kansas dates from the 

establishment of Garden City. C. J. "Buffalo" Jones, who became the most 

energetic promoter of ditch irrigation in western Kansas later recalled 

his part in the settlement of Garden City. In I87I4 Jones had been a 

young mail clerk on the Santa Fe Railway, and on one particular occasion 

when the train was forced to stop at the present site of Garden City 

because of a herd of buffalo on the track, Jones jumped off to secure 

12 
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some fresh meat for the crew. His companions, evidently unaware that 

Jones was off, waited until the buffalo cleared the track and then pushed 

on leaving Jones stranded on the prairie until the next train came 

through. While waiting there, Jones became impressed with the beauty 

of the country and determined to return someday to live. Four years 

later, in 1878, he learned that W. D. Fulton of Sterling, Kansas, was 

planning to settle near that spot on the Arkansas, so Jones joined 

Fulton and his family and thus became one of the original settlers of 

Garden City.1 

The year 1879 happened to be exceptionally dry even for western 

Kansas and Fulton and his neighbors, in a desperate effort to save some 

of their crops, channeled some river water along the ruts of the old 
p 

Santa Fe Trail to their garden plots. Hie first season was so trying 

that many settlers became discouraged and returned to their homes in 

the east. But one group of men determined not to give up so easily. 

G. W. Hollinger and Charles S. Landis who owned the general store in 

Garden City persuaded their manager, Levi Wilkinson, and another 

associate, W. H. Armentrout, to help them construct an irrigation canal 

as an experiment to demonstrate the agricultural possibilities of this 

section, and thus the Garden City Canal was begun.^ 

1Garden City Imprint, April I 4 , 1908. 

2Garden City Imprint, January 26, 1907. 

3c. J. Jones claimed in later years that the idea for the Garden 
City Canal was originally his but that when he approached the business 
men for financial backing they incorporated his ditch scheme but left 
him out. Garden City Imprint, April I 4 , 1908. 
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The line of the Garden City Canal as surveyed by Hollinger and 

Armentrout extended from the headgate about four miles west of Garden 

City along the river to the west edge of town. The original canal, 

which was four miles long, eight feet wide and two feet deep, and capable 

of irrigating about 1 0 0 acres, was built during the season of l 8 8 0 by 

Armentrout at a cost of about $ 2 , 0 0 0 . In 1 8 8 1 R. L. Hilmes, another 

Sterling man who acted as the local land agent for the Santa Fe Railway, 

sold the ditch for the businessmen to a joint stock company composed 

of seventeen farmers located along the ditch.^ The farmers enlarged 

the channel to sixteen feet and built two extensions, one across the 

railroad and north of Garden City, the other through the town to a 

point about one mile east of Garden City where the overflow was channeled 

back into the river. Then in I88I4, with the aid of some Illinois 

capitalists, they extended the canal to a total length of twenty miles, 

bringing most of the area immediately around Garden City under ditch. 

The Garden City Canal was a small effort in comparison with some of the 

later canals but it was the prototype of canal irrigation on the High 

Plains. 

The Kansas Canal, also begun in 1 8 8 0 , was a larger project, 

similar in design to the Garden City Canal, but involving two important 

^The headgate was located on Sec. 1 6 T2I4 R33 and the canal ran 
through sections 15, II4» and 1 3 and abater to sec. 20 T2k R32, Leola 
Howard Blanchard, Conquest of Southwest Kansas: A History and Thrilling 
Stories of Frontier Life in""the State of Kansas TWichita, Kansas: The 
Wichita Sagle Dress, 1 9 3 1 ) p* ^ 6 , hereaFter cited as Blanchard, Conquest 
of Southwest Kansas; Garden City Daily Telegram, June 8 , 1 9 3 7 * 

^Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company, "Fanning by 
Irrigation: Map and Description of A.T.&S.F. Lands," (Chicago: Poole 
Brothers, I 8 8 I 1 ) , hereafter cited as Santa Fe, "Map and Description.11 
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additional features ertlich became typical of canal irrigation in the 

l 8 8 0 ! s f ( 1 ) financial control of the corporation by eastern capitalists, 

and ( 2 ) extension of the irrigation system to the uplands. The Kansas 

Irrigating, Water Power and Manufacturing Company was incorporated in 

February. 1 8 8 0 , with C. J. Jones as the guiding spirit.^ Jones surveyed 

the original line of the ditch and began construction in June, 1 8 8 0 . 

The Kansas Canal, or "Deerfield Ditch" as it was sometimes called 

locally, left the river some thirteen miles above Garden City near the 

Finney-Kearny line. In the spring of 1 8 8 1 another ditch known as the 

Sherlock Canal was started a short distance down the river and completed 

to a distance of eight miles.^ In 1 8 8 2 these two canals were consolidated 

as the Kansas Canal and sold to a corporation of Illinois capitalists who 

incorporated as the Illinois Irrigating and Water Power Company. This 

corporation combined the two ditches thus eliminating the need for the 

headgate at Sherlock, and generally improved the organization of the 
ft 

enterprise. By I88I4 the enlarged canal was thirty miles long, forty 

feet wide and four feet deep at the headgate and ten feet wide and two 

feet deep at Garden City.^ 

^Garden City Imprint, April k9 1908j Kansas Corporation Charters, 
1 0 : 3 6 1 , (PSEF^ryTT, 188Ö). 

7Kansas Corporation Charters, 1 3 : 5 9 9 (May 2 , 1 8 8 2 ) , and 1 3 * 6 0 6 
(May 1 2 , 1 Ö Ö 2 ) ; and Noble L. Prentis, Southwestern Letters, p. 3 0 . 

^A "Map of the Garden City Land District," published in the 
Garden City Irrigator, January 1 , 1 8 8 6 , shows the canals before they 
were combined. The Garden City Imprint Supplement, May 7 , 1 8 9 2 contains 
a map of the combined canals; the merger is reported in Santa Fe, "Map 
and Description." 

^Santa Fe, "Map and Description,nj A "Map of the Kansas Irrigation 
Canal," by T. E. Weeks, Surveyor, dated September 2I4, 1 8 9 0 , is located in 
the Finney County Register of Deeds, Original Plat Book, p. 6 0 . 



Figure 3 . Map of the irrigation canals in the vicinity of Garden City, Kansas, I88I4. 
Taken from a map of the Garden City Land District as reproduced in the Garden City 
Irrigator, January 1 , 1 8 8 6 . 
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The Kansas Canal was the first to carry water above the river 

valley to the uplands. Relying on the general slope of the Higfr Plains 

of about ten feet per mile, it was a simple matter for the engineer 

to survey a line which would carry the water away from the river by 

reducing the fall to two or three feet per mile. In this way the water 

was channeled up out of the valley over the low rounded bluffs above 

Garden City and onto the uplands to the north then into the long level 

trench of the Finney Basin« It was optimistically estimated that with 

additional laterals this ditch would be capable of irrigating 2 0 , 0 0 0 

acres, a figure over twice as great as ever realized.1^ 

In l 8 8 l C. J. Jones induced Senator Preston B. Plumb and two 

Lawrence bankers, Edward Russell and G.W.E. Griffiths, to back him 

financially in a new ditch known as the Great Eastern Canal. 1 1 As this 

canal was to become the most important irrigation canal in Kansas during 

the I 8 8 O !s a more detailed account of its construction may be in order. 

Professor F. 0 . Marvin of the University of Kansas made the survey for 

the Great Eastern in July 1 8 8 1 . The canal was to be thirty miles long, 

extending from about four miles west of Lakin in a northeasterly 

iOßlanchard, Conquest of Southwest Kansas, 8 9 - 9 0 ; Santa Fe, 
"Map and Description;" Garden ffTty Irrigator, October f>, 1 8 8 2 ; March 1 , 
1 8 8 3 ; February 8 , and July 2l4,TB&4. 

^The Great Eastern Irrigating Water Power and Manufacturing 
Company was incorporated in October, I 8 8 O , with C. J. Jones, W. C. Jones, 
Levi Wilkinson, and George W. De Waters of Garden City and James F. 
Parks of Nemma, Iowa, as directors. This apparently remained a paper 
concern until Plumb, Russell, and Griffith were brought in, Kansas 
Corporation Charters, 1 1 : 3 9 1 (October 6 , 1 8 8 0 ) . At an organizational 
meeting held in Topeka in September, 1 8 8 1 , the officers of the Great 
Eastern Canal Corporation were chosen. Senator Plumb was elected Presi
dent, C. J. Jones, Vice President, Edward Russell, Secretary, and G. W # E. 
Griffith Treasurer, Lakin Herald, September 2 7 , l 8 8 l . 
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direction, roughly paralleling the Kansas Ditch, to the level plain 
1 2 

north of Deerfield. James Craig, who was made superintendent in 

charge of construction, set up camp on Sand Creek near Lakin in 

December, l 8 8 l , and the örew worked steadily through that winter and 

the summer of 1 8 8 2 . The large investment of the Lawrence men, reportedly 

as high as $ 7 0 , 0 0 0 the first year, allowed Craig to keep a large crew 

and several ditching machines employed and to make rapid progress. By 

mid-January, 1 8 8 2 . the crew had moved east of Lakin arid by February, 

over eighteen miles were completed. Prospects were so encouraging that 

in May, 1 8 8 2 , Jones was able to convince the directors to extend the 
13 

canal to a distance of fifty miles. During the summer of 1 8 8 2 

Craig Ys men installed the headgates and waste gates and built bridges 

across the canal and a flume over Sand Creek, and by December, 1 8 8 2 , 

his crew had completed some forty miles of canal. 

In the spring of 1 8 8 3 the corporation turned the canal over to 

the farmers to use the first season without charge and Craig took his 

outfit to the Crooked Creek Cattle Ranch in Meade County during the 

summer of 1 8 8 3 . Returning in September, Craig found that the canal had 

been neglected and began making improvements for the season of I88I4. 

Early in April, I88I4, Craig opened the headgates and the first season of 

irrigation began. Farmers under the ditch received a surplus of water 
1 2Lakin Herald, July 1 8 , l 8 8 l j Blanchard, Conquest of Southwest 

Kansas, p. 9 2 . 

1 3Lakin Herald, January 7 , and Mky 1 3 , l 8 8 2 j Santa Fe, "Map 
and Description." 

•^Lakin Herald, November 1 8 , and June 3 , 1 8 8 2 . 
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during April, May, and June, and the canal successfully carried water 

for a length of forty miles. 

During the years I88I4 to 1888 several large laterals were added 

to the Great Eastein system in order to irrigate a larger portion of 

the great level plain extending north and east of Deerfield. The first 

and most important of these was the Lakin Lateral which diverted from 

the main canal at Lakin to water the lands above the main canal north

east of Lakin. The Lakin Lateral, which was constructed by Craig's 

crew in 1883 and I88I1 , was sixteen miles long and extended six miles 

north of the main c a n a l u n t i l it was superseded by the Amazon Canal 

in 1 8 8 9 9 the Lakin Lateral was the most important canal in Kearny 

County, and it came to be considered a part of the main canal rather than 
17 

a lateral. 1 The Boyd and Speer Laterals, which were constructed during 

the years 188U to 1886, extended east from the main canal and brought 

under ditch the land between the Great Eastern and Kansas Canals. ± 0 

In 1887 the farmers north of the Great Eastern System began 

organizing to bring irrigation to their section. Delegations from the 

two communities of Knauston and Hatfield urged the officials of the 

^Blanchard, Conquest of Southwest Kansas, p. 93-

^Garden City Irrigator, November 29, 1883. 

-^Personal interview with Foster Eskelund of Deerfield, Kansas, 
April 5>. 1966j Kearny County Historical Society, History of Kearny 
County, Kansas (Dodge City, Kansas: Rollie Jack, Inc., JL95IT). pp. 358-
361. 

^Blanchard, Conquest of Southwest Kansas, p. 93. 
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3-9Keamy County Advocate, March 5>, and August 2 0 , 1 8 8 7 . 

20Kearny County Advocate, September 1 0 , 1 8 8 7 ; Hatfield News, 
September 2 0 , October 1 2 , October 2 6 , and November 2 8 , 1ÖÖ7. 

21Hatfield News, December Hi, 1 8 8 7 ; March 7 , April 1 1 , 1 8 8 8 ; 
May 9 , and May 2 3 , IHBB". 

22Hatfield News, October 1 9 , 1 8 8 7 , and June 2 0 , 1 8 8 8 . 

Great Eastern to extend laterals into their neighborhood.1^ Percy 

Russell, superintendent of the Great Eastern, expressed interest in the 

project but cautioned that it would be expensive in that some thirty-six 

miles of the main canal would have to be widened before construction on 

the laterals could begin. The farmers responded by pledging to sub

scribe over $14,000 payable over a four-year period to get the ditch 

extended, and an agreement on the ditch extension was reached.2^ 

Construction of the Knauston and Hatfield Laterals was begun late in 

1887 and completed in the spring of 1 8 8 8 . The editor of the Hatfield 

News, who had promoted the ditch extensions from the beginning, reported 

that two forces of men with ditching machines were making canals all 

over the country and that farmers in the northern townships were 

jubilant over the prospects of irrigation.21 Judge J. W. Gregory, one 

of the best known personalities along the Arkansas Valley and an active 

proponent of irrigation was as enthusiastic as the News editor about 

irrigation on his farmstead near Hatfield.22 

By 1 8 8 8 the Great Eastern was the largest and most important 

irrigation canal in the Arkansas Valley. Including its main laterals 

the canal extended ninety-six miles over the upland watering a tract 
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over twelve miles wide at the lower end. J The success of this canal 

during the l 8 8 0 Ts was encouraging to its owners and patrons alike and 

served as an inspiration to other promoters of irrigation up and down 

the Arkansas Valley. 

The Great Eastern was not the only canal which held promises of 

prosperous times for Kearny County in the early l880rs. At the same 

time the Great Eastern was being constructed to the north another canal, 

the "South Side Canal," was being constructed past Lakin on the other 

side of the river. This project had its beginning in July, 1880, 

when C J. Jones chartered the Minnehaha Irrigation Company which was 

to build a canal sixteen miles long beginning two and one-half miles 

west of Lakin Construction of the canal was begun in the sunmer 

of I88O by C. H. Longstreth, who for several decades was to be the 

most important man involved in the operations of the South Side Ditch. ^ 

A shortage of finances held up immediate construction of the canal, 

and little was accomplished until 1882. In that year the corporation 

developing the Minnehaha was superseded by the Western Irrigation 

23Kearny County Advocate, October 8 , I 8 8 7 . There is evidently 
no extant plat of the Great Eastern Canal from the l 8 8 0 fs. An accurate 
representation of this system can be compiled from the following maps: 
"Map of the Garden City Land District," published by Bennett and Smith, 
land attorneys, Garden City, Kansas, and published in the Garden City 
Irrigator, January 1, 1886$ "A Complete Map of Kearny County," in the 
Kearny County Advocate, May 21, 1887; and a map of the four ditches north 
of the river printed in the Garden City Imprint Supplement, May 7. 1892. 

^ La kin Herald, June 2I4, l88l; Kansas Corporation Charters, 
11:116; Blanchard, Conquest of Southwest Kansas, pp. 91-5*2. 

^Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Ninth Biennial Report 
(1893-18914), P- 367. 
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2^The original officers were C. H. Longstreth, Superintendent; 
C. F. Godarg, General Freight Agent of the A.T.&S.F.; and W. G. 
Dickerson and G. B. Lake, both of Topeka, Lakin Herald, December 1 7 , 
and December 3 1 , l 8 8 l . 

2 7Lakin Herald, February 1 8 , April 8 , and November I4, 1 8 8 2 . 

28Lakin Herald, May 1 6 , I88I4. 

2*A large map showing the "Western Irrigation Company's System 
of Canals," dated September 27, 1 8 8 8 , is located in the Kearny County 
Register of Deöds, Plat Book; Kearny County Advocate, October 1 6 , 1 8 8 6 ; 
August 2 7 , 1 8 8 7 ; a n 3~Äe" T £ , 188$. 

3°Lakin Herald, May 1 6 , I88I4, and Kearny County Advocate, 
September 2 0 , 1 8 8 ^ 

Company composed of investors from Ohio, with 0 . S. Kelley as president. ° 

Construction was pushed rapidly wLth the new directors in control and 

the Great Western Canal which had only ten miles completed in February, 

1 8 8 2 , was completed to the Finney County line by November.2? The main 

canal when completed was twenty-four miles long and thirty feet wide. 

It had a drop of two and one-half feet per mile and carried four feet 

of water.2^ Additional laterals were built during the next several 

seasons until the canal was capable of irrigating almost all the land 

on the second bottoms between the river and the sand hills.2^ 

For several years the Great Western had the distinction of being 

the only canal along the river without a dam. By I 8 8 9 it was no longer 

possible to divert water into the canal from the river without a dam 

so H. A. Stayton was hired to build a permanent dam at a cost of $ 3 , 0 0 0 . ^ 

The Great Western Canal was first put into operation in May, I88I4, and 

proved to be an immediate success. Superintendent Longstreth, who 



Figure I 4 . Map of the irrigation canals in the vicinity of Garden City, Kansas, 1 8 9 2 . Taken 
from the Garden City Imprint Supplement, May 7 , 1 8 9 2 . 
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himself bought a large amount of land under the ditch, raised a large 

crop of alfalfa and garden vegetables during the seasons of 188U and 

1885 and pronounced the canal no longer an experiment but a proven 
31 

success.-̂  

Of all the visionary irrigation projects promoted by C. J. 

Jones, the most grandiose in design and in fact was the Amazon Irrigating 

Canal. The extent and scope of this project as originally envisioned 

by Jones accurately reflects the spirit of optimism, the willingness 

to try anything, that was so characteristic of the western Kansas 

boomers in the l880fs. Jones' first scheme, which was only hinted at 

in the papers during the fall of 188?, called for a "Suez Canal," 

beginning possibly in Hamilton County near the state line and crossing 

Hamilton, Kearny, Scott, Finney, Garfield, and Gray Counties.^ To 

implement this project Jones needed $l|00,000 in capital which he suggested 

could be raised by 800 farmers contracting for water at $3>0 per year.^ 

Some skeptics, such as the editor of the Kearny County Advocate, doubted 

the possibility of such a grand scheme and the Suez Canal project went 

into temporary eclipse.^ 

Reducing his plans to a more practicable scale for the time 

being, Jones joined forces with another promoter, A. T. Soule of the 

Eureka Irrigation Canal (discussed below), and in October, 1887, these 

31Lakin Herald, December 2, 1882, and the Kansas State Board of 
Agriculture, Ninth Biennial Report (l893-l89ii), p. 367. 

32Kearny County Advocate, November 26, and September 17, 1887; 
Terry Eye, November 17, IBB7; Syracuse Sentinel, September 30, 1887. 

33Kearny County Advocate, September 17, 1887. 

3l*The Terry Eye, November 17, 1887, reported that Jones was still 
promoting the Suez which was to be one and one-half times the size of 
the Amazon. 
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two reached an agreement to build the smaller Amazon Ditch.35 A 

preliminary survey of the Amazon called for a canal that would tap the 

river west of Hartland, then run northeast parallel to the Great Eastern 

and beyond to the Scott County boundary where it would irrigate north 

Finney County. Continuing east and south along the natural divide 

between the Pawnee and the Scott-Finney Basin, the main canal would 

fork, one branch emptying into Soulefs Eureka Canal in Gray County and 

the other going north into Lane County. 3 6 Just how water was to be run 

up-hill into Lane County was never explained and the contemplated 

connection with the Eureka was never realized, but the basic outline 

of the Amazon, a wide arc around the north end of Finney County then 

back down into the Scott-Finney Basin, was eventually carried out.37 

Construction of the Amazon began in November, 1 8 8 7 . Fifteen 

men and twenty five teams were put to work near Hartland scraping out a 

sixty foot channel. One year later, in November, 1 8 8 8 , the construction 

crew was camped on the Scott County line where they were working to 

complete a middle section between the lower end and the river* * By 

^Terry Eye, October 2 7 , 1 8 8 7 . 

% M d . , November 17, and October 27, 1 8 8 7 . 

3 7 A beautiful plat of "The Amazon Irrigation Canal in Kearny, 
Finney and Scott Counties Kansas, and Lands adjacent to same. Property 
of the Syndicate Lands and Irrigating Corporation, Kansas City, Mo., 
March, 1 8 9 2 , " was loaned to the writer by Mr. Ed Dekeiser, Superintendent 
of the Amazon Ditch. The Amazon is now owned by the Kearny County 
Farmers Irrigation Association. 

3^Kearny County Advocate, November 1 9 , l 8 8 7 j Iterry Eye, November 
2I4, I 8 8 7 , November 1 , November 2 3 , and November 2 9 , 1ÖÖÖ. 
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May, 1 8 8 9 , the main canal was for the most part complete. Near the 

headgate the canal was forty-five feet wide and nine feet deep narrowing 

to thirty-five feet wide and seven feet deep a few miles down. The main 

canal was 102 miles long and extended forty miles in a straight line 

north of the river at the farthest point. The engineers could point 

proudly to over 1 0 0 miles of laterals completed and many more projected. 

One of the most important of these laterals was the thirty foot wide 

Terry Lateral which brought water to the small community of Terry in 

north Finney County. P. D. Terry, the cattleman turned farmer who had 

founded Terry, could look out with satisfaction a^ the network of 

laterals which would bring water to his fields and those of his neigh

bors. With the completion of the Terry Lateral the task of bringing 

all of northwest Finney County under ditch was for practical purposes 

complete.^0 Water was first turned into the Amazon in April, 1 8 8 9 , 

but failed to get past Sand Creek during the first season. As became 

evident in the next several seasons the main problem facing the Amazon 

was the shortage of water in the river.^1 

While the construction of the Amazon was carried on Jones was 

not idle. His hope of promoting the larger Suez Canal had by no means 

^Letter from J. S. fainter in the Terry Eye, May 23, 1 8 8 9 . 

k°Ibid., March U 4 , March 28, April 1 1 , and May 3 0 , I 8 8 9 . 

^Ibld., April 1 1 , and May 2 , 1 8 8 9 ; Kearny County Advocate, 
October 26, I Ö 8 9 , and December Ij, 1 8 9 0 . Blanchard, in The Conquest of 
Southwest Kansas, p. 9h, comments in regard to the construction of the 
Amazon that, "Any person should have known that the ditches already 
constructed and in use added to the ditches in Colorado would take the 
full flow of the Arkansas River." 
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been satisfied and he actively pursued this project during the summer of 

1 8 8 8 . Jones1 plans and motives during that summer are not altogether 

clear. For several months newspaper reports referred to construction 

on the Amazon as if it were the Suez though it seems clear that Jones 

considered them two separate canals. As outlined by Jones in 1 8 8 8 the 

Suez Canal would go through Hamilton and Kearny Counties "probably 

in townships 2 1 and 2 2 " and would furnish water to flood fifty acres 

of each quarter section three inches deep every two weeks. Water would 

be furnished to subscribers only and each subscriber would receive in 

addition one share in the company -which was valued at $500. W. W. Cook 

and J. J. Covert, two of Jones friends, were sent east to borrow money 

for the Amazon and Suez Canals. It was estimated that $1|00,000 would 

be needed for the Suez and construction would begin as soon as $11*0,000 

was subscribed.^ 

During the spring and summer of 1888 Jones ranged the country 

north of the Arkansas holding "mass meetings" in each township to explain 

and promote his canals.^3 The farmers had definitely mixed reactions, 

their desire for water being considerably dampened by the terms asked 

by Jones. A sample contract was drawn up -which guaranteed that each 

irrigator would get fifty acres in each quarter section flooded with 

three inches of water in return for which the farmer would pay $500 in 

yearly installments of $50. The catch, however, came in the last clause 

which provided that the irrigator would yield up a first mortgage to 

^Syracuse Sentinel, March 1 6 , 1 8 8 8 ; Terry Eye, November 21|, 1 8 8 7 . 

h 3 T e r r y Eye, March 2 2 , 1 8 8 8 ; Syracuse Sentinel, March 3 0 , I8883 
Hatfield News, April I4, 1 8 8 8 . 
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his land which would be placed in escrow with $% interest accruing 

whenever the note was not paid on time. Furthermore, the irrigators, 

by terms of the contract, would agree to keep the canal repaired and 

operational for ten y e a r s T h i s contract T̂ hich evidently was to be 

used on both the Amazon and the Suez was sharply criticized by farmers 

and editors alike. Editors of the Terry Eye, the Hatfield Hews, the 

Keamy County Advocate, and the Syracuse Sentinel all questioned the 

good faith of Jones and the fairness of the proposed water contracts. 

Jones1 promotional*efforts during the summer of 1888 were not 

very successful. In March, 1 8 8 8 , Thaomas Overton,chairman of the 

Committee on Irrigation for Hamilton County, called a meeting to 

discuss Jones1 plans but no agreement was reached. y During the same 

month a mass meeting was held in Chauntilly, in north Kearny County 

but there was opposition to the mortgage clause of the contract. As 

a result most of the farmers in north Kearny County became suspicious 

of the Suez proposal1.^ At Terry in Finney County 15>0 farmers assembled 

at the meeting called by Jones but Jones himself failed to come. One 

Terry farmer expressed the opinion of the north Finney County farmers 

that Jones had simply priced his canal out of existence.^ 

^Terry Eye, May 3 , 1 8 8 8 . 

^Syracuse Sentinel, March 3 0 , 1 8 8 8 . 

k^Ibid., March 1 6 , 1 8 8 8 ; and Keamy County Advocate, June 3 0 , 
1 8 8 8 . 

^Terry Eye, April 1 2 , 1 8 8 8 ; Hatfield News, June 1 3 , 1 8 8 8 . 
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The upshot • of the whole matter was that the Suez scheme never 

materialized and even Jones! activities in the Amazon came under 

suspicion. But the fact that Jones1 grand scheme for the Suez Canal 

was never realized seems small wonder when considering the fact that 

his compromise canal, the Amazon, was the largest canal ever constructed 

in Kansas. And in fact the Amazon would seem to be a worthy memorial 

to C. J. "Buffalo" Jones, one of the most energetic and colorful 

promoters with which western Kansas has ever been blessed. 

Irrigation for Gray and Ford Counties was begun soon after the 

pioneer projects around Garden City. In 1882 a group of men from 

Spearville, a small community on the Santa Fe Railway northeast of 

Dodge City, visited the Garden City area and returned to draw up plans 

to irrigate the lower valley.^ Two brothers, G. G. and J. W. Gilbert 

of Spearville, assumed the initiative in promoting irrigation in Gray 

and Ford Counties. Undoubtedly the most important move the Gilbert 

brothers made was to enlist the support of Asa T. Soule, a wealthy 

financier from their home town of Rochester, New York. Soule, who was 

reported to have made $8 to $ 1 0 million from the sale of a patent medicine 

known as "Hop Bitters" (accounting for the nickname Hop Bitters Soule), 

found the idea of investing in the booming economy of southwest Kansas 

congenial to his thinking. Before the end of the decade he had become 

the most important investor in Ford and Gray Counties, counting among 

his investments a town, a railroad, a bank, and a college.^ 

^Garden City Irrigator, September II4, 1 8 8 2 . 

^"The Travail of Cimraarron and Ingalls and the Death of Montezuma," 
contained within "Some Lost Towns of Kansas," Kansas Historical Collections 
XII ( 1 9 1 1 - 1 9 1 2 ) , I46I1, hereafter cited as "Some Lost Towns of Kansas," 
Kansas Historical Collections XII ( 1 9 1 1 - 1 9 1 2 ) . 



Figure £. Map of the Eureka Canal. Taken from the Report of the Senate Committee on 
Irrigation and Reclamation. 1 8 8 9 , Senate Report. 9 2 8 , III, p. 2*5^. 
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The Eureka Canal, as it was named by Soule and the Gilberts, 

was incorporated in the summer of 1 8 8 2 and surveyed that fall.^0 

^lans for the construction of the extensive irrigation system were drawn 

up in a series of meetings in Rochester and Spearville during the summer 

of 1 8 8 3 . ^ - The projected canal would tap the river twelve miles above 

Dodge City near Ingalls extending northeast through Spearville then 

back south where it would empty into Coon Creek near Kinsley.^ 

line of the Eureka followed a ridge than ran between the Arkansas and 

the Sawlog Creek so that land on both sides of the canal could be 

irrigated.Farmers in the vicinity of Spearville which would be the 

center of the irrigated district expressed enthusiasm for the project 

and D. M. Frost of the Ford County Globe announced that upon completion 

of the Eureka, Dodge City would replace Garden City as the irrigation 

center of western Kansas. 

Construction of the Eureka Canal began in the spring of I88I4. 

A large force of men with teams was put to work at Spearville in April, 

I88I4, and by May they had six New Era Ditchers at work on the canal. p 

In July the first of a long series of disasters struck the Eureka when 

the construction camp was completely destroyed by wind.56 Construction 

£°Ford County Globe, October 3 1 , 1 8 8 2 . 

^•Ibid., March 6 and January 9 , I 8 8 3 . 

52Ibid., April 3,, 1 8 Ö 3 -

^spearville Blade, July 6 , 1 8 8 8 . 

^Ford County Globe, January 2 3 , and December 1 1 , 1 8 8 3 . 

^Ibld., April 1$, l 8 8 i j ; Garden City Irrigator, May 2 $ , I88I1 . 

harden City Irrigator, July 3 1 , 1 8 8 ^ . 
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was resumed during the summer of 1885 and the main canal was completed 

by May, 1886.^ The seasons of 1886 and 188? were devoted to construc

tion of the lateral system and a reconstruction of the dam which was 

damaged in 188?.* 8 

Of particular interest was the dam of the Eureka which reportedly 

cost over $3,000 to construct. A description of this dam was given by 

the editor of the Spearville Blade upon its completion early in 1888i 

The main dam which extends across the river, is 500 
feet long, 200 feet of which is floored with plank 
16 feet long, over which the surplus water passes, and 
upon which arrangements are made to put in gates so that 
in case of very low water, the whole of it can be stopped 
and turned into the canal. The • • • north end of the 
dam is being made extra heavy, and is supplied with 130 
feet of gateway, in sections, so that any amount of water 
can be turned on or off • . . Here we found a large force 
of men, horses and two pile drivers at work. The heavy 
click and chuck of the ponderous hammers coming down at 
short and almost regular intervals being heard 
constantly . . .59 

Water was turned into the Eureka in June, 1886, and free water 

was furnished to a few farmers as far down as Cixraaron but very little 

irrigation was done the first season. Water was turned on again later 

in November and left running until ice blocked the channel.^0 The 

season of 1887 proved to be a disappointment to those who expected to 

irrigate from the Eureka. In early March it was announced that the 

Eureka Company was enlisting all able bodied men to work on the canal 

and laterals in order to make it ready for the irrigating season.^1 

odge City Livestock Journal, February 17, 1885} and May 25, 1886. 

58spearville Blade, August 13, August 20, and October 29, 1886. 

59iMd. t January 20, 1888. 

folbid., August 13, August 27, and November 12, 1886. 
6lIbid., March h, and March 11, 1887. 
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Water was turned In during March and April and flowed some thirty five 

miles down the canal but in early June a sudden rise in the river washed 
62 

out a large part of the dam and the embankments on the lower canal. 

Damage was so extensive that there was little irrigation during the 

entire season of I887, the first very dry season since irrigation had 

begun in western Kansas.^ 

The engineers of the Eureka seemingly had a solution for every 

problem, however, and In addition to repairing the dam they drew up 

plans for a series of reservoirs which would store water along the 

line of the canal, to be used in case of damage to the dam or insufficient 

water from the river.^ 

By the season of 1888 the canal, dam, and reservoirs were ready 

for use. Water was turned in in March and it became immediately apparent 

that the reservoirs would be a mixed blessir^. The first reservoir was 

just below the dam and with the reservoir and the canal both absorbing 

water it took over a day for the water to progress one mile.^ There 

were over fifty lakes to be filled between Ingalls and Dodge City and 

although it must have been impressive when three months later the water 

began pouring into the large reservoirs north of Dodge City creating 

several large lakes 1J>0 feet above the river and 6j> miles from the 

headgates it did not do very much for the crops around Spearville for 
66 

which the water was intended. It was the latter part of June before 

°^Tbid., March 1 8 , April 2 2 , and June 1 0 , 1 8 8 7 . 
63Ibid., October 7 , 1 8 8 7 . 

®*Ibid., October 7 , and December 3 0 , 1 8 8 7 . 
6£lbid., March 1 6 , 1 8 8 8 . 

66Ibid., June 1$9 1 8 8 8 . 
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water reached Spearville and July 6 before the entire length contained 

water. ̂  By that time most of the crops were burned up although a small 

amount of com that was irrigated near the ditch made seventy-five 

bushels per acre.^ 

Water came down the canal more rapidly in 1889 reaching Spear

ville in April but slowing down in May.^ Early in July just at the 

crucial time for corn, a serious break developed in the ditch and the 

water had to be cut off for two weeks while the break was repaired.^ 

Water was running again in time for fall planting but most of the corn 

was lost for the season of 1889. 7 1 Farmers around Spearville were not 

very eager to renew their water contracts after the failure of the 

Eureka during the proceeding three seasons.^ They were even less 

eager when the season of 1890 proved to be a repeat performance. Water 

was turned in early in February and was available for irrigation at 

Spearville by the end of March, the earliest ever on the Eureka. But 

in June, once again at the critical time of the growing season, the dam 

was washed out and the canal went dry. Ehe Blade editor, who had 

faithfully supported the Eureka from the first, commented with some 

rancor that he had been informed that the dam could not be repaired 

until the river went down lest the workmen get their feet wet in the 

6?Ibld., June 29, and July 6, 1888. 

%bid., August 31, 1888, and May 3, 1889. 

6?Ibld., April 12, April 19, May 17, and June U*, I889. 

7°Ibld., July 19, July 26, 1889, and January 3, 1890. 

71Ibid., January 3, 1890. 

?2Ibid. 
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73ibid., February 21, March 21, and June 27, 1890. 

7^ Kearny County Advocate, October 1, 1887. 

7^Uhited States Department of Interior, Reclamation Service, 
Second Annual Report (19O2-1903), P* 327, reports hereafter cited as 
Reclamation Service, Second Annual Report. 

hot weather with serious result.?3 The consistent failure of the Eureka 

to hold water brought SOIHB caustic remarks from the Kearny County 

Advocate concerning the basic construction of the Eureka; 

Owing to the awkward butcher work, the ditch has never 
been rendered fit for any use. A subterfuge for a dam 
was built across the river, and this flimsy construction 
was never built so as to withstand the ordinary freshlets 
in the river. Hence, the ditch has never been supplied 
with water, except during a brief interval in the spring 
water was run as far as Howell. It is of no practical 
use, and can never be made so 

By the time the engineering difficulties in the Eureka were 

ironed out the drouth of the l890!s had dried up the Arkansas River and 

the canal was rendered useless for a lack of water. The Reclamation 

Service reported in 1903 that the ditches between Spearville and Dodge 

had been abandoned beoause of insufficient water and that only a small 

amount of irrigating was being done on the upper end of the ditch near 

Ingalls.^ 

The history of the Eureka Canal furnished a study in the frus

tration and failure of canal irrigation. No single irrigating project 

in the state could match the Eureka in terms of elaborate plans and 

capital resources yet no canal failed so completely and disastrously as 

did the Eureka. In some ways the failure of the Eureka points to the 

logical corollary of the optimistic hopes of the western Kansas boomers. 
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the greater the project the greater the possibility for failure. The 

promoters of the Eureka came to know the extremes of both high 

expectations and deep disappointments. 

Hamilton County, the third irrigation district to develop in 

western Kansas, came somewhat later than those centering in Garden 

City and Spearville. Although its location on the far western end of 

the valley meant less rainfall and thus a greater need for irrigaticn 

than in the lower valley, the geography of Hamilton county limited the 

scope of irrigation projects. South of the river the sand hills filled 

the valley thus ruling out a south side project such as the one in 

Kearny County. North of the valley the bluffs were broken by a number 

of large washes making it next to impossible to run a canal onto the 

uplands as was possible above Lakin and Garden City. But there was a 

stretch of level bottom land about two miles in width on the north 

which could easily be reached by canal irrigation. It was on this 

bottom that the Hamilton County irrigators concentrated. 

The first ditch in Hamilton County remains somewhat elusive. 

Evidently sometime in l88ij~l883> two men named Collier and McLellands 

built a short ditch into Syracuse from a few miles up the river. 

The ditch was intended to be used for irrigation and for water in 

Syracuse but it fell Into disrepair and was not really used for 
77 

either. By 1887 the farmers of Hamilton County were ready to take 

more definite action on the irrigation question* Numerous meetings were 

held to hear the various proposals of the ditch companies. 

7*%odge City Live Stock Journal, February 10, 1885. 

77syracu8e Sentinel, January 27, 1888. 
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The Syracuse Board of Trade met in March, 1 8 8 7 , to discuss ditch 

matters and in August and September a farmers club was organized in north 

Hamilton county to promote a canal through North Hamilton, Kearny 

and Finney Counties. At their meeting in September the Interstate Irri

gation Company of Garden City proposed to furnish water at $ 1 an inch 

to all three of the named counties if they would guarantee patronage.*^ 

Out of this increased interest in irrigation came several ditch companies 

which were incorporated with plans ranging from the Syracuse Water Works 

and Irrigating Company which merely proposed to repair and operate the 

old city canal to Jones' grandiose scheme for the Suez Canal.?9 

The ditch that finally became a reality was a compromise between 

these two extremes. In March, 1 8 8 8 , the Alamo Irrigating and Manufactur

ing Company was incorporated with Thomas Overton as president, Ben A. 

Wood as secretary, and V. S. Jones as treasurer.^ Overton began 

construction of the Alamo Ditch eight miles west of Syracuse and by 

the end of July, 1 8 8 8 , had water running to his farm just outside 

town.^ In August, 1 8 8 8 , water contracts were let to those wishing to 

irrigate west of Syracuse and plans were made to extend the ditch to 

7 8 l b l d . , March 2 5 , August 1 2 , and September 1 6 , 1 8 8 7 . 

79Kansas Corporation Charters, 2 5 : 6 l l i (February II4, I 8 8 7 ) , and 
the Syracuse Sentinel, March U, 1ÖÖ7. The Syracuse Sentinel, September 
3 0 , l o ö 7 , and September 9« 1 8 8 7 , announced tnat Jones was in the country 
with a large party of surveyors and had already contracted for the first 
thirty miles of the large [Suez ?] canal. 

8oKansas Corporation Charters, 3 3 : 3 6 8 (March 2 l j , 1 8 8 8 ) . E. P. 
Barber and F. M. Rudolph were also charter members, Syracuse Sentinel, 
July 2 0 , 1 8 8 8 . ~ _ 

8 lThe Alamo, which ran from the river about eight miles west of 
Syracuse to a point just north of town, took precisely the same route as 
had been planned by the Hamilton County Ditch Company a year before. 
There seems to be no further connection between the companies, however, 
as their directors were different, Syracuse Sentinel, March 1 8 , 1 8 8 7 * 
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the other side of town.02 In 1889 the Alamo Irrigating and Manufacturing 

Company completed the construction of its irrigation system. The Alamo 

Canal was widened and extended and a second canal, named the Fort 

Aubrey Canal, was taken from the river just west of Syracuse. The two 

ditches were combined about six miles east of Syracuse and extended 

along the bluffs north of the river bottom almost to Kendall on the 

county line. The new canal was tested in December, 1889, and found to 
On 

operate quite adequately. 

A third ditch for Hamilton County was constructed in 1895• 

The Frontier Ditch Company of Coolidge was incorporated in February, 

1895, with five directors: J. G. Sanstrom, John J. Donahue, Paul Rich, 

F. H. Pomeroy, and H. S. Crittenden.^ These men who all owned land 

under the ditch did the, surveying and construction themselves. The 

Frontier Ditch, which was surveyed in January, 1895, ran from near the 

Colorado line through Coolidge and east for a total distance of eight 

miles, bringing under ditch about 3,000 acres of bottom land.8^ 

Construction of the canal and laterals was complete by May, 1895*^ 

^Syracuse Sentinel, July 20, and August 10, 1888. 

^Ibid., October 12, 1888; Kearny County Advocate, December 7, 
1889. A detailed "Map of the Alamo Irrigating and Manufacturing Company's 
Canals and Lateral Ditches,11 dated August 3, 1889, is located in the 
file of the Alamo and Fort Aubrey Affidavit of Ditch Publication, Office 
of the County Clerk, Hamilton County, hereafter cited as "Map of the Alamo 
Irrigating and Manufacturing Company's Canals," Hamilton County Clerk.j 

^Kansas Corporation Charters, 52.207 (February 23, 1895). 

^Irrigation Champion, January 15, 1895-
8^Coolidge Enterprise, April 26, May 17, 1895. In a personal inter

view with the writer April 7, 1967, Mr. Bernard Wagner, General Manager 
of the Frontier Ditch, stated that the Frontier Ditch was surveyed in 
one day and that much of it had to be re-surveyed in later years. 
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The Frontier Ditch, having been planned, financed, and operated solely 

by the farmers who used it avoided many of the problems encountered 

by the larger ditch corporations. Its location upstream from the other 

canals in Kansas put it in a favorable position to get water from the 

river and the modest length of the canal insured that no crops under 

it would be left without water when irrigation was begun. As a result 

of these factors the Frontier Ditch, though It was the last to be 

constructed, probably had the most consistent and satisfactory per

formance record of any of the canals in western Kansas.^ 

The construction of the Alamo and Ft. Aubrey Ditches brought 

to completion the major canal system of irrigation In Kansas. When 

considering the magnitude of the system, its miles of canal constructed, 

its rapid transformation of the country, and its continuing influence 

on the local econony, this canal system must be considered the most 

distinctive achievement of the first generation of settlers in this 

region. The canal system they constructed in the l880"s (plus the 

Frontier Ditch in the l890fs) has continued to be the most important 

source of irrigation in the Arkansas Valley even to the present time. 

8?Personal interview with Calvin Reed, Coolidge, Kansas, April 7, 
1967, Secretary of the Frontier Ditch, who has farmed under the ditch 
since shortly after the First World War, and uhose wife, Leslie is a 
daughter of H. S. Crittenden, one of the original directors of the 
Frontier Ditch. The surviving records of the Frontier Ditch are among 
the oldest extant records of ditch companies in the Arkansas Valley in 
Kansas. They include the Minutes of the Frontier Ditch, (now in the 
possession of Bernard Wagner, of Coolidge, Kansas, General Manager of 
the Frontier Ditch) which has entries dating back to 1896, and the 
Treasurer1s Book (now in the possession of Calvin Reed of Coolidge, 
Kansas, Secretary of the Frontier Ditch) *hich has entries dating back 
to 1898. 



CHAPTER III 

IRRIGATION IN THE l8ÖO's 

The character and importance of irrigation to the Arkansas Valley 

in the l8(8o!s may be seen in a number of ways, from the promotion of 

irrigation by various agencies to the financing of the large irrigating 

corporations and the methods of irrigation as practiced by individual 

settlers. As in any developing region rich in men and resources the 

first need of the irrigators was for capital to develop their resources. 

This need for capital to build canals gave rise to the large irrigation 

corporations of the l8Ö0!s. Many of these were promoted by local men 

who could see the possibilities of irrigation and who urged eastern 

capitalists to Invest in their projects. Among the most successful in 

attracting eastern capital to the Arkansas Valley were C. J. Jones, 

C. H. Longstreth, and the Gilbert brothers. According to Jones, 

irrigation works could be constructed for about $.5>0 per acre. With 

the standard charge for water at $1.00 per acre per year an investor 

could expect a substantial return on his investment."^ 

This type of promotion gave rise to virtually hundreds of 

irrigation corporations chartered during the l880!s, most of them with 

large capital stock. Of the corporations that actually constructed 

irrigation works most incorporated with a capital stock of over $100,000. 

The Kansas Irrigating Water Power and Manufacturing Company had a capital 

stock of $50,000;2 both the Eureka and the Great Eastern incorporated 

xUhited States Senate, Special Committee of the united States 
Senate on Irrigation and Reclamation of Arid Lands, £lst Congress, 1st 
Session, 1889-1890, Senate Report 928 (k parts), serial nos. 2707 
and 2708, part III, p. 203, hereafter cited as Senate Report 928. 

2Kansas Corporation Charters, 10:36l (February 22, 1880). 
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3lbld., lk:hU2 (January 31, 1883); and 11:391 (October 6, I 8 8 O ) . 

**Ibid., 30:383 (November 26, 1887). 

^Ibid., 33:368 (March 2 I 4 , 1888). 

6Ibid., 52:207 (February 23, 1895). 

^Security Company vs. Garden City Irrigating Co., (Copy), Finney 
County Water Users Association, Records, located in the law office of 
Calahan, Green, Calahan and High, Garden City, Kansas, hereafter cited 
as Finney County Water Users Association, Records. 

^Kearny County Advocate, April 30, 1887. 

^Soule bought 3,553 acres in one transaction and G. G. Gilbert 
bought 3,210 acres in another, Ford County Register of Deeds, Deed 
Record, F:107 (November It, 1886), and F:93 (December ll|, 1886). 

with $200,000;^ and the Amazon with $800,000.^ The Hamilton County 

ditches were more conservative with the Alamo Irrigating and Manufacturing 

Company incorporating at $10,000;^ and the Frontier Ditch Company at 

$5,000.^ These irrigation corporations normally had from five to ten 

directors and were incorporated for a term of ninety-nine years. The 

corporations were evidently successful in selling their stock. The 

Garden City Irrigating Company which incorporated in 1890 for $150,000 

sold 129 shares at $1,000 each for a total of $129,000.7 

Although the principal business of the irrigation corporations 

was to sell water for irrigation many of the ditch companies and 

directors of the ditch companies made substantial investments in land 

and farming equipment. E. S. Kelley and W. R. Linn, for example, pur-
o 

chased extensive land holdings under the South Side Ditch and A. T. 

Soule and the Gilbert brothers owned large holdings under the Eureka.^ 
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The ditch company that went into farming on the most extensive scale 

was the Great Eastern. The Great Eastern Farm owned by Ed Russell and 

his son percy, was located just east of Lakin.10 Much of the work on 

this farm, such as construction of buildings, fences, and planting 

orchards was done by the superintendent and crew of the Great Eastern 

Ditch Company.11 An alternate method to corporation farming was to 

offer company land on a share cropping basis. The Great Eastern and 

Kansas Ditch companies regularly offered to lease land, plow it, and 
1 2 

water it for either a cash rent or a portion of the crop. It io 

difficult to determine how extensively this method of share cropping 

was practiced in the l 8 8 0 fs. 

The large amounts of capital required to construct the canals 

contributed substantially to the booming economy of western Kansas in 

the 1 8 8 0 Ts. Such large outfits as the Great Eastern and the Amazon 

which cost from $50,000 to $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 1 3 to build and the Eureka which 

reoortedly cost $200, OOO1^4 furnished an important source of cash and 

employment in the local economy. In I88I4 the Ford County Globe re

ported that Spearville was booming on account of the Eureka headquarters 

10Lakin Herald, March 2 1 , I88I4; and Kearny County Advocate, June 
1 3 , 1885 anOugust 5 , 1 8 8 7 . — 

^Lakin Herald, December 2 3 , 1 8 8 3 ; and March 2 1 , I88I1; Kearny 
County Advocate, October 3 0 , and May 2 2 , 1 8 8 6 . 

12Garden City Irrigator, February 7 , and February 2 8 , I88I4. 

^Santa Fe, "Map and Description,"1; Senate Report 9 2 8 , III, p. 20l| . 

^Kearny County Advocate, October 1 , I 8 8 7 . 



Figure 6. Construction of the Eureka Irrigation Canal in 
the l880's. Kansas State Historical Society. 
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located there. The construction crew looked like a small army with 

sixty horses, ditching machines, and twenty carloads of lumber. 

The Great Eastern furnished work for a considerable number of farmers in 

the Lakin and Garden City vicinity, especially in the winter months,1^ 

and in the spring of 1 8 9 0 U.D. Pickering, construction chief of the 

Amazon, had 1 2 5 men and 90 teams employed which put their daily operating 

expenses over $ 3 0 0 . 1 7 

One of the best gauges of the magnitude of canal construction in 

the Arkansas Valley in the l 8 8 0 !s is to consider the total length of 

main canals. The combined lengths of the Amazon ( 1 0 2 miles), the 

Eureka ( 9 6 miles), 1 9 the Great Eastern ( 5 6 miles), 2 0 the Kansas 

Ditch (35 miles), 2 1 the South Side Ditch (2I4 miles), 2 2 the Alamo and 

Fort Aubrey Ditches ( 2 6 miles),23 comes to 336 miles of main canals.2ij 

1^Ford County Globe, March 25, I88I4. 

l6Kearny County Advocate, October 27, 1 8 8 8 . 

1 7Ibid., May 29, 1 8 9 0 . 

l8Senate Report 9 2 8 , III, p. 2 0 k . 

19Ibid., p. 152. 

20Garden City Sentinel, February 2 3 , 1 8 8 7 . 

2 1Ibid. 
2 2Ibid. 

•̂ "Map of the Alamo Irrigating and Manufacturing Company's Canals,11 

Hamilton County Cler":. 
2^This is a very conservative estimate. The Senate Coimnittee in 

1889 placed the total length of canals in the state, not counting 
laterals, at 500 miles, Senate Report 9 2 8 , I, p. 2 7 . 
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This length of canals along with their laterals which would more than 

double the number of miles constructed put a tremendous amount of land 

"under ditch" that is land capable of being Irrigated even if not broken 

out. Theoretically an area of over 600,000 acres could be irrigated 

with the canals which were completed by 1 8 8 9 . 2 " * According to the 

Senate Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation however, there had been 

about 1^0,000 acres irrigated at one time or another in the Arkansas 

Valley up to 1 8 8 9 and only about 7 0 , 0 0 0 acres were irrigated in l 8 8 9 . 2 ^ 

The discrepancy between the acres under ditch and the acres 

actually Irrigated provides some insight into irrigation as it was 

actually practiced. In some areas such as the immediate vicinity of 

Garden City the Garden City Irrigator could boast of the "irrigating 

ditches spread out over our valley like a web. " 2? But outside the 

rich valley bottoms agriculture was unable to keep pace with the 

rapidly expanding ditch system and as late as 1 8 8 7 the editor of the 

Garden City Sentinel complained that ". . . 9 5 acres out of every 

hundred lying under our irrigation ditches . . . are allowed to remain 

year after year In a state of nature producing nothing more valuable 
28 

than weeds or buffalo grass." One factor which tended to make the 

settlement of the country more scattered during the early years was that 

2^Senate Report 928, III, p. 201. 

26Ibid., I, p. 72. 

^Garden City Irrigator, June 19, 188!|. 
28Garden City Sentinel, August 2I4, 1887. 
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the Santa Fe land grant included all the alternate sections for ten 

miles on either side of the railroad. Since settlers were reluctant 

to pay the $2.*>0 to $ 1 0 . 0 0 per acre for railroad land as long as govern

ment land remained the settlement along the canals near the river took 

place more slowly than it would have otherwise.2^ 

Settlement did take place rapidly, however, so that by the 

middle of the decade faming had replaced the cattle industry as the 

predominant interest in the valley. At first the cattlemen had resented 

the "grangers" -who were pre-empting their grazing land, but problems 

such as fencing around the canals were handled efficiently and there 

seems to have been little open conflict.30 By I88I1 the "dead line" 

(the quarantine line east of which Texas cattle were not allowed) had 

been moved to just east of Dodge City. At that time Texas Cattle were 

allowed in all the area west of Dodge except in Finney County and the 

eastern half of Seward County. In other words, as early as I88I4 the 

state legislature recognized the primary importance of farming in the 

heart of the cattle country.31 The influx of settlers which reached 

its peak in the years I88I4-I886 rapidly made farming the dominant 

economic factor in the entire valley. The shift was accelerated by the 

devastating winter of 1 8 8 5 - 1 8 8 6 which wiped out a large percentage of 

the stock on the central plains.32 D. M. Frost, editor of the Dodge City 

^Advertisement in each issue of the Garden City Irrigator, 1886. 
3°Lakin Herald, January 13, 1883. 
31Ford County Globe, February 12, I88I1. 

^Kearny County Advocate, January 9, 1886. 
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Live Stock Journal, had complained in the summer of 1 8 8 5 that the range 

cattlemen were being forced out of western Kansas. But by the summer 

of 1 8 8 6 Frost announced that he was ready to change his editorial policy 
33 

in accordance with the now dominant interests of the farmers. 

The system of irrigation being developed around Garden City was 

a new innovation on the Great Plains and as such attracted the interest 

of visitors to the area. Noble L. Prentis described his impressions 

of the Garden City irrigation district in 1882 in these words: 
It looked like what it is — a great newly-made gardon. 
It was laid out in beds of large size, each with a foot-
high ridge around it, like the bottom crust of a pie. 
These are the dykes through which the water is let on the 
beds. Running the length of the fields parallel with 
the river was a ditch with swift-running water one or 
two feet deep; the w&ter ran like a mill-race, and did 
not creep as in a canal, then there were lateral ditches 
crossing the fields, a ridge on each side preventing 
overflow. Men were at work watering this bed or that, 
breaking a hole in the low dyke with a si ade, and then 
the water crept, slowly widening, over the face of the 
earth. Some beds were black with recent watering. I 
walked about over the little fields. The earth was soft 
like ashes. There is not a stone as big as a baby!s foot 
for miles and miles. All sorts of vegetables had been 
planted; some grain was growing, and there was a field 
of the curious dark-green alfalfa, which sends its roots 
to water, six, eight, or ten feet, and can be cut four or 
five times a season.3a 

The system of irrigation was called the "bed work system.11 Each ditch 

had several main laterals which carried the water to the secondary 

laterals running along the upper side of the tract to be irrigated. 

Here the water emptied into shallow ditches about thirty to forty 

33p0dga City Live Stock Journal, June 30, 1885; and August 17, 1886. 

3%oble L. Prentis, Southwestern Letters, pp. 29-30. 



feet apart to flood the field. Irrigation usually began in mid-April 

each year and the fields were flooded two or three times during the 

growing season.-^ Often the land was level enough to flood without any 

preparation but where uneven ground was encountered horse drawn slips 

or scrapers made of wood and iron — one of the best was considered to 

be a length of railroad iron — were used to level the land.3^ 

At first there was not much difference in the types of crops 

under irrigation as those raised on dry land; the advantage from 

irrigation came from raising more, not different crops. Estimates on 

the increase ran from double to triple the output on non-irrigated land. 

Corn, oats, millet, wheat, garden vegetables and fruits were all 

irrigated during the 1880's. It was claimed by the irrigators that 

irrigated oats would yield 7 5 bushels per acre, spring wheat 20 to 2$ 

bushels, and corn l|0 bushels. The Garden City Irrigator boasted that 

Irish potatoes yielded UOO bushels per acre, sweet potatoes 600 bushels, 

onions 600 bushels, turnips, 1 , 0 0 0 bushels, cabbages li,000 heads per 

acre and melons over 8 , 0 0 0 per acre.37 Alfalfa soon came to be one of 

the most popular irrigated crops. This hardy plant was new to the 

experience of most of the settlers but it seemed made to order for the 

3 5 ü i s c u s s i o n s of irrigation practice may be found in Senate 
Report 9 2 8 , III, p. 20I4; Santa Fe, "Map and Description," and the Garden 
City Irrigator, May 1 , and June 1 9 , I88I4. The Keamy County Advocate 
ran a serxes on local agriculture in 1 8 8 7 with articles appearing in 
the April 3 0 , May 2 8 , June 1 1 , June 1 8 , and June 25 issues. 

3 6 j . W. Gregory, "How and When to Irrigate a Small Tract," 
Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Ninth Biennial Report ( I 8 9 3 - I 8 9 I 4 ) , 
p. 3 7 1 . 



the Arkansas Valley. Alfalfa needed little cultivation, and alfalfa 

hay was in great demand for the ranching industry along the valley. 

With irrigation it would yield up to four crops a season producing two 

to four tons per acre the first year and six to ten tons in years 
following. 38 

Of course no discussion of irrigation in the l 8 8 0 !s would be 

complete without mentioning its promotion by western Kansas boomers. 

Almost every contemporary source is colored by a rosy optimism concerning 

the advantages and future possibilities of irrigation farming. One of 

the most effective advertisers was the Santa Fe Railroad which had many 

reasons for wanting to develop the country. In their widely distributed 

"Map and Description of the A. T. and S. F. Lands" western Kansas was 

advertised as " . . . a new-made country, redeemed from that imaginary 

desert which even the youngest among us remembers to have seen on the 

maps."-'9 I. R. Holmes, agent for the Santa Fe lands in western Kansas, 

advertised that "Sequoyah [Finney] County is the center of the Great 

System of Irrigation by which thousands of acres of land are watered 

and brought under successful and high state of cultivation."^ Much 

of the rapid settlement of western Kansas from I88I4 to 1 8 8 6 was due to 

its effective advertisement by the Santa Fe and its land agents.^1 

3?Santa Fe, "Map and Description," and Garden City Irrigator, 
July 5 , 1 8 8 3 -

^Santa Fe, "Map and Description," Kearny County Advocate, June 
1 3 , 1 8 8 5 ; Syracuse Sentinel, August 5, 1 8 8 7 . 

3?Santa Fe, "Map and Description." 

^Garden City Irrigator, July 27, 1 8 8 2 . 

^Senate Report 9 2 8 , III, 1 6 3 . 
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Fairs, public meetings, and expositions were also used in ad

vertising irrigation. Colonel Clark E. Car, in an agricultural address 

at the Topeka State Fair in 1882, stated that . . to the farmer upon 

the Arkansas river in western Kansas, it is a matter of little concern 

whether the heavens above him be opened or closed . . . he can have upon 

his land all the life giving water he requires . • . n^ 2 In 1882 a huge 

Southwestern Kansas Exposition was held at Garden City. Governor John 

A. Martin and other important men in the state travelled out on a special 

excursion train to view the accomplishments of farming and irrigation 

in western Kansas.^3 Among Kansas politicians Senator John J* Ingalls 

was one of the most active irrigation boosters. Ingalls saw a bright 

future for irrigation on the plains where the valleys were not narrow 

as in the mountains, the cost of canals not so expensive, and the country 

to be irrigated practically unlimited. With sufficient water contended 

Ingalls, it would be possible to irrigate a million acres along the 

valley.^ 

But the prize for Irrigation promotion must go to the editors of 

the local papers along the Arkansas Valley. Typical in its optimism 

and exuberance as well as its style and imagery is this statement from 

the Ford County Globe on the occassion of the ground breaking of the 

Eureka Canal: 

Think of the many blessings that will be wafted along by 
its rippling current to the threshold of many rather 
desolate and impoverished homes. Think of the joy its 

^Garden City Irrigator, September 21, 1882. 

k3ibid., October 7, and October 12, 1886. 

^Ford County Globe, August 28, 1883. 
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glassy surface will afford the beholder neath the 
scorching rays of a noon-day sun, whose gaze in the 
past had only been greeted by the heated atmosphere 
rising from the earth, where then the source of a 
pure crystal stream will be pointed out by its onward 
flow, pouring forth its life-giving principles that are 
conveyed to us through the numerous vegetable productions 
so necessary for our existence.h$ 

To the Kearny County Advocate, southwestern Kansas, which had formerly 

been supposed to be the Great American Desert, had become the Garden 

of Eden for the American Farmer.^ According to the Garden City 

Irrigator Garden City was second only to GreeleyyColorado;and Salt Lake 

City in agriculture by irrigation and would soon surpass them.^7 

With an inexhaustible supply of water and a surplus of rich land, plus 

an outlet for agricultural products in the ranches and mines of Colorado, 

the Irrigator felt no hesitancy in predicting a glorious future for the 

Arkansas Valley.^ 

And indeed irrigation in the Arkansas Valley in the l 8 8 0 f s was 

strikingly successful.'4? With the completion of the four major canals 

around Garden City, plus the Eureka and the Hamilton County canals a 

considerable portion of the river valley and adjacent upland from the 

Colorado border to Dodge City was brought under ditch. The river supplied 

an abundance of water during most years of the decade and settlers were 

optimistic about the future of canal irrigation. The big task of building 

the canals was now complete and it was felt that the future of irrigation 
was assured. 

^Ibid., April l£, I88I4. 

^^Kearny County Advocate, June 1 3 , l 8 ' 8 £ . 

^Garden City Irrigator, June 2 9 , 1 8 8 2 . 

^Ibid., July 1 3 , 1 8 8 2 . 

^Willard D. Johnson, "The High Plains and Their Utilization," 
Ü.S.G.S., Twenty First Annual Report (1899-1900), IV, p. 69k. 



CHAPTER IV 

YEARS OF TRANSITION 

The settlers who flocked into the Arkansas Valley in the mid-

1.880fs were blessed with several years of very favorable weather 

conditions. These years undoubtedly had an important influence on the 

optimistic mood common in western Kansas and on the far ranging plans of 

the canal builders. It was an illusory era, however, for during the 

1890fs the weather conditions swung to the opposite extreme, and the 

time of great abundance of moisture in the l880!s gave way to a period 

of drouth in the l890fs. Despite the optimistic slogan of the time that 

"Rain follows the plow" the Arkansas Valley still fell under the rain 

shadow of the Rocky Mountains; the wind from the south - was not always 

laden with moisture from the Gulf of Mexico, but were sometimes hot and 

dry, wilting all vegetation before it. Furthermore the Arkansas River 

itself had very definite limitations as a source of water and increasing 

demands from up-stream rapidly diminished the available supply. Thus 

it was not until the l890Ts that the irrigators in the Arkansas Valley 

really came to grins with the full range of their natural environment. 

The readjustments they made in their thinking and practice during that 

decade pointed the way toward the methods and practices of irrigation 

in the twentieth century. 

Official records of rainfall in Finney County date only from 

1889 and systematic records of river flow were never kept but newspaper 

accounts and other contemporary sources indicate that during the l880's 

there was a plentiful water supply from both rain and river. The only 

exception to this in the early l880!s was the season of 1883 when the 
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Arkansas was dry in April and May. Much to the chagrin of the irrigation 

promoters this was the season when the Kansas State Editorial Association 

toured the irrigation works at Garden, which resulted in some caustic 

remarks about the project in the eastern Kansas newspapers.1 

The best years were I88I4 through 1 8 8 6 , the years of greatest 

immigration into the Arkansas Valley. In I88I4 the ditches were full by 

the end of April and continued full in May, but as the editors of the 

Garden City Irrigator and the Lakin Herald observed, no one wanted 

ditch water because of the abundant rain. The editor of the Ford County 

Globe declared that, "Irrigation Stock is at a discount at present. A 

few more weeks like the past one will break the ditch companies." 

The ditches were reported open in June, I88I4, and the laterals into 

Garden City were opened for the first time that summer, though the rain 

continued to fall. The ditches continued full in July right through 

harvest and the river was reported to be running bank full while the 

rains continued.3 

The rainy weather continued in 1 8 8 5 with plenty of water in 

the river and hardly a week passing without some rainfall.*4 The season 

^Garden City Irrigator, October 1 1 , and June II4, 1 8 8 3 . 

2Garden City Irrigator, April 2li, and May 2 2 , l88ii j Lakin Herald, 
May 3 0 , iBW} ForTUounty Globe, May 2 0 , I88I4. 

^Garden City Irrigator, June 1 2 , June 1 9 , July 3 , July 1 0 , and 
July 1 7 , IBBIi; Lakin Herald, June 1 3 , and June 2 0 , I88I4. 

^Garden City Irrigator, July 2 , 1 8 8 5 ; Kearny County Advocate, 
May 2 3 , May 3 0 , June 1 3 , July I 4 , July 1 1 , August 1 5 , August 
September 5, and October 3 , 1 8 8 5 . 
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of 1886 began similarly. A three week dry spell in May and June caused 

some concern among the upland farmers but to those under the ditch i t 

was considered a good chance to prove the usefulness of irrigation.^ 

Good rains in June and July revived the old confidence, however, and 

the agricultural season turned out to be a success for irrigator and 

dry land farmer alike. As if to emphasize the abundance of water the 

Arkansas flooded late in July putting much of South Dodge, Kendall, 

and Hartland under water, and overflowing its banks at Garden City t i l l 

i t was nearly a mile wide.1 In August the Dodge City Live Stock Journal 

boasted that western Kansas had had more rain than any other western 

state or territory and the Garden City Irrigator insisted that through

out the year Finney County had never gone for more than two weeks 
Q 

without rain. 

In 1 8 8 7 , for the first time since the large ditches had become 

operational, the need for irrigation was definitely f e l t . 9 It was an 

excellent year for the irrigator as the river held an abundance of 

water and the ditches were able to supply whatever deficiency was 

occasionally l e f t by the lack of r a i n f a l l . 1 0 In 1 8 8 8 the first serious 

^Kearny County Advocate, March 6 , April 1 7 , April 2I4, May 2 2 , 
and May 2 9 , 1 Ö Ö 6 . 

^ b i d . , June 5 , June 1 2 , June 1 9 , June 2 6 , July 3 , July 2I4, July 
3 1 , August 7 , August 21 , September 1 1 , and September 1 8 , 1 8 8 6 ; Garden 
City Irrigator, June 2 6 , 1 8 8 6 . 

^Dodge City Live Stock Journal, July 27, 1 8 8 6 . 

fi 
Ibid. , August 3 , 1 8 8 6 ; Garden City Irrigator, August 7, 1 8 8 6 . 

^Hatfield News, September 2 1 , 1 8 8 7 . 

1 0Dodge City Live Stock Journal, April 1 9 , I 8 8 7 , May 2I4, 1 8 8 7 ; 
Syracuse Sentinel, June 2I|, 1 8 8 7 ; Kearny County Advocate, June I4, 1887; 
Spearville B l a d e 7 June 3 , and July ö, I08T. 
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11Kearny County Advocate, April Uj, 1888; Hatfield News, July 
11, 1888; Terry Eye, July 12, 1888. _ — _ 

^2Spearville Blade, July 20, 1888; Kearny County Advocate, 
August 2$, 1B»B,« Syracuse Sentinel, October 19, 18ÖÖ. 

13Senate Report 928, I, p. 27 and III, p. 199. 

^Finney County Democrat, July 26, 1890. 

^Flora, The Climate of Kansas, p. 125. 

shortages in the supply of river water were felt. The annual spring 

rise proved insufficient to run water into the ditches in April and May. 

and in July the Arkansas was reported lower than it had been for years. 

so low that the Garden City Ditch Company had the river completely 

dammed except for twelve feet and it was feared they would hare to take 

the entire flow.^ Finally, toward the end of July the Arkansas filled 

with water but it was of short duration, going back down to a trickle 

in August.^-2 By 1 8 8 9 the serious shortage of river water had become 

readily apparent. The Senate Committee on Reclamation reported that in 

1889 over half of the length of canals constructed in Kansas had remained 

dry. H. N. Lester, one of the original colonists of Syracuse, testified 

in the Committee hearings that the river was lower than It had been in 

any year since 1873«. with the possible exception of 1 8 8 3 . "In all 

other years," said Lester. "It has seemed to me there was an abundance 
1 3 

of water in the river for all practical purposes." 

As concerned rainfall the season of I 8 8 9 was an improvement over 

1888, but the realdrough* came in the early l 8 9 0 !s. In July, 1 8 9 0 , the 

river went dry and there was a shortage again in 1 8 9 1 . " ^ In 1 8 9 2 a 

serious drought began in the southwestern counties of Kansas and 

became general over the western third in 1 8 9 3 and l 8 9 i | . 1 ^ Although 
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there were only 9.53 inches of rainfall in Finney County in 1892 an 

exceptional four inch rain in April saved some of the crops. During 

the seasons of 1893 and 1891*, however, a devastating drought set in. 

The average precipitation over the western third of the state in 1893 

was 11.93 inches and for I89I4, 12.9 inches, only 63% of the average and 

the driest two year period on record in that area. Finney County which 

received an average of 18 to 20 Inches, received only 8.92 inches in 

1893. During April, Hay, and June, the months of the growing season, 

only .06, 1.68, and 1.86 inches of rain fell. The river failed completely 

and water did not enter the ditches until the last week in June, 1893, 

too late to save the burned up c r o p s . I n May, 1893* the Secretary of 

the State Board of Agriculture reported that 700,000 acres of wheat 

which had been sown in western Kansas were still bare and beyond hope 

of rain.17 There was a slight respite in 1895 when 20.21 inches of rain 

fell at Garden City but the drought returned in 1896. During the 

season of 1896 the river remained dry until the last days of June, too 

late to save even the late alfalfa crop. When a heavy rain in Colorado 

filled the river in August most of the ditches were so clogged and broken 

^^United States Department of Agriculture, Weather Bureau, 
Climatic Summary of the United States: From the Establishment of 
Stations to 1030»~5ectlon i|0-Western Kansas (Washington: Government 
Printing ÜFfice, 1930), pp. 11 , H4, and IB, hereafter cited as U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, Climatic Summary; Garden City Imprint, 
April 23, and June 25, 1892, April 29, June 10, JuneTHJV and July 15, 
1893. 

17Garden City Imprint, May 13, 1893. 
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from disuse that the irrigators could not take advantage of the river 

flow.18 

The effect of this drought of the 1890's is reflected in the 

population figures for the western third of the state. Most of the 

counties west of the one-hundredth meridian lost population, some as 

high as 50#. In 1889 the population of Kansas west of the one-

hundredth meridian was 81,279; in 1895 it had dropped to itf^Q. 1^ 

When the drought broke in 1897 settlers began moving back into the 

western part of the state, the first significant gains in population 

beginning in 1898.^0 Resettlement of the land was encouraged by the 

rainfall which remained fairly constant throughout the decade 1900 

to 1910, the only exception being the season of 1908 which was the 

hardest of the decade in the Arkansas Valley.21 

l8u. S. Department of Agriculture, Climatic Summary, 11, ll* and 
18; Garden City Imprint, March 21, March 28, June 6, June 13, June 20, 
August 1, August Ö, and September 12, 1896. 

•Bistrup, "Relationship Between Climatic Conditions and 
Population Changes in Western Kansas," pp. Ii, I4I, and 55 J Coffey and 
Rice, "Reconnoissance Soil Survey of Western Kansas," p. ll|29j Walter 
Schoewe, "The Geography of Kansas, Part II—concluded, Hydrogeography,* 
Transactions of the Kansas Academy of Science, LVI Ho. 2 (June, 1953)» 
pp. 

^°Aistrup, "Relationship Between Climatic Conditions and 
Population Changes in Western Kansas," p. 55-

•̂Mj. S. Department of Agriculture, Climatic Suncaary, 11, llj and 18; 
Garden City Imprint, April 3, May 15, June 5, and August ll», 1897 J 
JanuaryT37 and February 19, 1898; February 18, and July 22, l899j 
March 17, and July lit, 1900; February 2, March 16, and June 8, 1901; 
March 1, June 7, July 19, September 20, and November 29, 1902} Ifay 16, 
July 11, August 15, and August 22, 1903; May 7, June 18, July 2, July 16, 
August 3, August 27, and October 8, 190hi May 13, and May 20, 19Q5j July 
21, 19063 June 1, 1907j June 20, April 15 and June 20, 1908; March 26, 
1909; Kearny County Advocate, September 17, and October 22, 1908. 



But though rain once more became plentiful after 1898 the supply 

of river water remained a mere trickle compared to the flow in the 

I 8 8 O fs. By 1900 it was commonly observed that the Arkansas was almost 

always dry during the growing season, June to October." The reason 

was not difficult to identify. One had only to look upstream where the 

Colorado irrigators had constructed enough ditches to divert the entire 

flow of the Arkansas and a system of laterals designed to irrigate much 

of the valley from Pueblo to the state line. 

Irrigation in the Arkansas Valley in Colorado had been practiced 

on a limited scale as early as the l 8 6 0 !s primarily around Pueblo and 

Bent's Fort.2^ i n the l 8 7 0's some small canals were constructed along 

the valley bottom in order to irrigate feed crops but it was not until 

the mid-l880 Ts that corporations stepped in to construct large upland 

canals similar to those being built around Garden City. Once the 

Colorado projects were begun, however, they quickly expanded into one 

of the largest systems of irrigation on the plains. Beginning in 1 8 8 3 

ten main canals were constructed along the river between Pueblo and 

the Kansas line. The first of these was the Fort Lyon Canal heading 

just west of La Junta, which was begun in I 8 8 3 and extended 1 1 3 miles 

22Johnson, "The High Plains and Their utilization," U. S. G. S. 
Twenty-Second Annual Report ( 1 9 0 0 - 1 9 0 1 ) , IV, p. 6 3 9 ; Slichter, "The 
Underflow in Arkansas Valley in Western Kansas," U.S.G.S., Water Supply 
and Irrigation Paper, 1 $ 3 ( 1 9 0 6 ) , p. 1 1 ; United States Department of 
Interior, Reclamation Service, Third Annual Report ( 1 9 0 5 ) , p. 7 8 , reports 
hereafter cited as Reclamation Service, ThircTAnnual Report ( 1 9 0 5 ) ; F. H. 
Newell, "Stream Measurement," U.S.G.S., Twenty^Second Annual Report 
( 1 9 0 0 - 1 9 0 1 ) , IV, p. 3 3 9 . 

23Joseph Orlando Van Hook, "Settlement and Development of the 
Arkansas Valley from Pueblo to the Colorado-Kansas Line, i 8 6 0 to 1 9 0 0 , " 
Ph.D. D^sertation^ University of Colorado, 1 9 3 3 , pp. k99 5 2 , 66 and 8 l , 
hereafTer^ci-fiedl*s Van Hook, "Settlement and Development of the Arkansas 
Valley." 
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to Sand Creek by T. C. Henry in 1886.2^ In the next year were begun 

the Catlin Ditch and the Forty-Five Mile Ditch (on the south side) 

and the Rocky Ford High Line Ditch which paralleled the Catlin Ditch 

further from the river.2^ In 1890 the 100 mile long Otero Canal 

was constructed between the Catlin and Rocky Ford High Line Canals 

in response to the demand for a farmer owned ditch, bringing much of 
26 

the area in the Fowler-Rocky Ford vicinity under ditch. 
Up the river in the vicinity of Pueblo the Bessimer Ditch, "which 

was an extension of an early ditch, was completed in 1890, and the Bob 

Creek Canal, originally a gigantic enterprise with a charter calling 

for its eventual completion to the state line, was extended to a total 

length of seventy miles in the same year.2? Down stream near the 

Prowers-Bent County line the Amity Canal was taken out in 1887 with a 

course between the river and the Fort Lyon Canal. Ihis canal had a 

special interest to Kansas irrigation for it was the only Colorado 

Canal to cross the state line. In 1896 the construction crew crossed 

over into northern Hamilton County and built the Amity nearly half way 

across the county. 2 8 It is doubtful whether there was ever any irrigating 

done from the Kansas portion of the ditch, as Colorado law required that 

214Ibid., pp. 252 and 287. 

2^Ibid., pp. 289 and 291. 

26Ibid., pp. 299-300. 

27Ibld., pp. 292 and 293-296. 

28Ibid., pp. 298; Coolidge Enterprise, January 10, 1896 and 
July 26, 18957 
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all canals taken out of rivers within the state must be returned to the 

river before it crossed the state line.2? Thus by 1890 all the major 

canals in Colorado had been constructed or projected, comprising a total 

of 2,!i36 miles of main canals. In 1889 the total irrigated area was 

33,390 acres, and by 1900 the system was declared capable of irrigating 

599,863 acres of which 35*4,560 acres had actually been irrigated.^° 

With such an extensive system of irrigation drawing off the 

water of the Arkansas in Colorado there could be little doubt about 

the effect on the river flow available for the Kansas ditches. The 

first serious shortages felt in 1888 and 1889 became the rule rather 

than the exception during the l890fs and many of the early years of 

the twentieth century. The Senate Committee on Irrigation and 

Reclamation reported in 1889 that the Irrigators in Colorado were 

taking so much water that the river was practically dry by the time it 

reached the Kansas line and that as a result over 300 of the 500 miles 

of canals In Kansas were dry that year.^1 F. H. Newell, head of the 

United States Reclamation Service, stated that in 1901 the Colorado 

canals had diverted so much water that by 1900 the river was usually 

2?In the State Census for 1895 Richland Township (extending along 
the northern edge of Hamilton County) lists thirty-three farmers, twenty-
seven of "rfhom claimed to irrigate from the Arkansas River totaling 2,868 
acres under ditch. Evidently all these were counting on irrigation from 
the Amity Canal. This hope did not materialize, however, and the census 
of 1905 shows none irrigating in this township. 

3°Van Hook, "Settlement and Development of the Arkansas Valley,n 

P. 303. 

Senate Report 928, I, p. 27. 
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dry during the suiraner at the Kansas line, 3 2 an observation that is 

graphically illustrated in Willard D. Johnson !s monograph on the High 

Plains and Their utilization where a map of the high plains depicts 

the Arkansas River in Western Kansas with a dotted line indicating an 

intermittent stream. ̂  Newspaper reports around the turn of the century 

bear out these statement with reports of headgates and dams in dis

repair and irrigation ditches so clogged with weeds and trash that they 

were unable to use water when it did come 

The changed conditions of the l890fs brought about a thorough 

readjustment in the theory and practice of irrigation as it had developed 

in the Arkansas Valley in the l880!s. One of the most striking 

differences was the changed attitude of the settlers toward irrigation. 

Until the late l880rs the common attitude was that irrigation was a great 

boon to agriculture, but that it was definitely an option to farmers 

in that region. The irrigators proudly advertised tiie fact that they 

could raise twice or three times as much with irrigation as without 

but they were just as quick to insist that irrigation was not absolutely 

necessary to agriculture in western Kansas.3^ Indeed many of the early 

32jhe Reclamation Service reported that during those years the 
river was usually dry in the months from June to October. Slichter, 
"The Underflow in Arkansas Valley in Western Kansas," U.S.G.S., Water 
Supply and Irrigation Paper, 1J>3 (1906), p. 11. 

33johnson, "The Hi#* Plains and Their utilization," U.S.G.S., 
Twenty-First Annual Report (1899-1900), IV, map facing page 609. 

^Garden City Imprint, November 20, 1897J JulylU, 1900; November 
29, 1902; July ilTwVMarch 19, 1901*. 

3^Lakln Herald, May 6, 1882, May 23, 188U; Ford County Globe, 
May 20, iQtiki Kearny County Advocate, April 30, 1887; SpearvilleTSade, 
April 25, 1890-
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settlers frowned upon schemes for irrigation because it was thought 

that these would tend to frighten timid investors by advertising an 

insufficient rainfall In the region.^6 p # H . Newell observed in this 

respect that* 

The attitude of the people of the subhumid region 
toward irrigation has been peculiar, ßiey at first 
deemed it absurd, injurious, or impossible, and the man 
who held that irrigation was the proper and best thing 
was denounced as a public enemy and as casting discredit 
upon the region by advertising its disadvantages to the 
world. Now the danger is to the opposite extreme and 
irrigation for every part is advocated.37 

This change of attitude is striking because of its sudden and 

widespread appearance* One can almost make the generalization that in 

a single season every promoter of irrigation in the Arkansas Valley 

switched from the position that irrigation was only a profitable 

addition to agriculture to the position that it was a vital if not an 

absolute necessity for all of western Kansas. The editor of the Syracuse 

Sentinel is a case in point. Throughout the season of 1887 he praised 

the glories of western Kansas agriculture, claiming that "droughty" 

Kansas was now wetter than Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa.^ "All that 

is needed here is cultivation and a large and fine crop is the result," 

claimed the editor. "Ran comes when nature demands it and all that is 

required Is deep plowing and the soil will hold moisture sufficient to 

^^Henry Mason, "County Seat Controversies,11 Kansas Historical 
Quarterly, II (Summer, 1933), pp. l*5-i|6. 

3?F. H. Newell as quoted in E . D. Wheeler, Kansas Department of 
Forestry and Irrigation, Bulletin No. 1 (Topeka: State Printer, 1898), 
pp. IJ9-3>0, hereafter cited as Wheeler,""Kansas Department of Forestry 
and Irrigation, Bulletin No. 1. 

38syraouse Sentinel, February 25, I887. 
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grow and mature the crop, "39 Throughout the summer the editor kept up 

a steady line of propaganda insisting that there was plenty of rain 

although other reports indicate a shortage of rain that season and the 

Kansas Farmer reported that the corn crop amounted to only of what 

had been expected.^0 

A change in the editor's attitude was apparent when early in 

1888 he urged the farmers in Hamilton County not to forget their plans 

for an irrigation ditch.k1 By July the editor had thrown caution to 

the winds in his promotion of irrigation, declaring that "The most 

important subject that is now occupying the minds of the farmers of 

Hamilton county is that of irrigation."^ In a statement so diametrically 

opposed to his position a year earlier the editor admitted that "Just 

now the fact is apparent to all that Hamilton County must be irrigated 

for the continuous successful raising of crops* "̂ 3 

By I889 the change in attitude toward irrigation was for all 

practical purposes unanimous. This sentiment was apparent in the 

testimony taken by the Senate Committee on Irrigation and Redaraation 

in September, l889# Most of those interviewed stated that for western 

Kansas irrigation was a necessity rather than an optional matter for 

successful farming, and that the farmer in western Kansas could not rely 

3?rbid., March h , 1887. 

^°Ibid., May 20, June 17, July 8, July 15, and September 2, 1887. 

^Ibid., May I 4 , 1888. 

^2Ibid., July 13, 1888. 

^ibld. 
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on rainfall as could those in eastern Kansas.^ It was apparent also in 

the organization of irrigation associations organized with the purpose 

of bringing water to the northern sections of Hamilton and Kearny 

Counties. "There is no use in trying to disguise the fact that drought 

is a most terrible enemy to the farming of this section of Kansas," 

wrote the correspondent of the Farmers Club of township twenty-one, 

range thirty-six in Kearny County. Insisting that the protracted 

drought had converted the opinion of all the northern farmers, the 

correspondent concluded that, "There will be no more building canals 

and then waiting for the people to be converted. They are already 

converted by the strongest argument in the world — hot winds, protracted 

drought, and consequently almost total failure of crops. f^ A letter 

from a claimholder to the Syracuse Sentinel echoing the sentiments of 

the Keamy county farmers stated that the people of western Kansas were 

more interested in irrigation than any other subject and that the 

primary need for that area was irrigation ditches.^ 

The changed attitude of the Irrigators was perhaps the most 

striking, but certainly not the only sign of a passing era. A number of 

events around the year 1890 Indicated that the decade of the l890's 

would hold some unexpected developments in irrigation, as well as in the 

entire life of the community along the Arkansas Valley. The loss of some 

key individuals who had promoted irrigation during the l880!s could not 

^Senate Report 928, III, pp. 160 and 199. 

^Kearny County Advocate, September 3, I887. 

^Syracuse Sentinel, July 20, 1888. 
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help but change the atmosphere. In February, 1890, it was announced 

that Ed Russell had resigned as President of the Great Eastern 

Then in October, 1890, his son, Percy B. Russell, resigned as superinten

dent of the Great Eastern and moved from Lakin to the state of 

Mississippi where he took over the management of a large plantation.^ 

No less a loss to irrigation was the death on January 17, 1890, of Asa 
ho 

T. Soule, financier of the Eureka Canal. Although Wilson Soule, the 

son of A. T. Soule, assured the Gilbert brothers that the Eureka would 

continue as before, the death of Soule who was one of the biggest 

investors in southwest Kansas was bound to have a depressing effect on 

the operation of the Eureka.^0 The institution that best symbolized 

the changing times was the Syndicate Lands Corporation of Western Kansas 

and Eastern Colorado. This corporation which was formed by a merger of 

the loan companies of western Kansas and eastern Colorado demonstrated 

the fact that the small farmer boom of western Kansas had ended and that 

this region was entering a period of depression.^1 Whatever was done in 

the field of irrigation during the next several years would be in the 

context of this new austerity. 

^Kearny County Advocate, February 8, 1890. 

k8Ibid., October 9, 1890. 

^Spearville Blade, January 2h, 1890. 

*°Ibid., January 31, 1890. 

^Kearny County Advocate, September 11 and November 13, 1890. 
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One of the most significant changes in the irrigating system 

resulting from the drought conditions of the l890!s was the reorganiza

tion of the major canal corporations. The large irrigation corporations 

chartered in the l880!s had been organized on the premise that the 

supply of water from the river wuld be sufficient to irrigate whenever 

it was needed. It was assumed that a substantial profit could be made 

by sale of the river water, and that this profit would quickly repay the 

initial capital, required to construct the long canals. After the con

struction cost was paid, the profits would come in yearly, the only 

expense being maintenance of the dams and headgates and management of 

the canals. These corporate profit making ventures faced a number of 

problems that eventually brought about reorganization of the ditch 

companies. One curious problem reflected the marginal rainfall of the 

high plains. As the farmers soon learned, it was not absolutely 

necessary to irrigate every year. Although the first two years of 

settlement had been rather dry, especially 1879, and had given an 

impetus to canal building, the years l880 to 1886 were generally speaking 

rather wet, and even corn could be grown without benefit of irrigation.^ 

The Garden City Irrigator remarked in 1886 that it was hard to realize 

that irrigation was not necessary to grow crops even in eastern Colorado. 

"What . . . " asked the Irrigator, "has become of the desert."^ 

As the ditch companies and the farraars were both interested in 

making a profit, they naturally tended to work against each others best 

£2Garden City Irrigator. July £, and October 5>, 1886. 

53ibld., October 5, 1886. 
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interests. In the years of plentiful rainfall the farmers, most of -whom 

had little cash, were naturally reluctant to invest the one dollar per 

acre for river water. Then in the very years when they wanted water, 

such as in 1888 and 1889. the river was low also and the ditch companies 

were unable to keep their contracts. When this happened the farmers 

would refuse to pay their contracts which in turn would bring notices 

from the ditch companies that no water would be furnished the next 

season to those owing money on water contracts.^ At the same time 

the corporations were faced with problems of honoring water contracts 

they faced large annual expenses for repairs on the ditches with dams 

being washed out or ditches being broken almost every season. As a 

result of these and other financial difficulties, there was no ditch 

company in the state that made a profit during the l880!s and most of 
55 

them did not even make operating expenses • 

For these reasons most of the ditches changed hands around 1890, 

in most cases the buyers coming from distant localities. A. T. Soule 

sold the Eureka Canal to a group of English investors for $750,000 in 

1887, though he and the Gilberts continued to operate the ditch.^ 

On August 10, I889, Jones sold the Amazon to a group of English and 

Scottish capitalists incorporated as the Southwest Kansas Land and 

^Irrigation Champion, November 15, I89I1J Hatfield News, May 9, 
May 16, June l 5 , andt June 20, 1888. 

^Garden City Imprint, June 10, 1893* 

£6usome Lost Towns of Kansas," Kansas Historical Collections, 
H i (1911-1912), p. b65. 
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^Beymer and Beymer Abstracts (Lakin, Kansas), Proceedings to 
Amazon Canal, p. 2, abstracts of ditches hereafter cited as Proceedings 
to Amazon Canal; Finney County Democrat, March 22, 1890. 

^Proceedings to Great Eastern Canal, p. 7j Finney County 
Democrat, April 26, 189fr, and June 21, 1Ö90: Kansas Corporation Chartere, 
35:5Ü (April 18, 1890). * 

*9P roceedlngs to South Side Ditch, p. [1], 

oceedings to Great Eastern Canal, 9j Proceedings to South 
Side Ditch, 1; Finney bounty Democrat, June 21, 15557 

Irrigation Company for $260,000.*^ Senator Plumb and the Lawrence men 

soon followed their example and on May 10, 1890, sold the Great Eastern 

to the Southwestern Irrigating Company, a Kansas City syndicate backed 

with English capital, for $35,000.^8 Finally the South Side Ditch also 

changed hands when the Western Irrigating Company sold this canal to 

the Western Irrigation and Land Company on April 7, 1891, for $100,000.^ 

These English financed corporations mortgaged their land and canal 

property heavily during the depressing years of the 1890's. In 1889 

the Southwest Kansas and Irrigation Company mortgaged the Amazon for 

$125,000, and in 1890 Southwestern Irrigating Company mortgaged the 

Great Eastern for $75,000 to improve and lengthen the canals. In 1891 

the Western Irrigation and Land Company mortgaged the South Side Ditch 

for $200,000 for the same purpose.^0 

In addition to selling water for irrigation, these corporations 

continued the practice that had begun in the l880!s of leasing out land 

on a share cropping basis. Advertisements in the Garden City papers 

offered to furnish a new settler with plowed land, seed, and a house to 

live in for half the crops he raised. In 1892, the Syndicate Land and 
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and Irrigation Company (The Southwest Kansas Land and Irrigation Co.) 

owned 7,000 acres along the Amazon Canal and advertised that it would 

break the land, furnish a house and outbuildings, furnish the seed and 

sow the land, and furnish the irrigation water for a half interest in 

the crop. The Garden City Imprint commented on this offer: 

This it appears to us is a splendid opportunity for 
any one who desires to farm and has not the means to 
purchase a farm for himself. Again, this offer affords 
the farmer with limited means living in the East, an 
opportunity to come west, look at the country and give 
both climate and soil a thorough test before purchasing. 
Should the condition of climate and soil not be to his 
liking, he has made no permanent investment and can 
get his worldly possessions together in short order and 
move to some other country. If on the other hand he finds 
all things to his liking, he will have ample time and 
opportunity to look about him and select a piece of land 
upon which to build a home, or if he prefers the land he 
has been farming he can strike a bargain with the ditch 
company and buy from them.^l 

The Southwestern Irrigating Company owned several thousand acres under 

its Great Eastern Canal which it offered to lease on a proposition 

similar to that of the Syndicate Lands. None of the land under the 

Great Eastern, however, was for sale. It is not clear to what extent 

farming on a share crop basis was practiced but considering that land 

could be acquired under seemingly more favorable arrangements under the 
62 

homestead legislation it was probably never very great. 

When the sale of water and share cropping failed to bring 

satisfactory returns many of the irrigation companies took up corporation 

farming on their own holdings. A large area was open to this type of 

^Garden City Imprint Supplement, May 7, 1892. 

^2Ibld., and Garden City Jjnprint, January 23, 1892. 
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farming because in spite of the rush of settlers in the l880!s much of 

the land under ditch still had never been broken out. In 1892 the 

Imprint estimated that less than one-third of the land under the Garden 

City and Kansas Ditches was under cultivation and even a smaller per

centage under the other ditches.^ j n 1892 the Western Irrigation 

and Land Company of the South Side Ditch owned 1,200 acres of land and 

had contracted to farm 2,$00 acres more. Altogether this corporation 

had 1,100 acres in fall wheat, 1,5>00 acres in spring wheat and barley, 

2,600 acres in alfalfa, and 3>00 acres in broom corn. Hie Syndicate 

Company of the Amazon Canal was the most ambitious corporation farmer 

in the l890fs. In 1892 this corporation brought in a large steam plow 

that required three men to operate — a pilot, an engineer, and a 

fireman. This tractor pulled nine plows that turned a twelve foot 

swath. By June h9 1892, the Syndicate Company had plowed 800 acres 

and was planning to continue until the entire 7,000 acres owned by the 

Syndicate was broken. The steam plow was not as successful as hoped, 

evidently, for it was soon retired and stood idle until 1899 when it 

was shipped off to St. Louis 

But even English capital could not raise crops in western Kansas 

in the l890fs. Rent for river water continued to fall short of 

expectations and farming by corporate methods paid small returns. In 

l89i4 the Western Irrigation and Land Company was not able to meet Its 

harden City Imprint Supplement, May 7, 1892. 

^Garden City Imprint, February 27, April 2, April 6, June h, 
and July 25, 10927T>eceraber 2, 1899; and Supplement, May 7, 1892. 
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^Proceedings to South Side Ditch, p. 2j Garden City Imprint, 
June 10, 1Ö93 and May TE,~~W?E. 

^Proceedings to Great Eastern Canal, pp. 1, and l5j Kansas 
Corporation Charters, $jf:360 (July 6, 1903). 

^Dodge City Globe-Republican, February 9, 189*4. 

^Proceedings to South Side Ditch, p. l\; Proceedings to Great 
Eastern Canal, p. II4; Sodge City"^oEe^5epublLcan, May 31, 189!T. 

mortgage interest payments and its mortgage was foreclosed in 1897.^ 

In the same year, I89I1, the Southwestern Irrigation Company also found 

itself unable to meet the interest payments on the Great Eastern 

mortgage and after several years of litigation the Great Eastern was 

sold to the Security Company of Hartford, Connecticut.^ In February, 

l89li, the Eureka Canal passed into the hands of a receiver and in May, 

1895, the canal was sold by order of the court to Gleed, Ware and Gleed 

of Topeka, and Julius Morgan of New York.^ Some indication of the loss 

of value of the canals in the l890!s may be seen in the fact that the 

Trust Company of America was able to realize only $15,000 from the sale 

of the South Side Ditch which had been purchased for $100,000 and 

mortgaged for $200,000 in 1891. The Security Company received only 

$7,500 on the Great Eastern which had been purchased for $35,000 in 

1890, and the Eureka which had been sold for $750,000 in 1887 brought 

only $10,000 in 1895. 6 8 

By the summer of 1897 the future of the major ditches was so 

uncertain that the Garden City, Kansas, and Great Eastern ditches were 

all offered on a yearly lease arrangement and C. E. Sexton leased all 

three for the season of 1898. This temporary arrangement was not 
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considered satisfactory by the patrons of the ditches however, their 

opinion being that if the owners could not operate the ditches themselves 

they should sell or lease them to some party that could operate them 
69 

for a number of years. Typical of all the ditches to some extent 

were the difficulties on the Amazon. In February, 1897, G. M. Hall 

of St. Louis, one of the stock holders of the Amazon Canal, informed 

the patrons that the directors had worked without compensation for the 

past three years, that if back dues for water were not paid the canal 

would not open that year, and that a reorganization of the corporation 

was contemplated. John Ballinger, a major patron of the ditch, replied 

that the irrigators could not afford to wait for a reorganization of the 

company and that they needed water that spring. An agreement was 

reached that the patrons would help repair the ditch to pay for back 

dues and the Amazon opened in June, but some more permanent solution 

was obviously needed.^ 

By 1899 it was generally conceded that the ditches must be re

organized and there was a definite body of opinion along what lines this 

should be done. First, it was agreed that the farmors themselves must 

own and control the ditches. Secondly, it was apparent that It was 

unrealistic to expect the ditches to make a profit and that they should 

therefore be operated -with one purpose in mind — to irrigate crops. 

Thirdly, the ditch companies should contract for only as much water 

as they could reasonably be expected to supply each year. Fourthly, 

69Garden City Imprint, January 18, 1896; November 20, 1897J 
December 1Ö97; anTTugust 26, 1899* 

7°Ibid., February 27, March 6, March 13, March 20, May 1$, June 
12, and December 11, 1897. 
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and probably most important, patrons of the ditches should be assessed 

a certain amount each year, whether they actually used the water or not, 

to cover operating expenses and assure that the ditches would be in 

condition to furnish water each year.?1 

In the years 1900 to 1908 several farmers' organizations in

corporating all or many of these features were formed. Tkie patrons of 

the Kansas Ditch moved first and carried reorganization to the farthest 

extent. In July, 1899, they met to discuss their persistent problem 

in obtaining water and to arrive at some definite conclusions about the 

future of the ditch. A committee of five was appointed to see about 
72 

purchase of the ditch.' In June, 1901, an open letter appeared in the 

Garden City Imprint stating that the farmers must either buy the Kansas 

Ditch or construct their own ditch. rr[I]t must be obvious to every 

observer," stated the letter, "that if we are to ever have a ditch of 

sufficient capacity the men who expect to use it must construct it 

themselves. . . ."73 i n July, 1901, the patrons organized as the Finney 

County Farmers1 Irrigation Association and offered $8,000 for the Kansas 

Ditch, declaring that if they could not buy the ditch they would build 

a ditch parallel to the Kansas Ditch and operate it themselves. They 

organized in August, 1901, with a capital stock of $1|0,000$ water rights 

were to be sold in forty acre plots with a charge of one dollar per year 

^Irrigation Champion, November 15, l89lj • 

72Garden City Imprint, July l£, 1899. 

73ihis notice was signed by five patrons of the Kansas Ditch. 
P. F. Finello, F. B. Ketchan, J. V. Carter, D. C. Holcomb, and A. L. 
White, Garden City Imprint, June 22, 1901. 
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7kIbid.. July 6, August 2 l i , and October 12, 1901. 

^Kansas Corporation Charters, 60:190 (August 3, 1901). 

76Garden City Imprint, October 12,1901. 

77Ibid., November 2$, November 29, and December 6, 1902. 

78proceedlngs to the Amazon Canal, p. 7; Garden City Imprint, 
January 2if, 1903; Kearny U o u n t y Advocate, January 2I4, 1903; June 23, 190l|. 

7?Qarden City Imprint, January 3, 1903. 

per acre.7k The key provision in the Finney County Farmers' Irrigation 

Association was the stipulation that water rights were to be permanently 

attached to the land and transferred only with the deed: 

. . . said water rights shall be permanently attached 
to the lands described in said deed, which water right 
shall be assignable only by deed with the land . . • 
Water shall be distributed to members only, who shall be 
water right owners, and no water shall be sold other
wise . 75> 

In October, 1901, the Finney County Farmers1 Irrigation Association 

bought the Kansas Ditch, renamed it the FarmersT Ditch, and began en

larging it for the next season1s use.7^ 

In November, 1902, a group of farmers and businessmen of Garden 

City bought the Garden City Ditch and announced that they would enlarge 

it to the size of the Kansas Ditch and extend it several miles east of 
7 7 

town. The patrons of the Amazon followed suit in June, 190ii, when 

they organized as the Kearny County Farmers f Irrigation Association and 

purchased the Amazon Canal for $13,000 with the purpose of operating 

it themselves, much as the Finney County Farmers1 Irrigation Association 
7ft 

was doing on the Kansas. The Garden City Imprint commented with 

evident approval on the trend toward the farmer owned and operated 

ditches, declaring that these ditches were the most successful in the 

state.79 By 1908 all the ditches in the Garden City area had changed 

their by-laws in the direction of a more strict water right policy 
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whereby only the owners of water rights who paid yearly assessments 

were furnished water from the ditches. This practice was never strictlyy 

followed — in fact even the Finney County Farmers 1 Irrigation Association 

amended their charter to allow water to be sold to non-share holders 

when there was enough — but the change in policy from that of the 

l880!s was nevertheless significant.^ 

Part of the reason for reorganization of the ditches was the 

common complaint that the corporations did not take advantage of the 

river water when it was available. During the drought years, 1892 to 

I896, the river was often dry from about April 15> to June 1, but there 

was usually a large supply in the river during the winter months. For 

this reason the ditch patrons began agitating for winter irrigation. 

The reluctance of the ditch companies to irrigate in the winter was 

based on the fact that if freezing weather came while water was in the 

ditches the ice would damage the ditches severely. Nevertheless, 

winter irrigation was attempted in a small way from the South Side 

Ditch in 1896 and found to be successful. Winter irrigation was 

practiced more extensively in 1897 until stopped by ice in January and 

some patrons received water that had not received any for two years. 

By I898 it had become standard practice to open the headgates on the 

canals *hen there was water in the river during the winter.®1 I. L. 

Diesem observed in I898 that, n. • . irrigation in the Arkansas Valley 

8oIbid., January 18, 1908; Kansas Corporation Charters, A3:321 
(January lT7"T90lj). 

8lGarden City Imprint, March 28, October 2, and October 2i|, 
I8965 January 2 and January 16, 1897. 
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is much changed. The irrigating from the Arkansas River, especially 

for the alfalfa farms, is now nearly all done during the fall and 
82 

winter. With the return of better weather conditions around the 

turn of the century winter irrigation was discontinued. However follow

ing the season of 1908 — the driest of the decade — Interest in winter 

irrigation revived once again and was practiced during the winter of 

1908-1909.83 

Another change in agricultural practice resulting from the 

drought and unreliable river conditions in the l890fs was a shift away 

from garden crops and cereals to stock farming and alfalfa and forage 

crops. In 1893 60jf of the income in the western third of the state 

came from crops and 27% from livestock; in l89i* $1% came from crops and 

3 « f » . • The rfltor „ « . 0 ^ ^ c o _ n * 4 

in March, 1899, that for the past three or more years there had been a 

tendency for the farmers to neglect such crops as oats, wheat, barley, 

corn, onions, broomcorn, melons, and sweet potatoes, and to raise more 

cattle and alfalfa. ' Willard Johnson who surveyed the high plains in 

1899 just at the time when many farmers had turned to stock raising 

accurately reported this trend though his formulation that the plains 

were suited only for livestock had to be modified in light of later 

8 2I. L. Diesem as quoted in Wheeler, Kansas Department of Forestry 
and Irrigation, Bulletin Ho. 1, p. 5 f. 

Kearny County Advocate, November 19, and April 16, 1908; Garden 
City Imprint, November 13, 1908» 

®*AIstrup, "Relationship Between Climatic Conditions and 
Population Changes in Western Kansas,11 pp. 50-67• 

^Garden City Imprint, December 17, 1898; August 19, and No venter 
11, 1899. 
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86johnson, "The Hi$i Plains and Their Utilization," U.S.G.S., 
Twenty-Second Annual Report (1901-1902), IV, pp. 639-and 6£3. 

developments in dry farming and the freturn of more favorable weather 

conditions around the turn of the century. 

By the turn of the century drought and water shortage conditions 

had thus brought about some important changes in the system of canal 

irrigation as practiced in the l880's. Continued shortages of water 

in the river, however, indicated clearly that mere alteration of the 

canal system would not be sufficient, that a more radical departure in 

irrigation practice was called for if there was to be any future for 

this institution. Considerations such as these produced the most 

significant innovation in the decade, the utilization of ground water 

beneath the surface of the Arkansas Valley and the surrounding uplands 

for irrigation. 
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CHAPTER V 

IRRIGATION BY PUMPING 

The shortage of water for the diversion canals in the l 8 9 0 fs 

was an important factor in one of the most significant developments in 

irrigation in the Arkansas Valley — the use of individual pumping 

plants. The introduction of pumping plants about 1890 was recognized 

by contemporaries as an important innovation and the promise held out 

by this method of irrigation continued to be one of the major topics of 

discussion and experimentation for the next two decades. Beginning 

in 1889 the Garden City Imprint began agitating for pump irrigation and 

by the raid-l890fs Garden City was one of the leading centers of the 

windmill revival which swept through the West in that decade.1 "It 

will not do," declared the editor of the Imprint, "to rely upon either 

ditches or rain 'when the means of protecting one!s self against the 

disastrous effects of a water famine . . . is within reach. 

The theory of pumping plant irrigation as presented by its 

exponents was an appealing one. I. L. Diesem a small fanner on the out

skirts of Garden City who emerged as the great champion of pump irrigation 

in the l890Ts much as C. J. Jones had led the crusade for ditch irrigation 

in the proceeding decade, urged the advantages of the pumping plant in 

the press, in public meetings, and in various farmers' and businessraens f 

associations. According to Diesem and other promoters the farmer with 

iphilin Eastman, ,rWindmill Irrigation in Kansas," Review of 
Reviews XXIX (February, 190l|), pp. 183-187. 

2Garden City Imprint, July 29, 1893. 

Til 
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a pumping plant could be independent of the ditch and the ditch 

corporation. No longer would his plans be subject to the caprice of 

the unreliable Arkansas or the bad faith of an irrigation company. 

With a pump, the farmer could regulate the flow of water to his crops 

and there would be no ditch rider to turn the water off just when he 

needed it the most. But the clinching argument was that with a pump 

the supply of water was absolutely guaranteed for under the surface 

of the Arkansas Valley lay a virtually inexhaustible supply of water in 

the "underflow" at depths of only ten to twenty feet. All that was 

necessary was to install a pump that was capable of lifting water to 
3 

the surface in quantities sufficient for irrigation. These arguments 

were often documented with facts and figures about the^cost of pumping 

plant construction which showed it to be a good investment for the 

irrigation farmer. The Irrigation Champion for example argued that an 

initial investment of $10 to $20 per acre would practically end the 

expense as there would be no further water rents.^ 

The idea of pumping plants caught on quickly around Garden City; 

I. L. Diesem had the first irrigating windmill in the area installed on 

his farm In 1890 and Lee Doty and J. W. Gregory had plants installed 

soon after.^ Within the next few seasons there were hundreds of pumping 

plants put up around Garden so that the country for miles around was 

3Ibid., May 6, May 30, and July 29, 1Ö93; Irrigation Champion, 
October l7"T8»9li; Coolidge Enterprise. February 22, 109$. 

^Irrigation Champion, October 1, I89I4. 

^Ibid., and Finney County Democrat, April 12, 1890. 
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dotted with windmills. The Garden City Imprint noted the brisk sales 

of pumping plants in 1 8 9 3 and the Irrigation Champion reported that by 

the fall of I89I4 there were over 1 0 0 irrigating plants in Finney County 
7 

alone. Henry Worral who was in the Garden City area in l895> stated 

that: 
At the present time there are about l£0 reservoir-
irrigated farms of various sizes successfully operating in 
the vicinity of Garden City, and more constantly in pre
paration, and it is confidently predicted that by the 
present copying of these examples of wind-reservoir 
irrigation, that . . . in a few years the arid prairie 
will blossom." 

The upper valley was not far behind Garden City for by 1 8 9 5 there were 

sixty-four pumping plants in Hamilton and Kearny Counties.^ Diesem 

reported in 1 8 9 8 that, !f. . . pumping plants have revolutionized 

irrigation in the valley in the last eight years, especially on the 

small fruit farms, also for the gardener and berry man."^ 

A typical pumping plant irrigation system in the l 8 9 0 fs consisted 

of one or two windmills with a reservoir and an irrigated plot of one 

°Eastman, "Windmill Irrigation in Kansas,11 Review of Reviews 
XXIX (February, 19010, p. 183. 

^Garden City Imprint, May 30, 1893; Irrigation Champion, 
October 1, 18%. 

^Henry Worral, "Irrigation in Southwestern Kansas," Harper1 s 
Weekly, XXXVIII (September 29, l89i«), p. 931. 

^Thad G. McLaughlin in Ground Water Resources of Hamilton and 
Kearny Counties, p. 2^0, quotes "Sutton, (1096jfl as sayTng that in"T595 
there were sixty-four irrigation plants in Hamilton and Kearny Counties, 
forty-four of these pumped from streams, eighteen from wells, and two 
from storage reservoirs, and they irrigated a total of 2,81|2 acres. 

1 0 I . L. Diesem as quoted in Wheeler, Kansas Department of 
Forestry and Irrigation, Bulletin No. 1, p. 
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to five acres under cultivation. The reservoir was important for 

several reasons: because the wind could not be relied upon at all 

times even in western Kansas, because irrigation required a stronger 

head of water than could be supplied straight from the pump, and also 

because the cold water from the well was harmful to some types of garden 

crops. Diesem explained the construction of a reservoir at a meeting 

of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture in I 8 9 3 . The best reservoir, 

according to Diesem, was about 1 0 0 feet square, with banks five feet 

high twelve feet wide at the bottom and three feet wide at the top. 

It was important to plow the sod before construction to keep it 

from leaking at the seam, and when completed it was necessary to run in 

a small amount of water and then drive cattle or horses through to tamp 

the soil down and seal the reservoir. DiesemTs final word of advice^ 

and one strictly heeded by reservoir irrigators, was to stock the pond 

with fish, preferably German Carp, to keep the water muddy and seal -the 

leaks. The fish would also provide food or they could be sold for 

profit.11 

Most pumping plant Irrigated plots were planted to vegetables, 

fruits, and sometimes alfalfa. Even small acreages, it was maintained, 

could earn large profits and afford a comfortable living for a farmer 

and his family if the reliable water of a pumping plant were used. J* 

was claimed that small fruits and vegetables would gross $200 to $300 

nKansas State Board of Agriculture, Ninth Biennial Report 
(1893-18914), p. 3 7 9 ; on the use of carp see also the Garden City 
Irrigation Champion, October 1 , I89I4, and February 1 5 , 1 8 9 5 . 

±cIrrigation Champion, October 1 , 
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13 

per acre and net half that much. ̂  Robert Hay, staff member of the 

Kansas State Geological Survey, estimated that if a man with a family 

could irrigate five acres he could live well, and if he could Irrigate 

twenty acres he could grow rich.1** 

Of course the crusade for pumping plants had its detractors 

also. C. H. Longstreth of Lakin for example voiced his objection to 

pftmping plants because of their overrated capacity. Longstreth had 

bought a fourteen foot Halladay windmill with a Gause pump which 

theoretically could, with a constant wind, Irrigate twenty acres. But 

the wind could not be relied on, said Longstreth, and he estimated that 

his windmill ran only about one-third of the time and at full capaiuty 

one-fourth of the time.1"* Then once the water was in the reservoir, 

much of it was lost through evaporation. Erasmus Haworth of the Kansas 

Geological Survey estimated that this amounted to as much as sixty 

inches per year, and that a reservoir ten feet deep would loose half of 

its water by evaporation alone.^ 

Every conceivable variety of windmill was introduced In those 

early years; each advertised with some special feature that would solve 

the water problem for the Irrigation district.17 The editor of the 

Oberlin Herald told of two pumps that were displayed at the Western 

13lbid.; Manhattan, Kansas, Industrialist, April lU, 189k. 
ll4Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Seventh Biennial Report 

(1889-1890), p. 132. 

^Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Ninth Biennial Report 
(1893-189*0, p. 370. 

l6Ibid., p. 331. 
170berlln Herald, December 18, 1890; Garden City Imprint, June 3 , 

1893. 
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Kansas Irrigation Convention in 1890. The Vacuum Pump was presented by 

George A. West who was promoting their sale on behalf of the manufacturer 

in Greeley, Colorado. It was described as a remarkable piece of 

machinery, plain and simple in its construction. Another model, the 

Crannell Cyclone Pump, was also demonstrated at the convention. When 

operated by four horses it was claimed the screw and cylinder alone, 

without the air chambers, would lift sufficient water for irrigation 

and the price was within reach of the ordinary farmer. Unfortunately 

the Cyclone Pump broke down Just as the crowd from the convention had 
1R 

gathered to see it. 

Most of the pumping plants in use in the Arkansas Valley were 

manufactured there also. Among the pioneers in the development of 

pumping plants were the Carter brothers of Garden City. In I889 W. 0 . 

Carter and E. N. Gause put in the first demonstration plant in Stevens 

Park and in 1 8 9 0 they installed the first commercial plant for Diesem. 

The Gause Irrigation Pump manufactured by the Carter Brothers continued 
1 9 

to be a popular item through the next two decades. Another early 

development was the Wonder Pump manufactured by S. Shulman and C E. 

Dickinson of Garden City. The Wonder Pump was advertised as being the 

best pump in the world for mining and irrigation. Another variety 
l 8 0 b e r l i n Herald, December 1 8 , 1 8 9 0 . 

^Blanchard, Conquest of Southwest Kansas, p. 97} Irrigation 
Champion, October 1 , 1 0 % • " 

20Blanchard, Conquest of Southwest Kansas, p. 97j Irrigation 
Champion, October 1 , 1 0 9 u . 
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of windmill was manufactured at Cimarron by James Gambol and company in 

the l 8 8 0 fs, and yet another windmill patent was taken out by J. W. 

Gregory in 1 8 9 3 . 2 1 

The most popular of the early pumps was that invented and manu

factured by R. G. Stone of Garden City. This pump was described as a 

steel windmill attached to a ten inch Stone pump with only four working 

parts. The Irrigation Champion stated in I89I4 that Stone had put in 

more irrigating pumps than all other Garden City firms combined, and in 

a survey of pump irrigation around Garden City in 190li most of the pumps 

were found to be of the Stone pump variety.22 In 1902 yet another 

variety of pump was put on the market. ¥. S. Pittman of Garden City 

patented his own pumping invention which would run on wind or on 

gasoline, and it was claimed would pump three times as much as the 

ordinary windmill. This pump was described as a twelve foot windmill 

using flexible buckets on a chain which had the advantage of reducing 

the friction when the budkets returned to the water. The first of 

Pittman fs pumps installed on Nathan Fulmer's farm on the south side 

was apparently a success.2^ 

For many a poverty stricken farmer in the l 8 9 0 rs even these 

locally manufactured pumps were out of reach financially and a number 

21Garden City Imprint, June 3 , 1 8 9 3 ; Garden City Sentinel. 
January 1 2 , TEWf. 

2 2A. E. Wright and A. B. Collins, "Irrigation Near Garden City, 
190*4," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Office of Experiment Stations, 
Bulletin l£8 ( 1 9 0 5 ) , £ 8 9 , hereafter cited as Wright and Collins, 
''irrigation Near Garden City, I90I4," Office of Experiment Stations, 
Bulletin l g 8 ( 1 9 0 5 ) ; Garden City Imprint, September 2 5 , 1 8 9 7 ; Irrigation 
Öhampion', October 1 , 1Ö91|. 

2 3 G a r d e n City Imprint, January I4, and January 1 8 , 1 9 0 2 ; Kearny 
County Advocate, April 2 3 , and September 2 i i , 1 9 0 3 . 
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of settlers constructed their OTTO windmills. One of the most interesting 

of these is variously called the "Jumbo" "Dutch Windmill," "Go Devil," 

or "Mogul." Henry Worall described the Jumbo in these words: 

It is a simple home-made contrivance. Four posts are 
planted in the ground, then covered or boxed with boards. 
An axle with from four to eight spokes fastened to it, 
with paddles generally made of wood nailed on the end of 
the spokes like a steamboatfs paddle wheel, is set on the 
box east and west to catch the prevailing south and north 
winds. A crank on one or both ends works the pump or 
pumps. The box shields the lower part of the wheel, while 
the top is fully exposed to the wind, and from its spinning 
round with a kind of comical merriment in a good still 
south 1 prairie zephyr1 it has probably earned the name 
of !Go-Devil.'2li 

Dr. W. J. Workman further explained the use of the Jumbo at a meeting 

of the Kansas State Board of Agriculture in 1 8 9 3 * 

The TJumbo1 wind engine has been in use, in a limited way, 
for the last ten years. The first one was built somewhere 
north of Garden City, and was called the 'Dutch Windmill.r 

Why it was so named, I have never learned. The principal 
incentive to its construction and use was economy in 
cost. . . . It was not thought at that time that great 
power could be obtained from them (much greater than from 
any other form of wind-mill known), and yet kepp the 
diameter of the wheel so small as not to endanger it in 
high winds. 

These invaluable properties have been determined quite 
recently. The growth in sis&e and usefulness has been quite 
gradual, and not until within the last year or two ha ye 
they been sufficiently perfected to give a definite idea of 
the scope of their usefulness. 
ft**************************** 

I have recently constructed the largest 1 Jumbo' yet 
attempted. The diameter of the wheel is twenty-one feet, 
with eight radial fans, mounted on a steel shaft twenty-
seven feet in length. The wheel is intended to run a 
pump . . . furnishing about 700 gallons of water per 

2Worral, "Irrigation in Southwestern Kansas," Harper 1 s Weekly, 
XXXVIII (September 2 9 , I 8 9 I 4 ) , p. 9 3 1 . 
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minute [at a fourteen foot lift]. . . . Should twenty, 
forty, or one-hundred horse power be required, the shaft 
can be extended Indefinitely, adding sections of radial 
fans of ten or twelve feet in length. . . . I am satisfied 
that a 'Jumbo1 can be built with 100 horse power at a 
cost not to exceed $5>00. 

One objection, urged by those *4io had not observed their 
work was that only north or south winds would furnish 
power . . . in fact, I have found that when the wheel is 
properly constructed it works equally well with the wind 
in any quarter, and only stops lihen the wind comes directly 
from due east or west. . . . 

Wheels may be turned loose in the highest winds without 
injury. In fact, when all other windmills are thrown out 
of gear by high winds, the 'Jumbo1 is doing double 
work • . . where a large head of water (with low lift) 
is desired, no power that I know of will compete in point 
of econotqy with the latest improved ^umbo. 1 2^ 

Although clumsy and unreliable in many respects, the Jumbo was 

made to order for the drought and poverty striken settler of the 1890's. 

Henry Worall observed that because of its cheap homemade construction 

the Jumbo had multiplied ITby the hundred" and was doing efficient service 

at reservoirs, farms, houses, and small gardens. E. D# Wheeler, 

Director of the Kansas Department of Forestry and Irrigation, stated in 

1898 that, "The most common home-made mill is doubtless the Jumbo, 

which does good work and lots of it if properly constructed. F. H. 

Newell observed that the material costs of a Jumbo ran from $$ to $20 and 

that this device had saved many discouraged settlers.2® 

^Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Ninth Biennial Report 
(1893-18910, PP. 337-338. 

2^Worral, "Irrigation in Southwestern Kansas,11 Harper 's Weekly, 
XXXVIII (September 29, I89I1), p. 931, also the drawings by 0. W. Peters 
based on sketches by Worral in the same issue, p. 920. 

27wheeler, Kansas Department of Forestry and Irrigation, Bulletin 
No. 1, p. 32. 

^Frederick Haynas Newell, Irrigation in the United States (New 
York: Thoraas Y. Crowell & Co., 1902;, p7 266, IwreaFter cited as Newell, 
Irrigation in the United States. 
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For the pumping plant irrigator the years 1890 to 1910 were 

ones of constant transition and improved machinery. Windmills were 

rapidly improved during the decade 1895 to 1905> from the first rather 

crude manufactured models and home-made types to a rather sophisticated 

irrigation pump. Many of the early pumps, for example, had no gears to 

convert the wind speed into power, but simply had the well shaft attached 

to an eccentric axle which was rotated by the wind fan. These early 

pumps commonly generated only about one-tenth horse power. In I898 

E. D. Wheeler strongly recommended that irrigators use the steel windmill 

with gears in back rather than the older type.2? 

In general, irrigation pumps differed from regular windmills in 

that the size of the cylinders were much larger than those of regular 

pumps. The first pumps installed by the Carter Brothers had a five inch 

cylinder, not much larger than those in the regular windmills, but later 

they manufactured a ten and twelve inch cylinder.30 By I90I4 the irriga

tion windmill had been improved to its practical capacity. The standard 

design was that of the "Stone" pump with a cylinder of six to twelve 

inches in diameter and a stroke of six to twelve inches. It was 

customary to use a pump the size of which in inches was less than the 

diameter of the windmill in feet — that is a six inch pump would be 

2^Manhattan Industrialist, December 22, 189*4; Wheeler, Kansas 
Department of Forestry and Irrigation, Bulletin No. 1, p. 31j Personal 
interview with Foster Eskelund of Deerfield, Kansas,"April 5, 1966. 

3°Blanchard, Conquest of Southwest Kansas, p. 97J Personal inter
view with C 0. Carter of Garden City, April 5, 1967. 
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used with an eight foot windmill, etc.31 Hiese large pumps normally 

lifted from two to six gallons at each stroke.32 c. A. Schneider, one 

of the leading men of irrigation during the decade 1900 to 1910, ex

plained the construction of a well used under these windmills. A four 

or five foot square pit was excavated ten or fifteen feet down to the 

water tabl'e then several feeder tubes of galvanized iron sixteen to 

twenty inches In diameter were sunk down to clay some forty feet lower. 

An official in the Bureau of Reclamation stated In 1905 that, "In few 

places in the country are better wells constructed than in the vicinity 

of Garden City and in the area lying west of that place. . • ."^ 

One of the most crucial limiting factors in the development of 

pump irrigation — and one that was to a large extent overcome early in 

the twentieth century — was that there was no engine available which 

could be used on the irrigation pump. For a time it was assumed that 

steam engines would furnish the power that was needed. In the early 

l880!s a large steam engine was brought to Garden City from Greeley, 

Colorado, but It was soon returned because of high fuel costs. Steam 

engines were used on the wells supplying water to the cities of Lakin 

and Coolidge in the l890fs and in 1901 the Garden City Sugar Beet 

Association used a fourteen horse power steam engine to operate their 

31Wright and Collins, "Irrigation Near Garden City, 190*1," 
Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin l£8 (1905), p. 589. 

3 2Don H. Bark, "Irrigation in Kansas," TJ. S. Department of 
Agriculture, Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin 211 (May 15, 1909), 
p. 20, hereafter cited as Bark, "Irrigation in KansasT^Office of 
Experiment Stations, Bulletin 211 (May 15, 1909). 

b u r e a u of Reclamation, Third Annual Report (1905), p. 276j 
Garden City Imprint, March 25, 
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pumps. The most Important steam engine experiment was on the Riverside 

Ranch near Holcorab. In I9QI4 a long trench was sunk ten feet below the 

water table to which a pump and a seventy-five horse power steam engine 

was attached. Ufte pump with this engine had a capacity of 2,500 gallons 

per minute but the expense of the unit — $12,000 — prohibited It from 

coming into general use. The difficulty with using steam engines was 

that they had to be fairly large to operate efficiently and were there

fore out of reach financially for the ordinary operator.3^ 

The biggest advance in pumping plants was the Introduction of 

gasoline engines. As early as 1893 C. H. Longstreth had predicted the 

coming of gasoline pumps in irrigation, but i t was not until 1900 that 

the first engine was installed in the Garden City park. During the 

next few years several centrifugal pumps with gasoline engines were 
35 

installed around Garden City but mostly of an experimental type. 

But with the advent of both the Garden City Project and the sugar beet 

Industry in the years 1905-1906 the pumping plant business was given a 

big boost and the shift from windmills to gasoline pumps was 

accelerated.^ 

As the efficiency of pumps increased during the decades 1890 

to 1910 pump irrigation became more profitable and more widely practiced. 

This trend can be seen in a comparison in cost and efficiency of 

3t*Garden City Imprint, May 30, 1893, April 13, 1901, and June 15, 
19011 Haworth, "Geology of underground Water in Western Kansas," Kansas 
Board of Irrigation Survey and Experiment, Report (1895-1Ö96), p. 17j 
The Hblcomb well i s discussed in Reclamation Service, Third Annual Report 
(1903-19010, p. 278. 

35Garden City Imprint, February 2I4, 1900; Kansas State Board of 
Agriculture, m n t O i e n n l a l Report (1893-189*0, P - 370j Wright and Collins, 
"Irrigation Near Garden City, I9OI4,11 Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin 
158 (1905), P . 585. 

3^Reclamation Service, Fifth Annual Report (1906), p. ll*0j Garden 
City Imprint, August 29, 1908j Ĵ earny"T5\5rgy Advocate, Vtkj 27, 1909. 
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windmills and gasoline engines. In spite of the promotional claims from 

irrigation conscious editors in the l890!s that windmill irrigation cost 

only $10 per acre to install the cost of erecting windmills was quite 

expensive considering their Irrigating capacity. In I898 E. D. Wheeler 

estimated that the average windmill plant would cost about $118 to 

construct.37 Five years later this cost had hot been reduced signifi

cantly for in 190li it cost $75 to erect an eight foot mill, $100 to 

erect a ten foot mill, and $135 to erect a twelve foot mill.38 Due 

to Increased competition between manufacturers, especially after the 

boom in pumping plants after 1905, the cost was cut by almost half until in 

1909 twelve foot mills could be installed for $75. In 1909 it was 

estimated that a farmer could build his own reservoir and install two 

twelve foot windmills with ten inch pumps at a total cost of $330.39 

Even with the most improved windmills, however, the area that 

could be Irrigated was never very great. Theoretically a twelve foot 

windmill should be able to irrigate ten acres, and they were usually 

advertised as being capable of this amount. However in actual practice, 

taking into consideration factors such as wind failure, evaporation 

from the reservoir, the actual area irrigated came to about half that 

amount. Thus it was estimated that a 12 foot windmill that was capable 

of Irrigating 10 acres would in practice irrigate only 5.7 acres; a 10 foot 

37wheeler, Kansas Department of Forestry and Irrigation, Bulletin 
No. 1, p. 60. 

bright and Collins, "Irrigation Near Garden City, 190li," Office 
of Experiment Stations, Bulletin 158 (1905), p. 591. 

3?Bark, "Irrigation in Kansas," Office of Experiment Stations, 
Bulletin 211 (May 15, 1909), P* 20. 
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windmill that should irrigate 8 acres actually irrigated ij.l acresj and 

an 8 foot windmill that should irrigate 2*5 acres actually irrigated 

2.1 acres.^0 By 1909 it was estimated that a standard windmill pumping 

plant consisting of two twelve foot windmills with ten inch cylinders 

and a reservoir fifty to seventy-five feet square would serve from five 

to eight acres 

As compared with windmills gasoline pumps were both more expen

sive and more effective. In 1907 Diesem estimated the cost of a typical 

pumping plant including a twelve horse-power gasoline engine, a number 

six centrifugal pump, and the well at $1,200. This plant, said Diesem, 
h o 

would irrigate 100 acres. C A. Schneider estimated that a gasoline 

engine and centrifugal pump put on the typical twelve foot windmill 

would increase its capacity from five acres to fifty.^3 An important 

factor in the increased use of gasoline engines after 1905 was the reduced 

cost in gasoline. In 1905 the price of gasoline was $.22 per gallon 

which was almost prohibitive for even the most excellent of wells. At 

the time it was hoped that this excessive fuel cost could be overcome 

by the use of "gas producers," attachments which allowed the use of crude 

oil in gasoline engines. But by 1909 the cost of gasoline had been 

k°Wright and Collins, "Irrigation Near Garden City, 19014," 
Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin 158 (1905), p. 591. 

^Bark, "Irrigation in Kansas," Office of Experiment Stations, 
Bulletin 211 (May 15, 1909),p. 20. 

k2Garden City Imprint, February 16, 1907. 

^Ibid., March 25, 1905. 
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reduced to between $.11 and $.1$ per gallon which brought the standard 

gasoline pumps well within reach of the average irrigator.**^ 

With the new interest in pumping plants about 1905 there were 

several new models introduced. In 1905 C. L. Qooder of Rocky Ford. 

Colorado, visited the Garden City area introducing the "Gooder Pump," 

manufactured at Rocky Ford and marketed by Carter, Warner, and Company 

in Garden City.^ In 1909 S. V. Wordall of Scott City introduced his 

"D. & D. Engine" to the irrigators around Garden City evidently with 

some success.^ The largest pump in the valley was installed by the 

United States Sugar and Land Company on their land south of the river 

near Deerfield. Here they put in a 1*00 horse-power engine that operated 

on a cheap residium oil and ran a 350 kilowatt generator. The current 

from this generator was distributed over a twenty mile long line to 

fourteen pumping plants. Each pump had a capacity of 1,800 to 2,000 

gallons per minute and the entire plant irrigated about 3,500 acres.^7 

Another large experimental plant was located near Holcomb, west of Garden 

City. Here a plant consisting of a chain of twelve wells each with a 

^Slichter, "The Underflow in Arkansas Valley in Western Kansas," 
U.S.G.S., Water Supply and Irrigation Paper, 153 (1906), pp. 56-57; 
Bark, "Irrigation in Kansas," Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin 
211 (May 15, 1909), p. 19. 

^Garden City Imprint, January 7, 1905. 

**6Ibid., February 20, 1909, and March 2, 1909. 

^Kansas State Board of Agricultuie, Eighteenth Biennial Report 
(1911-1912), p. 65. 
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sixty horse-power crude oil engine pumped I*,000 gallons per minute 

and irrigated 320 acres of sugar beets 

By the end of the decade the improved gasoline pumps had made 

pumping on the upland feasible also. The King Brothers located twelve 

miles north of Garden City operated five wells ranging in depth from 

122 to 150 feet which they estimated would eventually irrigate U00 

acres.^ Farther north In Scott County were located two larger upland 

wells, costing from $3,200 to $3,500 and each capable of irrigating 320 

acres.^° By 1910 the average pump in operation in the Arkansas Valley 

generated from fifteen to twenty horse-power and pumped about I4OO 

gallons per minute. Praaps of this size were capable of irrigating 

about 100 acres. 

In spite of the tremendous Interest In pumping plants and the 

wide publicity given to pumping experiments it was only during the 

years 1905-1910 that a really significant portion of land was irrigated 

by pumping plants. The amount irrigated by windmills had never been 

large. State census figures for 1895 and 1905 indicate that in the 

four counties of Gray, Finney, Kearny, and Hamilton, the average windmill 

plant irrigated only one or two acres. Considering that there were 

probably never over 300 windmill irrigators in the Arkansas Valley the 

k8Ibid., p. 81. 

^Garden City Imprint, November 27, 1908. 

£°Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Eighteenth Biennial Report 
(I9II-I912), p. 69. 

^Ibid., p. 6h; Garden City Imprint, September 26, 1908j Kearny 
County Advocate, July 16, 190Ö; Bark, "Irrigation in Kansas," Office or 
Experiment Stations, Bulletin 211 (May 15, 1909), p. 19. 
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area irrigated by windmills was probably never more than 600 to 1,000 

acres. This amount is not very large when considering that in 1905 over 

1*3,000 acres were irrigated in these four counties, the major portion 

still from canals.^ 

With the introduction of gasoline pumps, however, larger acreages 

were irrigated by individual plants. By 1912 Finney county had fifty 

pumps in operation capable of irrigating 6,5>0O acres. Kearny County 

had forty plants each with a capacity of over 1,000 gallons per minute 

and Hamilton had eight plants with this capacity. Thus by the end of 

the decade of 1910 the use of pumping plants, particularly those with 

gasoline engines, had brought significant portions of the Arkansas 

Valley under irrigation.^ 

The significance of pumping plants during the two decades 1890 

to 1910 should be judged, not so much on the number of acres irrigated, 

but on the striking technical advances made in the pumping plants them

selves and the implications resulting from this new trend in irrigation. 

When considering that within a span of twenty years the Arkansas Valley 

had progressed from a time when the crudest home-made windmill was an 

innovation to a time when gasoline pumps with a capacity of over 1*,000 

gallons per minute were in use some notion of the rapid pace of change 

State Census figures seem to be far too low. The census of 
1895 shows a total of 605 farmers in the three counties of Hamilton, 
Keamy, and Gray (Finney is missing) of which only 255 irrigated and only 
36 from pumping plants. The 1905 census shows a total of 1,001 farmers 
in the four counties of Hamilton, Kearny, Finney, and Gray of which 32l* 
irrigated but only 50 from pumping plants. Figures from a number of other 
sources, such as the Reclamation Service, indicate far more irrigators 
using pumping plants, Reclamation Service, First Annual Report (1901-
1902), pp. 196-200. ~ 

£3Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Eighteenth Biennial Report 
(1911-1912), pp. 6I4 and 81. ~~ ~ ~ 
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can be seen. But even more striking in some respects was the physical 

change in the appearance of the country as pumping plants made inten

sive farming more practicable. Philip Eastman tells us that within a 

few years after the first plants were installed around Garden City the 

countryside was turned into a series of garden plots and the town was 

hidden in foliage.^ 

A striking example of this type of farming Is furnished by F. D. 

Coburn who tells of P. Finello, a farmer who moved onto a two acre plot 

on the outskirts of Garden City which was practically devoid of vegetation 

but where water was available at nine feet. In the spring of 1908 he 

installed a pumping plant consisting of a well forty-six feet deep, 

a seven horse-power gasoline engine, and a centrifugal pump. This plant 

which pumped 265 gallons per minute cost $293 to construct and about 

$.07 per hour to operate. With it, Finello could irrigate his entire 

tract in six hours. By 1912 he had an Impressive fruit and vegetable 

garden with eighty cherry, eighty peach, and eighty plum trees, 1,500 

grape vines, and plots of tomatoes, beans, peppers, cantaloupes, and 

watermelons.^ Examples such as these could be multiplied by the hundreds 

around Garden City and along the Arkansas Valley and probably provide 

the most accurate indication of the new possibilities being opened up 

by the rapid development of the irrigation pumping plant in the early 

twentieth century. 

^Eastman, "Windmill Irrigation in Kansas," Review of Reviews, 
XXIX (February, 190lj), p. 183. 

^Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Eighteenth Biennial 
Report (1911-1912), p. 75* 



CHAPTER 71 

THE POLITICS OF IRRIGATION 

The politics of irrigation in the Arkansas Valley is under

standable only in light of the extreme importance with which this subject 

was viewed during the period l880 to 1910. To the settlers on the 

plains in the l880fs there was probably no other topic that commanded 

such a widespread and sustained interest. Garden City itself had been 

considered from its founding as an irrigation community; its first news

paper was named the Garden City Irrigator. The concept shared by a 

large segment of the settlers in the l880fs that their future depended 

on the development of irrigation was reinforced by the drought of the 

1890fs and the conservation movement of the early twentieth century. 

As the drought of the l890fs revealed the limitations and problems of 

irrigation and as the plight of the settlers became more desperate there 

developed a feeling that irrigation was the only answer. This feeling 

coincided with a growing awareness on the part of the nation of the 

importance of its diminishing natural resources. Indeed the conserva

tion movement, in which Irrigation and reclamation played a vital part, 

has been identified by one historian as the characteristic movement of 

the progressive era."'* 

In a context where the importance of irrigation as a public 

issue was readily conceded the first problem was the organization of 

-̂Elmo R. Richardson, "The Politics of Conservations Crusades 
and Controversies 1897-1913>n university of California Publications in 
History, LXX (1962), pp. 1-2, hereafter c*TEed as Richardson, "The Politics 
of Conservation.11 

92 
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the irrigation interests. In the hundreds of irrigation associations, 

conferences, and congresses that became so characteristic in the West 

from 1890 to 1910 the underlying concept was that the inhabitants of 

the arid region faced common problems which could best be solved by an 

organized effort where discussion of common concerns could be handled 

and common policies agreed upon. 

The organization of irrigation interests in Kansas began in 

1890 with an irrigation convention held in Oberlin, Kansas. This 

convention was attended by approximately 1,000 people including a 

large number of Kansas editors and state and national congressmen. 

Representative William Baker and future Senator William A • Peffer 

(editor of the Kansas Farmer) both pledged their support to the Kansas 

irrigators. Speeches were given by John Hay, J. W. Gregory, Colonel 

E. S. Nettleton, Chief Engineer of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

in charge of Artesian and Underflow Investigations, Colonel William 

Tweeddale, a Topeka civil engineer, and Martin Möhler, Secretary of the 

Board of Agriculture. Following a discussion of the problems common 

to Kansas Irrigators a number of resolutions were passed and sent to 
o 

the state and federal legislative bodies for their consideration. 

In 1893 three major irrigation conventions were held in Kansas. 

The State Irrigation Convention was held at Salina, The Southwest 

Kansas Irrigation Convention was held in Great Bend, and the Wichita 

Irrigation Convention was held in Wichita. The Arkansas Valley was 

represented at all these meetings with D. M. Frost of Dodge City 

20berlin Herald, December 11, and December 18, 1890. 
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presiding and A. W. Stubbs of Garden City and E. N. Keep of Garden City 

attending the Great Bend Convention, and fifteen men from Garden City 

attending the Wichita Convention.-* The State Irrigation Convention 

evidently met every year until 1903 when it was succeeded by the Western 

Kansas Irrigation Association. This new organization was formed because 

it had become clear that the important area for irrigation was in 

western Kansas and because a number of new developments such as the 

sugar beet industry, the development of pumping plants, and proposed 

underflow projects were of special concern to western Kansans and 

particularly the Arkansas Valley.^ 

The first officers of the Western Kansas Irrigation Association 

indicate the preponderance of the Arkansas Valley. Diesem of Garden 

City was President, J. C. Starr of Scott City was Vice President, 

Charles Locke of Lakin was Secretary, and John Hall of Syracuse was 

Treasurer.** The Western Kansas Irrigation Association regularly 

featured such speakers as Congressman Victor Murdock, Senator Fred 

Dumont Smith, Governor Willis J. Bailey, President Ernest R. Nichols of 

Manhattan State College, Hon. Charles F. Clyne, and Chancellor Francis 

H. Snow of the University of Kansas.^ At the first meeting of the 

^Garden City Imprint, August 12, September 23, September 28, 
November 18, 189JT^ 

^Kearny County Advocate, March 5> 1903. 

^Garden City Imprint, April 25, 1903J The officers in 190l{ were 
Diesem, President, Alfred Pratt, Vice President (Hamilton County), 
Charles A. Loucks, Secretary (Kearny County), Charles A. Schneider, 
'treasurer (Finney County), Kearny County Advocate, December 17, 1903; 
The officers in 1905 were Diesem, President, J. T. Hastings, Vice President, 
C A. Loucks, Secretary, and C. A. Schneider, Treasurer, Garden City 
jfaprtnt. December 9, 1905. 

^Garden City ifoprlnt, April 25, 1903J Kearny County Advocate, 
December 10 and December 17, 1903. 
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the Association three resolutions were passed calling for an appropria

tion frora Congress to build storage reservoirs in the Arkansas Valley, 

a continuation of the state bounty on sugar beets, and construction of 
7 

a pioneer underflow project by the federal government/ 
Kansas Irrigators took an active role In irrigation conventions 

on the national level, particularly in the National Irrigation Congresses. 

At the first Irrigation Congress held in Salt Lake City in 1892 

Representative Jeremiah Simpson initiated a move that excluded Kansas 

from the list of states where land was set aside to further irrigation 

interests.8 At the second Irrigation Congress held in Los Angeles in 

1893 J. S. Snory of Lawrence, Kansas, was elected president and J. W. 

Gregory of Garden City was on the executive committee.^ A. W. Stubbs 

of Garden City and Joseph L. Bristow of Salina attended the third 

Congress in Denver in lB9k.^"® At the fourth, "fifth and sixth Congresses 

(1895-1897) E. R. Moses of Great Bend served as Chairman of the 

executive committee.-1"1 In 1903 E. R. Thorpe of Lakin was appointed 

by Governor Bailey to attend the eleventh Irrigation Congress in Ogden, 

Utah, and for the sixteenth Irrigation Congress in Albuquerque in 1908 

7Garden City Imprint, April 25, 1903. 

8IrriRation Champion, September 1, I89I4. 

^Garden City Imprint, October llj, and October 21, l893j August 6, 
1909. 

^Irrigation Champion, October 1, l&9h} A. Bower Sageser, "Joseph 
L. Bristow: Ihe Editor's Road to Politics," Kansas Historical Quarterly, 
XXX (Summer, I96I4), 158, hereafter cited as Sageser, "Joseph L. Bristow," 
Kansas Historical Quarterly, XXX (Sunuaer, 196*1). 

^Garden City Imprint, August 6, 1909. 
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the Kansas delegation of twenty-eight persons chartered a special 
12 

railroad car. At the seventeenth Congress held in Spokane, Washington, 

in 1909, eleven Kansans including R. H. Faxon, W. H. Thompson, W. M. 

Kinnison, C. A. Schneider, Fred Nimms and F. A. Gillespie of Garden 
13 

City, and E. R. Thorpe of Lakin were in attendance. The Spokane 

Congress turned out to be a rather gala affair with marching companies 

of fifty to one hundred fifty persons participating in the parade of 

the Irrigation Army and a 1,000 voice chorus singing the "Irrigation 

Ode" at the opening of the Congress.1^ 

As the movement toward organization of Kansas irrigators got 

under way several outstanding leaders emerged. The man most active 

in the organization of Kansas irrigation was I. L. Diesem of Garden 

City. Diesem was elected president of the State Irrigation Convention 

every year from 1896 to 1903 and president of its successor, the Western 

Kansas Irrigation Association in 1903, I90I4, and 19Q5.1^ Another 

Kansan who was active in promoting irrigation associations was Joseph 

L. Bristow of Salina. Bristow, who later became Assistant Postmaster 

General and Dhited States Senator, promoted irrigation through his 

Salina monthly paper, the Irrigation Farmer, in the years I89I4 to I896. 

His editorial efforts made a major contribution to the irrigation revival 
^Kearny County Advocate, August 20 and September 2ij, 1903; 

Garden City Imprint, July Ö, 1909» 

^Garden City Imprint, July 8 and August 20, 1909; Kearny County 
Advocate, July l ^ T ^ O^ T 

^Garden City Imprint, January 22, 1909. 

^Kearny County Advocate, March 5, April 23, and December 10, 
1903; Garden City Imprint, October 2I4, 1896; February 6, and November 27, 
1897; FebruaryTH, and April 25, 1903. 
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in the mid-west in the l890!e. Bristow was tte prime mover in the 

Interstate Irrigation Association at Salina in 1893, and he assisted in 

establishing nearly forty local irrigation societies. A s private secretary 

to Governor Edmund N. Morrill he helped to secure the first. Board of 

Irrigation Survey and Experiment for Kansas.1^ 

Kansas politicians were not unmindful of the importance placed 

on Irrigation among their constituents in western Kansas5 indeed a 

number of political figures became closely associated with, irrigation 

interests. In the l880?s the Arkansas Valley could count 011 the active 

support of Senator John J. Ingalls who was closely associated with A. T. 

Soule and the Eureka Canal. Two members of the Kansas House of Represen

tatives who were particularly active in the irrigation interests in the 

I 8 8 O !s were Percy B. Russell, Superintendent of the Great Eastern, and 

the veteran canal builder C. J. Jones.^ Important also in the political 

influence they held were the western Kansas newspaper editors. Judge 

J. W. Gregory of the Garden City Sentinel, E. N. Keep of the Garden City 

Imprint, and A. W. Stubbs of the Garden City Irrigation Champion promoted 

the irrigation interests both in their papers and in their* personal in

fluence. Typical of this brand of promotion was the announcement in the 

Finney County Democrat in 1890 that Gregory would, . . float himself 
l8 

into Congress on an irrigation platform." 

^Sageser, "Joseph L. Bristow," Kansas HistorlcaX Quarterly, 
XXX (Summer, I96I4), 158. 

17Kearny County Advocate, March 16 and February 1 6 , 1889. 
l8Finney County Democrat, December 22, 1890. 
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During the decade 1900 to 1910 the political personalities most 

active in irrigation were Representative Victor Murdock, Senator Chester 

I* Long, and Ralph H. Faxon, the conservation minded editor of the Garden 

City Telegram and the Garden City Imprint, Murdock in particular was 

a favorite in the Arkansas Valley where he frequently spoke at meetings 

of the Western Kansas Irrigation Association, and to local coimaercial and 

industrial clubs.^ R. H. Faxon, however, was the key man in the politics 

of irrigation during the later part of the decade. Before purchasing the 

Garden City Tblegram and Imprint in 1908 Faxon had been private secretary 

to Senator Long. Through the articles and editorials of his papers and 

his political connections in Topeka and Washington Faxon emerged as 

Kansas1 most effective and outspoken champion of conservation during the 

progressive era. Faxon's activities in conservation include his organiza

tion of the New Santa Fe Trail, the first interstate good roads movement 

in the West, his participation in the National Irrigation Congress, and 

the International Farm Congress, and his work in drafting the law creating 

the Kansas State Conservation Commission of which he was the fleet 

director.20 

Upon moving to Garden City in 1908 Faxon quickly put his journalis

tic and organizational talents to work on behalf of the irrigation interests 

xyKearny County Advocate, August 13, and April 23, 1903. 

20Ibid., April 30, 1908; Garden City Imprint, March 11, and March 17, 
1911; Kansas"1?tate Historical Society, ̂ atory of Kansas Newspapers t A 

Kansas State Printing Plant, pp. £7-914, hereafter cited as Kansas 
State Historical Society, History of Kansas Newspapers. 
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of the Arkansas Valley and his adopted town. With articles on irrigation 

appearing regularly in his papers and in other periodicals such as the 

Irrigation Age and The Earth the Arkansas Valley was never wanting for 

publicity.21 But perhaps even more significant were Faxon's personal 

contacts with men in government. As a personal friend of Representative 

E. H. Madison, Senator Long, and F. IL Newell, Faxon was in an ideal 

position to make suggestions for governmental policy on irrigation in 

western Kansas and to mediate between different factions "when questions 

arose concerning those policies, particularly In connection with the 

Garden City Project.22 

Among the topics discussed in the multitude of irrigation associa

tions and conventions the subject most often mentioned was the responsi

bility of government in the field of irrigation. The three proposals that 

were most often made were that the federal government carry out a systematic 

survey of the ground water available for irrigation, that it appropriate 

funds for experimental irrigation projects, and that appropriate legis

lation be passed regulating interstate waters in the interests of irrigation* 

Typical of the thinking of the Kansas irrigators were the resolutions 

passed at the Decatur County Irrigation Convention in 18?0. In a series 

of twelve resolutions sent to both the state legislature and national Congress 

this convention declared that, although western Kansas had a good climate 

2 1See copies of his articles on "Irrigation in Western Kansas," from 
t h e Ircj-gation Age reprinted in the Kearny County Advocate, January 21, 
1 9 0 9 ; "Busy Garden City," from the Earth, Garden City Imprint, August 5, 
1 9 1 0 ; and "The Valley of Content^ from The Earth, Garden City Imprint, 
September 1 6 , 1 9 1 0 . 

22Garden City Imprint, January 1 8 , 1 9 0 8 , August 2 0 , 1 9 0 9 , and Febru
ary 2 0 , 1 9 0 9 ; Chester I. Long to Ralph H. Faxon, May k9 May lit, and May 28, 
1 9 0 8 , Chester I. Lonff Letters, Kansas State Historical Society Manuscript 
Division. 
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and rich soil, and was obviously meant to be farmed, years of experience 

had shown agriculture dependent upon rainfall to be, !t. . • unreliable, 

uncertain, and unprofitable. . # . " 2^ i n spite of the fact that ob

servation and experience had shown irrigation to be practicable and possible 

private capital for Irrigation experimentation was not sufficient and 

therefore the irrigators asked ". . .a sufficient and early appropriation 

of public monies to demonstrate the practicability of the irrigation of 

the settled portion of [the] arid domain."2'4 The irrigators likewise 

proposed that the government make a thorough test of the ground water, and 

that it pass ". . . judicious laws providing the means of settlement of 

interstate questions arising out of the practice of irrigation." 

Finally the state was asked to pass laws to protect irrigation investments. 

Of the proposals made at Oberlin the two most commonly reoccurrlng 

through the next two decades were those for ground water studies and for 

governmental appropriations for experimental works. At the Second 

National Irrigation Congress in 1893 J. W. Gregory presented a resolution 

calling upon the government to determine the source, quantity and avail

ability of irrigation water supplies in the region east of the Rocky 

2 3 p b e r l i n Herald, December 1 8 , 1 8 9 0 . 

2*JIbid. 

2$Ibid. 

^6See Chapter VIII for a discussion of the problem of interstate 
waters used for irrigation as it affected Kansas in the Kansas-Colorado 
Case. As early as I887 the Garden City Sentinel was publishing Orange 
Judd's proposals for interstate water agreements in the west. In a 
report to the Senate Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation in I889, the 
Kansas representatives urged that the growth of Colorado Irrigation must 
reduce the supply for irrigating ditches *ahich had been constructed in 
Kansas at a cost of millions of dollars, Kearny County Advocate, September 
lli, 1889-
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Mountains.27 In a similar resolution by A. V* Stubbs at the Denver 

Irrigation Congress the next year the government was asked to not only 

determine the availability of the "underflow" but to construct projects 

to thoroughly test its usability in irrigation.2^ The demand for govern

ment appropriations for irrigation survey and experiment in the West was 

frequently justified by a reminder that the West could not share in river 

and harbor improvements and other internal improvements while millions of 

dollars were contributed each year to the federal treasury by the sale of 

public lands. "It is an act of simple justice," said Gregory, "to ask the 

government to devote a portion of the money received from the sale of 

these lands to the scientific investigation of means for their 

reclamation . . ."2^ 

It is interesting that most of the proposals for government aid 

to irrigation appealed to the national and not the state government. 

This was perhaps natural for settlers, many of whom only a few years 

previously had obtained land through the homestead act from the federal 

government, and because the land office funds seemed the logical source 

of appropriations for that region. But in addition there was an element of 

distrust in the ability of the state government to act swiftly and fairly 

in this matter. J. W. Gregory, for example, upon returning from the 

National Irrigation Congress in Los Angeles, wrote in connection with a 

proposal for federal appropriations: 

2?Garden City Imprint, October llj, and October 21, 1893. 

^Irrigation Champion, October 1, I89I4. 

29pberlin Herald, December l8, l890j Irrigation Champion, October 1, 
109h. 
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. . . all that Kansas has for years intended for is 
embodied in the address, and . . . what we fear and 
oppose, namely, the cession of the arid lands to the 
states and territories is not only not endorsed, but 
its opposing idea, government control of interstate 
waters is strongly advocated.3° 

In spite of these sentiments the desperate conditions of the l890!s 

brought about a move for aid from the state legislature. In 1895 a Board 

of Irrigation Survey and Experiment was set up with D. M. Frost as 

President, M. B. Tomblin of Goodland as Vice President, and William P. 

Sutton of Russell as Secretary. 3 1 The Board was furnished with a $30,000 

appropriation with which it was to drill twenty irrigation wells on school 

lands in western Kansas to test the availability of the underflow for 

irrigation. Some of the wells were drilled, but the whole operation was 

rather poorly managed and the project was admitted to be a failure.32 

In 1897 the Board of irrigation and Experiment was merged into a newly 

created Commission of Forestry and Irrigation but nothing more was done 

except for the publishing of a couple of short reports on irrigation 
and forestry.33 

In the Arkansas Valley, proposals for government action in the field 

of irrigation were focused on the "underflow" of the Arkansas River* The 

concept of underflow was one of the most widely discussed during the years 

30Qarden City Imprint, October 28, 1893. 

^Session Laws of Kansas (1909), p. 102j Kansas Historical 
Collections, E g (TBgT-IgiDO), p. I|29-

32wheeler, Kansas Department of Forestry and Irrigation, Bulletin 
No. 1 (1898), p. 25. 

33session Laws of Kansas (1897), pp. 52-£l<; Kansas Historical 
Collections, H I (T897~T?00), p, 1*32. 
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of settlement on the great plains. In general the term "underflow" reflect

ed the almost universal belief of the settlers on the plains that there 

was a vast underground reservoir of "sheet water" which had its source in 

the mountains and which flowed eastward under the surface of the plains. 

In 1897 Erasmus Haworth of the Kansas Geological Survey noted that: 

. . . the citizens throughout the tertiary areas of 
Kansas almost as one man have an unshaken faith that 
the waters precipitated along the eastern slope of 
the great Rocky Mountains vary largely pass eastward 
and constitute at least an important proportion of 
the great body of water which they very well know 
exists in such vast proportions.5l 

In the Arkansas Valley the term "underflow" was given a more specific 

meaning by Judge J. W. Gregory, editor of the Garden City Sentinel. As 

developed by Gregory, the term "underflow" meant more specifically that 

there was an underground river flowing beneath the surface of the Arkansas 

Valley that could be tapped for irrigation just as they had already tapped 

the surface stream. The advantage of the "underflow" of course was that 

it was inexhaustible and would not go dry as the surface stream so fre

quently did. Gregory's plan for tapping the underflow was to extend the 

head of an irrigation ditch upstream on a level grade so that the canal 

would eventually intersect the angle of the underflow. Once this was 

accomplished, the underflow wo lud flow out into the canal and could be used 

for irrigation. "This novel and highly original plan of Mr. Gregory [was] 

brought to the attention of the public with great persistence and force by 

means of circular addresses and newspaper articles published in his own and 

the Kansas City papers."^ 

^Haworth, "The Geology of Underground Water in Western Kansas," 
Kansas Board of Irrigation Survey and Experiment, Report (1895-1896), p. 

35Manhattan Industrialist, November 23, 1895. 
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Gregory's publicity was in fact so effective that in 1889. when the 

United States Senate appointed a special committee to investigate the 

drought conditions of the arid region, his proposal for the development 

of the underflow became the most significant item of discussion in the 

Kansas sessions* The Senate Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation of 

Arid Lands, in preparation for their first meeting in St. Paul August 1, 

1889, sent a letter to the Kansas Geological Survey asking about conditions 

in Kansas and their suggestions for helping the irrigation interests. 

A corraaittee appointed by the Kansas Geological Survey consisting of 

President George T. Fairchild of Kansas State College, Professor Edward 

M. Shelton, and Morgan Caraway, replied by calling attention to . • 

devices for tapping the under current permeating the gravel subsoil, as 

worthy of isanediate investigation." The committee concluded its report 

by stating their belief that "... if the Government can point out the 

way by immediate investigation, abundance of private capital will be 

available. . . ."36 

In September, 1889. the Senate Committee held hearings in Kansas 

at Kinsley, Dodge City and Garden City. Those present in Kansas were 

Senators William Stewart, John P. Jones, and Preston B. Plumb, and Major 

John Wesley Powell, Director of the United States Geological Survey. 

Among the thirty persons interviewed were C J. Jones and J. W. Gregory. 

In reference to his proposal for an underflow project Gregory expressed 

his opinion that, " . . . Government should pioneer in the project to the 

36Kearny County Advocate. September lit, 1889; Manhattan 
Industrialist, August 21|, 1BB9. 
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extent that private enterprise could see the possibilities and go ahead." 

"We have no rivers to improve, and no harbors to clean out . . .ft argued 

Gregory, "but we will ask you to devote to our part of the country our 

share of the money to develop our water supply."3? The Majority Report of 

the Special Committee noted thatt 

It was urged in the Kansas sessions • . . that the 
"underflow" can be reached through very simple 
engineering • • . by means of tunnels driven Into 
the alleged seepage drift and from these drawn into 
reservoirs at the surface . • . and thence distributed 
• . . for several miles north and south on either side 
of the river* The assistance of the Government is asked 
to demonstrate by experimental work the correctness of 
this theory, . . .38 

The Committee recommended that more studies of the underflow be made and 

that the government appropriate funds for experimental underflow projects. 

These recommendations were ultimately carried out in the ground water 

studies conducted by the United States Geological Survey and in the New-

lands Reclamation Act of 1902. 

As a result of the frequent and insistent appeals for governmental 

surveys of availability of ground water in the Arkansas Valley this area 

was given a high priority in the investigations of both the united States 

Geological Survey and the Kansas Geological Survey. Geological investi

gation of ground water in western Kansas was begun in 1888 when a small 

appropriation was made to the Director of the Geological Survey to t 

. • . make an examination of that portion of the United 
States liiere agriculture is carried on by means of 
Irrigation, as to the natural advantages for the storage 
of water for irrigating purposes, with the practicability 

37senate Report 928, III, 18? and 189 
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of constructing reservoirs • • . the capacity of 
streams, and the cost and capacity of reservoirs, 
and such other facts as bear on the question of 
water for irrigating purposes .39 

With the appropriations a Ho ted to Kansas, Robert Hay of the Kansas 

Geological Survey made an investigation of the underflow in northwestern 

Kansas*h0 

In 1890 Robert Hay was appointed General Field Geologist of the 

Artesian Well Investigation, of the Department of Agriculture, whose 

purpose was to . . ascertain the proper locations for artesian wells 

for irrigating purposes between the 97th meridian and the foothills of 

the Rocky Mountains."**! J. W. Gregory was appointed his Division Field 

Agent in charge of western Kansas, western Nebraska9 eastern Colorado, 

and the public land strip, with the duty of compiling a record of all the 

deep well boring that had ever been done in that area Based on his 

investigations up to 1890, Hay formulated a theory that the Great Plains 

were underlaid with a "tertiary grit" formed by sediments laid down by 

streams flowing out of the mountains. He was optimistic about the 

utilization of ground water from this tertiary grit for irrigation and 

estimated that twenty to forty acres in each section of western Kansas 

could be irrigated from it.^3 

39Reciamation Service, First Annual Report (1901-1902), p. 1*9. 

^Senate Report 928, III, pp. 229-231*} Manhattan Industrialist, 
November 23, 109$. 

^Kearny County Advocate, May 3, 1890. 

telbld. 

^senate Report 928, HI, p. 212. 
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In the early 1890's G. K. Gilbert of the Utaited States Geological 

Surrey made a study of the underflow of eastern Colorado in which he 

touched briefly on the water conditions of the Arkansas Valley of western 

Kansas.^ In I896 Haworth made the first systematic study of the geology 

and underground water in western Kansas. In this publication Haworth 

devoted considerable attention to the notion of the mountain fed origin 

of the underground water of the High Plains and the evidence which he 

found to the contrary.^ Another geologist i*to was actively engaged in 

study of the High Plains in the l890!s was W. D- Johnson of the United 

States Geological Survey. Speaking to the Farmers 1 Institute at Garden 

City in 1897, Johnson encouraged efforts to tap the underflow by means of 

digging a ditch below the river level.His publication, "The FFLL^i 

Plains and Their Utilization" (1901-1902) was extremely pessimistic in 

regard to irrigation of the highlands. "Against the High Plains," wrote 

Johnson, "the absolute verdict must be that they are non-irrigable . . . 

the only possible agricultural land of the High Plains belt lies within 

the valleys, where small patches here and there are irrigable. n^7 Jn 

190ti Charles M. Slichter made the most complete study to that date of 

the underflow of the Arkansas Valley in preparation for the long awaited 

government underflow project. Slichter drilled several wells in a line 

^ G . K. Gilbert, "The Underground Water of the Arkansas Valley in 
Eastern Colorado," United States'Geological Survey, Seventeenth Annual 
Report (1895-1896), H , pp. 5^1-601, hereafter cited as öilWi, w5be 
Underground Water of ths Arkansas Valley in Eastern Colorado," U.S.G.S., 
Seventeenth Annual Report (1895-1896), II. 

^Haworth, "Bie Geology of Underground Water in Western Kansas," 
Kansas Board of Irrigation Survey and Experiment, Report (1895-1896), 
pp. I19-HI4. 

harden City Imprint, May 13, 1897. 

^Johnson, wThe High Plains and Their Utilization," U.S.G.S., 
Twenty-Second Annual Report (1901-1902), IV, pp. 639 and 653. 
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across the river valley in the vicinity of Holcorab to measure the rate 

of flow of the underground water. His major conclusions were that there 

was an underflow that moved down the valley eigfct feet every twenty-four 

hours, that there had been no decrease in this underflow since 1899, and 

that wells were capable of yielding large amounts of water and that 

therefore pumping plants in the bottom lands would be very profitable for 

irrigation if a cheap source of power could be found.*1® 

The most revolutionary conclusion reached by geologists was that 

the ground water of the High Plains had its origin in local rainfall and 

not in the mountains. Gilbert, in his report of 1895, observed that in 

some districts there was, * . a mistaken impression that it [the 

underflow] has an inexhaustible source in the Rocky Mountains. It will 

be of advantage to the community to have the conditions and limitations 

of this water supply set forth, "k? Haworth, in 1897, demonstrated that, 

contrary to this belief, local rainfall accounted for most of the under

ground water of the plains, adding some four to five inches to the ground 

water table each year.^ 

Another erroneous belief, popular on the plains, was that deep 

wells could tap artesian waters for irrigation. The federal government 

had appropriated funds to drill deep wells in search of artesian water in 

Wsiichter, "The Underflow in Arkansas Valley in Western Kansas," 
U.S.G.S., Water Supply and Irrigation Paper, 153 (1906), pp. 5-6. 

^Gilbert, "The Underground Water of tha Arkansas Valley in Eastern 
Colorado," U.S.G.S., Seventeenth Annual Report (1895-1896), H , p. 32. 

£°Haworth, "Geology of Underground Water in Western Kansas," 
Kansas Board of Irrigation Survey and Experiment Report (1895-1896), 
pp. Ijij and I|6. 
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the early l880fs. Several of these wells from Denver eastward had reached 

artesian water at £00 to 700 feet and thus exaggerated hopes for the 

usefulness of artesian water in Irrigation.^1 Hay in his report of 1889 

was sympathetic to this notion. Noting the artesian wells in Meade 

County which were being utilized for irrigation, he speculated that, 
n. • .as the grit is found all over the plains region . . . it is probable 

that a repetition of these conditions might be found and other artesian 

flows be made available for irrigation ."^ Using as evidence for this 

theory of other artesian areas the artesian wells near Coolidge, Hay ex

pressed his belief that artesian water might soon become available for 

irrigation in the Arkansas Valljry. Interestingly enough just such a 

theory had been tested in Syracuse a few years previously. In I887 a 

deep well was begun to test the artesian water in that area. Work went 

on all awmr and it was expected that artesian water would be reached 

at 200 to UOO feet. But by January, 1888, the well was down to 900 feet 

and there was no artesian flow. Mr. L. P. Worden who was in charge of 

drilling the well had exhausted his funds of $1,200 and appealed for more 

to continue drilling. The well was eventually dug to a depth of 1,000 

fe*t at a cost of $7,000 but the artesian flow was never obtained.^ 

^Garden City Irrigator, October I4, 1883. 

52Senate Report 928, H E , p. 212. 

*3Ibld. 

^Syracuse Sentinel, August 12, I887, January 6 , I8885 Senate 
Report 928, H I , p. 1 7 3 - 1 7 1 4 . 
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Haworth, In 1897, dispelled the widespread misconception regard

ing the amount of available artesian water. Such misconception, said 

Haworth, ". . . is due to a neglect of the principles concerning the source* 

of artesian waters. When the underground water is rapidly drawn upon the 

supply must necessarily diminish, and the fact that the flow is great at 

first is no indication that it will continue to be great. "&> Haworth 

then quoted Powell of the United States Geological Survey who said that, 

"Artesian reservoirs can never be an important source of water for 

irrigation."^ 

Haworth fs study of the geology of western Kansas also provided 

expert advice of a practical nature to those drilling wells for 

irrigation on the uplands. He pointed out that before the tertiary mantle 

was laid down, the cretaceous strata had been exposed to weathering and 

therefore provided an uneven floor for the ground water. This uneven 

floor accounted for the fact that two wells drilled close together (even 

within 100 feet) migjht have completely different results, one striking 

the impervious floor above the water level and the other striking a good 

supply of water iwhere the cretaceous floor dipped down. "No one phase 

of the geology of the western part of Kansas," said Haworth, "is of more 

practical importance to those seeking for water. "57 

The final conclusions reached by the geologists as to the present 

and future water supply of the Arkansas Valley was gratifying to those 

^Haworth, w ^ e Geology of Underground Water in Western Kansas," 
Kansas Board of Irrigation Survey and Experiment, Report (1895>~1896), p # 20. 

^6Ibid. 
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with an interest in irrigation. Gilbert, Johnson, and Haworth all called 

attention to the unusual geological features of the Arkansas Valley and 

its tremendous capacity as a ground water reservoir. Haworth explained 

the geological history of the valley in these words. 

. . . in past time the river cut a wide and deep 
channel into ttie cretaceous floor. • . . Subsequently, 
the channel became filled with gravel, and sand, and 
silt. . . . The whole river valley with its hundreds 
of feet of sand and gravel to-day is a great mass of 
water, or underground lake of water, which is moving 
slowly eastward, but which can be obtained by boring 
almost anywhere within the valley to a depth not 
exceed!*^ fifteen feet. . . .58 

(toe result of the building up of the Arkansas Valley was that the river 

level itself was above the level of the surrounding ground water level. 

At Garden City the river ran at about the same level as the ground water. 

Tb the east the river bed dipped below the ground water table and wae as 

a rule fed by the ground water, but to the west the river ran above the 

ground water table and thus contributed to the ground water. Calling 

attention to this feature, Johnson commented that, "ühere is no other 

instance on the High Plains of a feeding supply from streams . . . which 

have their origin ih the mountains."^ Gilbert pointed out that in time 

of flood there was a lateral flow from the river channel into the sands, 

and that in time of drought a movement in the opposite direction took 

place.®® The importance of this feature of the river for the irrigators 

was that west of Garden City the river tended to sink into the alluvial 

ffirbid., p. 5U. 
^Johnson, "The High Plains and Their Utilization,11 U.S.G.S., 

Twenty-Second Annual Report, (1901-1902), IV, p. 6^9. 

^OGilbert, "The Underground Water of the Arkansas Valley In Eastern 
Colorado," U.S.G.S., Seventeenth Annual Report (1895-1896), II, p. 599. 
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sands and therefore the largest and most dependable supply of water was 

to be found in the underground sand and gravel rather than in the surface 

flow of the river. Haworth simned up the geologist's conclusions when he 

stated that, "The Arkansas river valley, viewed from the water standpoint, 

is not only one of the most remarkable areas in America [but one] of the 

best watered parts of the world."^1 

The first major result of the political activities of the irriga

tors thus confirmed what they had been saying of the Arkansas Valley ~ 

that irrigation farming, in particular irrigation utilizing the ground 

waters of the High Plains, was one of the most important potential 

factors in the development of the region. It now remained for this 

potential to be realized in the government and private reclamation projects 

in the Arkansas Valley in the early twentieth century. 

^-Haworth, "The Geology of Dhderground Water In Western Kansas," 
Kansas Board of Irrigation Survey and Experiment, Report (l89£-l896), 
pp. £3-#J. 



CHAPTER VII 

TWENTIETH CENTURY DEVELOPMENTS IN IRRIGATION: 
THE GARDEN CITY PROJECT AND THE SUGAR BEET INDUSTRY 

The ground water studies of western Kansas carried out by Hay, 

Gilbert, Haworth, and Slichter in the fifteen years from 1889 to 1901. 

fulfilled one of the goals advocated by the irrigators of the Arkansas 

Valley. Completion of these studies also paved the way for realization 

of a second goal of the irrigators ~ a government financed experimental 

underflow project. With the passage of the Newlands Reclamation Act of 

1902 funds were made available for the type of project that these irriga

tors had been urging every since its first proposal by J. W. Gregory in 

the 1880»s. 

Experiments with the underflow had not been lacking since the 

great publicity given this idea in connection with the Senate Committee 

on Irrigation and Reclamation in 1889* In fact most of the Kansas canal 

corporations had tried utilizing the underflow early in the l890fs. In 

1890 an engineer was hired to survey the head of the Great Eastern and 

a short time later fifteen teams were put to work cutting an underflow 

channel* Within two months a channel twenty feet wide on the bottom 

running parallel to the river was cut a mile upstream where it was seven 

feet below the river bed. The project looked promising at first. Colonel 

E. S. Nettle ton, Chief Engineer of the Agriculture Corps, measured the 

underflow at Hartland and found the flow of water into the canal to be 

10,000 cubic inches per minutes. Nettleton estimated that the underflow 

channel, nhtoh cost $6,000 to construct, was worth $12,000 in terms of 

the additional water it would furnish to the canal. The next spring 
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xKearny County Advocate, August 28, September 1 1 , November 20, and 
December 25, lo90j I&anchard, Conquegt of Southwest Kansas, p. 93* 

2Senate Report 928, m , p. Ikli Finney County Democrat, January 2l| 
1891, November 15,1090. 

^Senate Report 928, III, pp. lU7-lU8j Finney County Democrat, 
August 2, and November 157 l890j January 2I4, 1891 • 

^Newell, Irrigation in the United States, pp. 230-232. 

^Garden City Imprint. May 13, 1893. 

however the river flooded and broke into the underflow channel and the 

project was abandoned.1 In l8?l the Gilbert brothers built an extension 

to the Eureka Canal upstream parallel to the river until it was ten feet 

below the surface of the water table but the flow was evidently not 

great enough. Similar works were installed in 1890 and 1891 on the 

Amazon and the South Side Canals and the Initial success was encouraging 

but they were all soon abandoned for one reason or another.3 F. H. 

Newell. Chief of the Reclamation Service, offered the explanation that 

underflow projects had been successful in some mountainous regions but 

that none had ever been successful in shifting sandy beds of the rivers on 

the plains.k 

Failure öf the canal extensions to successfully tap the underflow 

led to other proposals for utilizing this vast underground reservoir. In 

1893 the Garden City Imprint called attention to the irrigation plant at 

Orchard Mesa near Grand Junction, Colorado, where steam pumps raised a 

twenty inch column of water to fill a ditch seven feet wide and twelve 

inches deep.^ In 1902 the Imprint again called attention to the unsatis

factory performance of the river flow and suggested as a solution that, 
rt. . . a series of pumping stations, operated by steam or gasoline, could 
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be put in along the ditches and water, clear and in abundance, supplied 

the year around. . . ."^ The Imprint editor concluded his case with the 

admonition to, "Cut the ditches loose from the river and install pumping 

plants. ,f7 

Experimental pumping plants capable of filling one of the canals 

in the Arkansas Valley would require considerable funds, and these funds 

became available through passage of the Newlands Reclamation Act of 1902. 

The Newlands Act provided that the money from the sale of public land was 

to be used in the construction of storage reservoirs or permanent irriga

tion works. The Secretary of the Interior was authorized to make ex

aminations and surveys, and to construct irrigation works for the storage, 

diversion, and development of streams and rivers. Construction costs were 

to be repaid to the government in not more than ten annual installments 

by the irrigators in each project. A Reclamation Service was set up to 

administer the Reclamation Act with a Director to be appointed by the 

Secretary of the Interior on the recommendation of the Director of the 
o 

Geological Survey. 

The Ninth Annual Report of the Reclamation Service gives this 

account of the beginning of its activities in Kansas under the Newlands 

Act: 
In order to comply with section 9 of the reclamation 
act, which provides for the expenditure of the 
reclamation fund in those states from which it was 
derived by the sale of public lands, an effort was made 
to find feasible irrigation projects in the State of 
Kansas. . . . a petition dated December 26, 1902, from 

harden City Imprint, May 31, 1902. 
7Ibid., July 19 and July 26, 1902. 

^United States Statutes at Large, XXXII, pp. 338-390. 
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residents of Hamilton County, requested that 
investigations be made for the development of 
irrigation projects. A reconnaissance of western 
Kansas in 1903 indicated the only feasible irrigation 
development to be the utilization of the ground waters 
in the Arkansas River Valley. It was concluded that the 
Reclamation Service could take up to best advantage, a 
project near Garden City.9 

In 190k Slichter and his four assistants made the survey of the underflow 

of the Arkansas River which has already been noted. They concluded that 

the most advantageous plan would be to install a series of pumping plants 

at the head of the Kansas, now called the Parmer's Ditch, just west of 

the Kearny-Finney line. 1 0 

During the spiing of 1905 a number of public meetings were held 

in Garden City by the shareholders of the Finney County Farmers1 Irrigation 

Association and others interested in the proposed government plant. 

Slichter1s report which was published in the Garden City Herald April 1, 

1905, met with favorable response from the Irrigation Association and in 

accordance with the suggestion of the Reclamation Service they agreed to 

re-incorporate as a Water Users Association as was the standard practice 

of those under Reclamation Service projects in other parts of the West.1*1 

The preliminary plans for the Garden City Project were approved by a 

Project Board of the Reclamation Service which met in Denver March 21*, 1905« 

This Board recommended that construction be started as soon as the Water 

^Reclamation Service, Ninth Annual Report (1909-1910), p. 135« 

1QGarden City Imprint, June 18, and October 8, 19<&. 

^•Finney County Water Users Association, Minute Book, p. I4I (March 
27, 1905) and I|2-li3 (May 17, 1905), located in the law office of Calahan, 
Green, Calahan and High, Garden City, Kansas, hereafter cited as Finney 
County Water Users Association, Minute Book; Letter from Water Users 
Association, October 18, 1909, Finney County Water Users Association, 
Records. 
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Users Association was properly formed and the requisite number of acres 
12 

subscribed. The Water Users Association was incorporated September 23, 

19Q5, and the Secretary of the Interior approved the Garden City Project 

October $9 190f>.1 3 By December the requisite amount of land had been 

pledged for the project to begin. The Reclamation Service had received 

applications for over 12,000 acres of land to be included in the project 

but they restricted the area to 8,600 acres until it was demonstrated 

that there was enough water to irrigate more acres.^ 

for twenty-three pumping stations, tm on the north side of the river and 

thirteen on the south side. Each station would consist of a set of ten 

bored wells connected by suction pipes to a twenty-five horse power 

vertical motor. The central well in each group would be 300 feet deep 

and the others forty to fifty feet deep and the walls were to be constructed 

in pairs so that clear water could clean one while the other pumped. The 

entire pumping plant would be powered by a central power station of 600 

horsepower using either producer gas or coal. An inverted siphon, con

sisting of a forty-two inch pipe 800 feet long, was to be laid beneath 

the river bed to conduct the water from the thirteen wells on the south 

side of the river to the north side. Slichter estimated that the 

capacity of the Farmers 1 Ditch would be increased from 8,600 acres to as 

much as 20,000 acres and he was confident that the continuous supply of 

12Letter from Water Users Association, October 18, 1909, Finney 
County Water Users Association, Records. 

Ihe proposed Garden City Project as drawn up by Slichter called 
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water would so greatly enhance the value of the land and the crops raised 

on it that the project could easily be paid for by those under the ditch. 

Actual construction on the project began in the winter of 1 9 0 6 -

1907. The cement lined conduit that led the water from the pumps to the 

ditch was completed in June and the siphon across the river in July, and 

the ten pumping units on the north side of the river were ready for 

operation by September, 1907. The Garden City Imprint editor declared 

that, " . . . every detail of the system bears the seal of completeness 

and permanence, characteristic of the work of Uncle Samfs engineers."1^ 

The Reclamation Service hoped to have the project in full operation 

during the season of I908, but a series of vexing delays and problems 

hampered them. One delay had occurred at the outset when all the bids 

submitted by private contractors were too high and it was determined that 

Charles F. Gordon of the Reclamation Service would have to supervise part 

of the construction. The contract for installation of the punps was made 

on September 11, 1906, but there was so much difficulty and delay that 

the contract was rescinded after completion of only ten plants. A new 

contract was granted on January 3 1 , 1908, for the additional thirteen 

plants but these were not ready for use until fall, 1908. In June, 1908, 

Charles A. Schneider, Secretary of the Finney County Water Users Associa

tion, wrote to Newell of the Reclamation Service complaining that the delay 

was working severe hardship on those under the project as the river was 

exceptionally low that summer. Newell replied that he appreciated the 

^Reclamation Service, Fourth Annual Report (19014T19Q5>), PP- 1 7 0 - 1 7 6 . 

•^Reclamation Service, Sixth Anni 
Garden City Imprint, September 2 1 , 1 9 0 7 . 

•^Reclamation Service, Sixth Annual Report ( 1 9 0 6 - 1 9 0 7 ) , pp. 9 7 - 1 0 0 } 
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importance of the matter, but that the Reclamation Service was doing all 

it could, and that the farmers had insisted on beginning the project that 

season in spite of the delays in construction.1? 

Other difficulties followed when it became apparent soon after 

delivery of water began April 1, 1908, that the wells on the north side of 

the river would not yield the estimated quantity of water. Next it 

became necessary to shut down the plants to clean th.e sand out of the 

pumps. Finally it was discovered that when the clear water from the wells 

removed the layer of silt from the ditches, the watex* soon disappeared in 

the porous sand and the pumps were unable to build up a sufficient head of 

water to rush out to the far end of the canal. Hie editor of the Garden 

City Imprint, not quite so content with the project as he had been the 

previous September, stated that, "There has been more or less dissatis

faction because of the insufficiency of water supply from the plant. . . ."" 

In August, 1908, Secretary of the Interior James A. Garfield and F. H. 

Newell spent a day in Garden City and discussed the problems of the Garden 

City Project with the Water Users Association. Newell was quoted as saying 

that, " . . . there had been a number of complaints "birt when we held a 

meeting and explained the situation . . . there was [aic] no complaints 

made." 2 0 

But complaints were being made and continued to be made through 

the season of 1909» The principal issues were the 3 oaring price of the 

^Garden City Imprint, June 13, 1908. 

^Reclamation Service, Seventh Annual Report (1907-1908), p. 9h. 

^Garden City Imprinfe, August 8, 1908. 

20Reclamation Service, Eighty Annual Report (1908-1909), p. 85. 
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project in relation to its diminishing returns. During the season of 

1908, a critical year because of drought conditions and a severe lack of 

river water, the pumping plant failed to function according to expecta

tions. The river furnished only water enough to irrigate 2,892 acres, and 

the pumping plant furnished only enough to irrigate 5,1^3 acres one time. 

In September, 1908, the Water, Users Association requested that, in light 

of the failure of the pumping plant to furnish water to all the contracted 

land, the Secretary of the Interior should withdraw the annual charge for 

1908 and add it to the building charge.22 

In a meeting with the Water Users Association in August, 1908, 

Newell and Garfield discussed the question of the first year's payments 

in an encouraging way but did not commit themselves: 

It is not right, [said Garfield] to charge the patrons for 
something they did not receive and they can rest assured 
that the government will treat them fairly in the matter. 
The patrons did not receive the water at the time when it 
was needed the worst and there is little doubt that they 
will have to pay for it.23 

Yet when Newell and Garfield returned to Washington the decision was made 

to require full payment of $3.50 per acre plus a building charge of $2.75 

per acre for maintenance in addition to the usual charges of the Farmers1 

Canal. The Water Users Association refused to pay these charges until a 

more equitable agreement could be worked out.2^ The season of 1909 was 

21Finney County Water Users Association, Minute Book, p. l5U 
(October 6, 1908). 

22Ibid., p. 138 (September 12, 1908). 

2^Garden City Imprint, August 8, 1908. 

^Reclamation Service, Ninth Annual Report (1909-1910), p. 138. 
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an improvement as far as irrigation was concerned. The river furnished 

water to irrigate 9,1,01 acres under the ditch and this was supplemented 

by pumped water which irrigated 6,1J56 acres. Yet even this was far short 

of the expectations of the Water Users Association who refused to pay the 

full charge in 1909 also.2^ 

In a lengthy letter to the Secretary of the Interior dated October 

18, 1909, the Water Users Association explained their general dissatis

faction with the performance of the project and in particular with the 

excessive cost being levied on them.2^ In the early stages of planning 

Slichter had estimated that if 10,000 acres were included in the project 

that the cost would amount to about $25 per acre and somewhat less if 

more acres were included. In 1905 Slichter had said, "I can not see that 

this cost would in any case exceed $30 per acre."27 y et the cost was not 

running far beyond this figure. Owing to decreased number of acres in the 

project and an increase in construction costs the total charge now set 
28 

by the Reclamation Service was $37.50 per acre. 

But even this increased charge would not pay for the performance 

which the Water Users had expected from the Garden City Project. As the 

Water Users argued in their letter of October 18, 1909, the pumping plant 

furnished only enough water to adequately irrigate about 5,000 acres. 

Under the provisions of the by-laws of the Water Users Association the 

2^Letter from Water Users Association, October 18, 1909, Finney 
County Water Users Association, Records; Finney County Water Users Association, 
Minute Book, pp. 196-198 (October 20, 1909). 

2^Letter from Water Users Association, October 18, 1909, Finney 
County Water Users Association, Records. 

27Garden City Imprint, April 15, 1905-

2%eclamatlon Service, Eighth Annual Report (1908-1909), p. 87. 
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number of acres in the Association should be cut down to 5.000 (since 

those were all the acres that the pumping plant had proved capable of 

serving) and this reduction in acreage would raise the total cost to more 

than $100 per acre. This cost would include an annual charge of $7.5>0 

per acre for construction and $5.50 per acre for maintenance, a charge of 

$ 1 3 per acre every year for the Garden City Project alone not counting 

the usual maintenance and operation of the canal. "It is unnecessary to 

state," continued the letter, "that the farmers owning land under the 

Garden City Project cannot pay such charges. . . . " 2^ These pleas* fell 

on deaf ears in the Department of Interior however and at the end of the 

1909 season the Garden City Project was closed down because of failure of 
30 

the Water Users Association to pay the charges levied on the project. 

The question of what to do with the Garden City Project remained 

unsolved for over a decade. The most unfortunate aspect of this situation 

for the Water Users was that they did not have clear title to their lands 

because of the liens on their property under the Water Users Association 

contracts. From the point of view of the Reclamation Service, the settlers 

under the project had contracted to pay for the full cost and were now 

obligated to meet those payments. The most frequent argument employed 

by Slichter was that those under the project would be able to make the 

project a success if they would reduce the size of their holdings and practice 

intensive farming. In 1908 he expressed his opinion in these words: 

^Letter from Water Users Association, October 18, 1909, Finney 
County Water Users Association, Records. 

3°Reclamation Service, Ninth Annual Report (1909-1910), p. 13l*. 
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General agricultural crops grown in large tracts and farmed 
after customary methods for such crops will not pay a large 
return on the cost of pumping irrigation water. It is 
necessary to divide land into small holdings and to cultivate 
special crops such as melons, sweet potatoes, fruit or sugar 
beets in order to realize profitable results. In communities 
that have been accustomed to the cultivation of forage crops 
by the more or less uncertain methods of a semi-humid region, 
it is probable that a complete revision of agricultural 
methods may be necessary. It is believed that some evolution 
will take place on the Garden City Project and that as it 
progresses it will be advantageous for the farmers to reduce 
the size of their farms, thus offering opportunities for, 
additional settlers.31 

Slichterfs interpretation was that the refusal of those under the 

project to alter their methods of agriculture accounted for the failure 

of the project.32 In his report for 1911 Slichter expressed his belief 

that, w. • , the farmers, under intelligent management, should be able to 

pay a large price for water . . . and make substantial profits. . • ." 

"Hie plant itself is not a failure," said Slichter, "but the people will 

not try to make it a success."33 i n 1912, when Representative Charles 

Curtis appealed to Secretary of the Interior Walter L. Fisher to release 

the Water Users Association from their contracts, Fisher refused: 

. , • the information furnished me is to the effect that the 
project at Garden City was taken up on the urgent request of 
the citizens of Kansas, was carefully considered and dis
cussed, and agreements were entered into with deliberation. 
The works were built, were partly used, and any lack of 
success is due mainly to causes within the control of the 
persons who are now seeking relief .3*4 

The Water Users for their part insisted on the essential considera

tion that the government had failed to furnish the amount of water 

3lReclamation Service, Seventh Annual Report (1907-1908), p. 9ll• 

^Reclamation Service, Ninth Annual Report (1909-1910), p. 138. 

33Reclamation Service, Eleventh Annual Report (1911-1912), p. 89. 

3Walter L. Fisher to Charles Curtis, January 30, 1912, Finney 
County Water Users Association, Records. 
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contracted for. In a letter to Curtis in 1912 they stated their position! 

We are not seeking to he relieved of any unjest burden that 
we should be in, and had we any prospect of receiving the 
two acre feet of water per annum that was promised us by 
the pumping proposition, we should gladly pay the $3»5>0 per 
acre per annum for samej but when the experiment showed 
conclusively that the plant was unable to deliver the 
promised water, what else could we do than we have done?35 

So matters stood through the decade 1910 to 1920 with neither side 

giving an inch and the project equipment slowly wasting away. Commenting 

on the Garden City Project in 1913, B. P. Walker, President of the Kansas 

Board of Irrigation, observed that, " . . . the tig plant with its wasted 

$1*00,000 stands there idle, today, a monument to a theoretical dreamer."36 

Finally in 1920 the liens were removed from the Garden City Project by an 

act of Congress.37 

Yet Walker!s judgment that the Garden City Project was an utter 

failure does not really give the total picture. Secretary Fisher gave as 

one justification for his refusal to lift the liens the fact that a primary 

reason for the settlers wanting the project in the first place was to 

increase the speculative value of their lands. TTI am informed," said 

Fisher, "that . . . after the investment had been made and after the 

country had benefited directly and indirectly by this investment, then [the] 

land owners • . . refused to carry out their part. . . .«38 ^ e important 

influence the project played in stimulating the pumping plant business 

3?>Water Users Association to Charles Curtis, February 16, 1912, 
Finney County Water Users Association, Records, 

3^Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Nineteenth Biennial Report 
(1913-191!*), p. 301. 

37Reclamation Service, Nineteenth Annual Report (1919-1920), p, i|8l. 

38walter L. Fisher to Charles Curtis, January 30, 1912, Finney 
County Water Users Association, Records. 
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from 1905 to 1910 has already been noted (p.ffff). But most important of 

all was the role of the Garden City Project in stimulating economic growth 

of the area and particularly in encouraging new industry such as the sugar 

beet industry. And finally the Garden City Project was important in its 

own rigjit as a pumping experiment. At the Albuquerque Irrigation Congress 

in 1908 it was noted that the Garden City Project was the only exclusively 

pumping plant operated by the federal government out of the $70 million 

it was spending for irrigation works in the West.39 All these benefits 

were readily admitted even by the Water Users Association who according to 

its statement in 1909* admitted that, "In an experimental way the Project 

has been of vast benefit to the people of this valley and to the country 

at large as a demonstration of what may be accomplished in recovering 

underground water on a large scale. . . ."^° Seen in the light of its 

importance as an experiment and in its importance to the growth of Garden 

City the Garden City Project is about as successful a project as was ever 

tried in the Arkansas Valley. 

Following the construction of the Garden City Project dozens of 

proposals were made for both government and private schemes to develop the 

irrigation potential of the "Shallow Water District" (as the valley land 

was named by Faxon). In 1908 the Northern Electric Manufacturing Company 

of Madison, Wisconsin, announced its proposed plans to establish pumping 

plants along the Arkansas River at Canon City, Garden City, and Dodge 

City. Each plant would lift water by pumps and distribute it through short 

39Qarden City Imprint, September 12, 1908, 

^°Letter from Water Users Association, October 18, 1909, Finney 
County Water Users Association, Records. 
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ditches. Officials of the company who met with farmers in the Garden City 

area during the summer of 1908 told them that, " . . . the long irrigating 

ditches for the distribution of wfcter through gravity will be a thing of 

the past. . . ."^1 in 1909 a similar project was organized by J. D. 

Bowersock, a former congressman and millionaire miller of Lawrence, Kansas. 

Bowersock along with some men from Pueblo, Colorado, envisioned a pump for 

every forty acres powered by electric motors with five horse-power engines, 

fixe company would drill the wells, equip the motors and pumps but the farmers 

would have to construct the short ditches themselves. The cost of this 

project was estimated at $3 par acre. Bowersock based his hope for 

success squarely on the fact that the government plant had demonstrated 

the feasibility of lifting water from the underflow.**2 Still another plan 

was presented in 1909 by C. H. Rittenhouse of Wichita, Kansas. His plan 

was to install a gas producer power plant which would run pumps located 

on 6,000 acres in the "Shallow Water Empire." The entire operation would 

be regulated by a modified Water Users Associations and the estimated cost 

of $35 per acre would be paid in ten annual installments.^ 

Government expenditures in the Garden City Project also encouraged 

the irrigators of the Arkansas ¥alley to propose other federal projects. 

In 1908 tha farmers of northern Kearny and Hamilton Counties asked Rep

resentative Madison and Senators Curtis and Bristow to get government 

appropriations for a huge diversion canal from Colorado to their area. 

It was hoped that the canal would be large enough to handle all the flood 

l*l(k»rden City Imprint, April 25, June 20, and June 27, 1908, 

^Xbld,, May 28, 1909. 

**3Ibld., September 3, 1909. 
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-«•tf-Ä-fcors of the Arkansas River.^ Faxon, however, opposed the project as 

-t>oo visionary: "Of course a Panama Canal could he constructed across 

K a n s a s , with sufficient expenditure of time and money, but it is hardly 

p r o b a b l e that such a time would ever come. "^5 When the plan was presented 

-bo Newell in 1909 he quickly dismissed it as completely impractical.^6 

Faxon did back, two other plans for government expenditures as soon 

a s "fche Garden City Project was completed. One was for a huge canal and 

r e s e r v o i r on the south side of the river in Kearny, Finney, and Ha skill 

C o "unities* Madison and! Newell considered the project for a time but soon 

daropped it because of the problems of prior water rights on the other 

o a n a l s . ^ 7 ^ second project -that was envisioned to follow the Garden City 

P r o j e c t w a s a huge reservoir on the White Woman Creek in Scott County. 

T o t a l i s project was discussed at length by Faxon, Newell, and Madison but 

rio-bliing ever materialized.^ 

The most important stimulus to the Arkansas Valley resulting from 

"fclno Garden City Project was its influence on the sugar beet industry at 

Chairmen City. Every since the beginning of canal irrigation in the l880fs 

"fcli^re had "been proposals for a sugar beet industry in the Arkansas Valley. 

I n IL885 a Mr. Cowgill and Frank Stroback, who operated a sugar factory in 

S-fcorling, Kansas, wrote I. R. Holmes about the possibility of expanding 

^Itdd., February 20, 1909; Kearny County Advocate, February 18 
mxidi FebruaryT7, 1909-

^Garden City Imprint, Februaiy 26, 1909. 

k 6Jbid. 

^7lbid., January 18, and September 19, 1908. 

k 8Ibid., December 18, 1908; January 1, and August 20, 1909. 
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^Garden City Irrigator, February 5, l88£. 

^°Garden City Sentinel, December 1, 1887j Kearny County Advocate, 
May 11, 1&W. 

^Garden City Imprint, December 1, 1900. 

£2Ibid., Decentoer 8, December 22, and December 29, 1900. 

^ibid., January $ and February 16, 1901. 

^Ibid., March 2, 1901. 

J.O 

their operation to Garden City. In 1887 a public meeting was held in 

Garden City to discuss the possibility of attracting a sugar company 

therej a similar gathering took place in Lakin in 1889.^° It was not until 

1900, however, when the recently established sugar beet companies in 

Colorado began promoting the industry in Kansas, that the real development 

of the Kansas beet industry began. 

In December, 1900, Captain John Ballinger of Garden City attended 

a meeting of the beet sugar manufacturers in Rocky Ford, Colorado, to 
^1 

promote Garden City as a possible location for a sugar factory.In 

response to Bellinger's visit, the American Beet Sugar Company of Rocky 

Ford, Colorado, sent an open letter to the Garden City settlers proposing 

that they contract for a minimum of £00 acres of sugar beets in 1901. 

Depending on the success of this experiment the company would consider 

establishing a factory there after one or two seasons. A series of 

local meetings were held in Garden City to discuss the proposals and by 

February there were i|20 acres contracted.$3 in March, 1900, the Cooperative 

Sugar Beet Growers1 Association of Garden City was organized with R. M. 

Larence as President, M. F. Belisle as Secretary, and G* A. Briggs as 

Treasurer.^4 Similar "Beet Growers Associations" were organized in Kearny 
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and Hamilton Counties during the same season in response to encouragement 

by representatives of the Rocky Ford Company. 

At the numerous community gatherings there were lectures, dis

cussions, and reports on the advantages of sugar beets for the lower 

Arkansas Valley. The climate and soil conditions were ideal as long as 

irrigation water was readily available. Irrigation was crucial, as the 

beets required approximately 36.78 inches per year while the annual rain

fall at Garden was only 1 9 . 0 1 inches and only 1 2 . 7 8 inches from May to 

October.^ The feeling was that the sugar beet would be an important cash 

crop to take the place of some of the standard crops in the area. The 

editor of the Garden City Imprint pointed out (with some exaggeration), 

"We can!t raise small grain here, the market for gardep stuff and fruits is 

too limited, leaving the country practically [sic] only for forage crops 

and livestock, and even this has been seriously affected by the uncertainty 

surrounding the fence question. The success cf the sugar beet in 

Colorado seemed to give irrefutable evidence that it would be a success 

in Kansas also. F. F. Mehring, superintendent of the Rocky Ford Company, 

claimed that the lower valley was even better for beets than around Rocky 

Ford because the soil was lighter and looser.^ 

The future possibilities of the sugar beet industry in Kansas 

was considered to be of such importance that local businessmen in Garden 

^Timothy John Sartorius, "A History of the Development of the 
Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," Master's Thesis, New Mexico Highlands 
University, 1 9 6 6 , p. 8 , hereafter cited as Sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry 
in Kansas." 

^6Ibid. 

^Garden City Imprint, February 1 6 , 1 9 0 1 . 

58Ibid., April 6 , 1 9 0 1 . 
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City and elsewhere advanced money to the local Beet Growers Associations 

to cover the expense of the first years planting. It was estimated that 

it cost $8 per acre to raise beets and each farmer would ktave to raise at 

least five acres to make it worth his time. Therefore the businessmen 

advanced $k0 to each beet grower with the understanding "that they would 

share any loss with the farmer, but if there were a profit the farmer would 

simply return the $1*0.^ The Beet Growers Associations w a r e also encouraged 

by the State Legislature which passed a bill in 1901 providing for the 

". . • payment by the state of one dollar per ton upon beets grown in 

Kansas and actually used for sugar manufacturing."^0 

In April, 1901, Mehring brought in four men to operate the planting 

machines for the first seasons crop.^1 The first season was considered 

successful, though there was considerably less acreage than had been hoped 

for. Mehring reported in November, that 297 acres of beets had been raised 

in Finney, Kearny, and Hamilton Counties, producing a total of 3,538,1*21 

pounds of beets.^ 

The farmers along the Arkansas Valley in western Kansas continued 

to contract with the beet sugar companies of Colorado during the five 

^Ibid., Januaiy 5, 1 9 0 1 j Sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in 
Kansas," p. 6. 

^Osartoriua, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," p. I O j Financial 
encouragement had been given to the sugar beet industry in Kansas before 
by the Federal Sugar Bounty Act of 1890 which gave $ . 0 2 p e r pound for all 
domestic sugar manufactured and a Kansas sugar bounty oT 1 8 8 7 nhich gave 
$.02 per pound (reduced to 3Atf in 1891). The 1901 bounty was a signifi
cant departure because it was higher and because it went to the farmer 
instead of the manufacturer, Peter Berger, "The Sugar-Beet Industry in 
Kansas." Masterfs Thesis, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, 
19li9, p. 19. 

6lGarden City Imprint, April 6, 1901. 
62Ibid., November 30, 1901. 
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seasons 1901 to 1905 before the companies considered the area a good 

risk for a sugar factory. The season of 1902 was a big advance over 1901 

when seventy-five growers in the three western counties raised U,250 

tons of beets on 1439 acres.^ The season of 1903 was largely a failure 

due to a latefrost which ruined the crop. Although the acreage was in

creased over the season of 1902 the Kansas growers in 1903 produced only 

609 tons. The crop in the entire valley in 1903 came to only about 30# 

of the average crop.^* These losses were more than made up in 190li, 

however, when the three Kansas counties raised 6,379 tons of beets on 682 

acres. ̂  In 1905 a total of 8,032 tons were harvested in Kara; as and 

purchased by the newly constructed sugar beet factory at Holly, Colorado.1 

During these years the bounty on sugar beets from the state provided a 

great incentive to the growth of the industry. In 1901 the state distri

buted $l,7li7.36 in bounties; in 1902, $U,250.70j in 1903, $695.00$ in 

19014, $9,3iil4.liOj and in 1905, $10,000.67 

In 1905 the decision was made to establish a sugar factory in 

Kansas. In June, 1905, without previous announcement R. P. Davie and 

J. R. McKinnie appeared in Garden City and within a week they closed one 

63Berger, "Sugar Beet Industry," p. 20. 

^Sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," p. llj Garden City 
Bnprint. November II4, 1903• 

^Garden City Imprint, January Iii, 1905. 

66ßerger, "Sugar Beet Industry," p. 23 5 Garden City Imprint, 
February 25, 1905. 

67sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," p. 11} Garden 
City Imprint, March 11, 1905. 
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of the biggest land deals In the history of southwest Kansas including the 

purchase of 16,000 acres of land and the Great Eastern, South Side, and 

Garden City Ditches. ° These men had some of the wealthiest men in Colorado 

behind them. McKinnie himself was a millionaire mining operator and 

banker from Colorado Springs and Davie was President and General Manager 

of the Grand Junction Sugar Company. Most of the money, however, came 

from Spencer Penrose and C. M. MacNeill, both multi-millionaires of 

Colorado Springs, Colorado.^7 

There was some question at first as to where the sugar company 

was to be located. In July, 1905, the Colorado men had said they con

templated a string of factories with the first to be located at Garden 

City. Much of the land and ditches, however, were located in Kearny 

County and both Deerfield and Lakin launched campaigns to get the first 

factory located in Kearny County.70 A proposition was made to Garden City 

by the Sugar Company that if they raised $30,000 as a bonus the factory 

would be located there. The money was subscribed in mid-August and 

construction began in November, 1905Construction of the sugar factory, 

one of the largest enterprises in southwest Kansas, took nearly a year to 

complete. The factory complex included a refinery of brick construction 

273 feet long, several office buildings 65 feet long, and the beet sheds 

700 feet long.?2 The factory had its own electric plant, machine shop, 

68sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," pp. 16-18; Garden 
City Imprint, July 22, 1905J April U4, 1906. — — — 

69sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," pp. 17-18. 

?°Ibld., p. 20j Keamy County Advocate, August 17, 1905. 

^Sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," pp. 20-2I4. 
72Ibid., p. 26. 
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7%bid., p. 30. 
7^Ibid., pp. 31-32. 

75jbid., pp. U2-443} Kearny County Advocate, November 22, 1?06. 

7^sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," p. 3k. 

Ä O c S waiter system with wells capable of producing six million gallons every 

^•fci^by-^four hours. The total daily capacity for processing sqgar beets 

* * • abound 800 tons with storage sheds capable of holding 1*0,000 tons.^ 

In «Edition to the factory itself the sugar company improved its other 

P^ o j M^r-ty by building forty houses and barns, drilling and erecting forty 

* * X X e and windmills, setting in miles of fence, planting five thousand 

s h a d e trees and cultivating the company land 

The factory opened its doors to begin processing beets November 3, 

1 9 0 6 , and the grand opening took place November 15, 1906. The presence 

ot m large crowd at the grand opening, including a number of important 

•iariL-fcors such as Governor Edward W. Hoch, was made possible by a special 
ft 

ra-fcö o n the Santa Fe Railroad* 

The original managers of the sugar company consisted of C. M. 

M a o N a i l l ) President; R. P. Davie, Vice President] J. R. McKinnie, Treasurer; 

0m H - Shoup, Secretary^ and E. H. Every, Assistant Manager. Several of 

t h e s e men spent most of their time in Colorado Springs, however, and the 

t iro m e n who had the most to do with the actual running of the operation 

d u r i n g the first years were F. A. Gillespie who became General Manager in 
l ? o 6 , and E. B. Brysselbout who became Factory Superintendent in the same 

76 

In order to properly handle their activities in farming and 

ii^xrLgation the United States Sugar and Land Company formed a subsidary 
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77ibid,, p. I 4 8 . 

78Qarden City Imprint, October 21, 1905, and April U 4 , 1906. 

79lbid., June 20, 1908. 

by incorporating the United States Irrigating Company.^ Over the next 

several years this company made vast improvements on the existing irriga

tion system and brought about some important innovations in the system. 

During the fall of 1905 and the spring of 1906 the United States Irriga

ting Company reworked the canals which had been purchased by the United 

States Sugar and Land Company. New headgates were put in on the great 

Eastern one mile west of the old ones and the ditch between the two gates 

was deepened and widened. A third wastegate was installed farther down 

the ditch, the river bank was strengthened, and new ditch boxes were 

put in on the laterals improving the capacity of the Great Eastern by an 

estimated 50#. On the South Side Ditch it was found necessary to put new 

checks across the ditch and to improve the lateral system. The Garden 

City Ditch was cleaned out and the headgates moved up the river.?8 This 

process of upgrading the canal system was continued during the next few 

years. In the spring of 1908, for example, a new dam was put in on the 

Great Eastern and the headgates of the South Side were moved up so that 

the same dam could serve both canals. A new dam was put in on the Garden 

City Ditch during the same season.?^ 

One of the most impressive projects of the United States Irrigating 

Company was the large storage reservoir near Deerfield which was designed 

to furnish water to the Great Eastern during the latter part of the season. 

This storage reservoir, named "Lake McKinnie" after J. R. McKinnie, was 
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surveyed by H. E. Hedges in May, 1906, and construction began that 
8 0 

August. The reservoir was built by constructing a dam across a natural 

depression north of Deerfield and Lakin. The dam itself was several 

miles long, 200 feet wide at the bottom, 16 feet wide at the top, and 3k 

feet high. 8 1 In January, 1907* the company directors reached an agreement 

with the Kearny County Irrigation Association to use the Amazon Canal to 

fill the reservoir as their work on the Great Eastern near the river was 
O p 

not complete. This arrangement was soon made permanent. By February, 

1907, the dam was complete and water began running into the reservoir.^ 

When completely filled Lake McKinnie made one of the most impressive 

sights in southwest Kansas with outside dimensions of five miles by two 

and one-half miles and a capacity of 30,000 acre feet of water.^ Lake 

McKinnie was completed just in time to prove its usefulness in the dry 

season of 1908. In spite of the problem that the reservoir could usually 

8°Ibld., July 21, 1906; Sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in 
Kansas," p. Ü9. 

8lKearny County Advocate, October 25 and December 27, 1906. 

8 2Ibid., January 10, 1907. 

83 
Garden City Imprint, February 16, 1907J The construction of Lake 

McKinnie involved one tragedy. In February, 1907* as the reservoir was 
being filled J. A. Phillips, the engineer in charge of the reservoir survey, 
Harry Beckett, hie rodman, and Fred Frost wtre checking the dam. Having 
finished their work they decided to return by way of a short cut through 
the shallow water of the filling reservoir. The mules wanders off the 
grade of the old road and got tangled in their harnesses and the three 
were forced to jump from the wagon into the icy water of the lake, some 
seven or eigjht feet deep. H. E. Hedge, the sugar company's local manager 
saw the accident and hurried to help* He reached a pole to Phillips but 
Phillips was out of his mind with flight. Frost was rescued but Phillips 
and Beckett drowned, Kearny County Advocate, February I I 4 , 1907. 

^Sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," p. k9i Garden City 
Imprint, July 21, 1906; Kaaray Comity Advocate, June 6, 1907» 
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be filled only once a year it was felt that the season of 1908 had fully 

demonstrated the value of the storage reservoir.^ 

With the completion of Lake McKinnie the United States Irrigation 

Company next turned its attention to the newly developing pumping industry 

as a means of advancing their irrigation system. In the spring of 1907, 

the company hired a Mr. Leonard and S. Shulman to test the possibilities 

of pumping from Clear Lake, a small lake near the termination of Bear 

Creek on the south side, with the intention of using it as a source of 

supply for the South Side Ditch. Ohe company sank several wells around 

Clear Lake but shortly after draining the lake, the dike on their 
86 

reservoir broke and the water rushed back into the lake. With the 

example of the Garden City Project before them the United States Irrigating 

Company decided in the fall of 1907 to install a similar pumping plant 

for their own use. The sugar company plans called for a pumping plant of 

seventeen stations, each with nine wells, and a central power source. 87 

This plant was designed to irrigate l*,f>00 acres of the company's land on 

the south side. Construction of the plant was begun in August, 1908, 

and completed in June, 1909, at a cost of approximately $25>0,0OO.®8 

Some difficulty with the gas-producer engine held up operation during 

early summer but by July, 1909, the south side plant was in full operation*^ 

^Garden City Imprint, August 1, 1908. 

86Ibid., March 30, and April 13, 1907. 

Q?Keamy County Advocate, August 20, 1908. 

88Qarden City Imprint, August lf>, 1908] June ii, 1909. 

8 9Ibid., July 2, 1909. 
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The establishment of the Garden City Project and the United States 

Sugar and Land Company had far reaching effects on the development of the 

Arkansas Valley and especially Garden City. The capital investment which 

these projects brought into the community was alone enough to encourage a 

new era of economic expansion. The Garden City Project with a cost of 

almost $500,000 was far surpassed by the United States Sugar and Land 

Company which had a total investment in buildings, canals, and land, 

estimated at $5,500,000.^° Beyond the initial capital investment the 

normal operation of the sugar company accounted for approximately $500,000 

per year in the local economy.^ 

This great expenditure of funds had a sudden and dramatic effect 

on all aspects of the community. Between 1905 and 1907 Garden City grew 

from a population of 1,77*4 to lj,i|10 bringing it from fifty-sixth to 

thirty-fourth in population in the state. In the same period Lakin grew 

from 681 to 1,701.92 In the year 1906 the population of Finney County 

increased by 10(#, that of Kearny by 128£, and Hamilton by $k%J3 After 

the phenomenal growth of 1905-1907 the population of these counties 

continued to grow although at a slower rate.^4 

The reasons for this sudden development of Garden City and the 

Arkansas Valley were not lost to contemporaries. R. H. Faxon, for example, 

often identified the Garden City Project and the Sugar Company as the prime 

elements in this growth. Said Faxon in 1909: 

?°Sartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," p. 105j Kansas State 
Board of Agriculture, Nineteenth Biennial Report (1913-1911«), p. 301. 

^Isartorius, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," p. 67. 

?2Ibld., p. 103. 

93ibid., p. 132j Garden City Imprint, June 29, 1907. 

^Sartorlus, "Sugar Beet Industry in Kansas," p. 103. 
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The Garden City government project gave us the sugar 
factory. The sugar factory gave us reservoir no. £ [Lake 
McKinnie], the thousands of acres and millions of dollars 
the sugar factory and company have brought in. Later came 
the sugar company1 s southside pumping plant. Also these 
things leading directly back to the Garden City Project, 
gave us the fine private plants we now have. It put the 
five ditches in the Garden City territory back into 
commission and gave renewed hope tp our section.95 

By 1910 Garden City and the Arkansas Valley presented a far different 

aspect than they had in the days of the mid-1890's. The economy and the 

community had a new atmosphere of growth and movement which was due in 

large part to the Garden City Project and the sugar company. The fact that 

farming by irrigation provided the necessary basis of both of these 

developments gives some indication of the importance of irrigation for 

this region. 

9$Garden City Imprint, August 20, 1909. 



CHAPTER VIII 

KANSAS IRRIGATION LAW, 1880-191$ 

The marginal nature of irrigation in Kansas is nowhere more 

evident than in its irrigation law. As has been shown in previous 

chapters the varied experiences of the Arkansas Valley settlers in the 

1880's and 1890's produced a wide spectrum of opinion concerning the 

necessity, effectiveness, and practicability of irrigation in Kansas. 

This wide divergence of opinion is clearly reflected in the history of 

irrigation legislation in Kansas. Three categories of irrigation law are 

of particular importance in Kansas: (l) the legal rights and duties of 

irrigation corporations and associations, (2) legislation in aid of 

irrigation, and (3) water rights legislation and adjudication both within 

the state and between Kansas and its neighboring state, Colorado. 

With the advent of large irrigation corporations in western Kansas 

there were inevitably conflicts of interest concerning the rights and 

duties of these new businesses and a need for new legislation defining 

their responsibilities. One of the first questions that arose in the 

construction of the canals was the matter of establishing the right of 

way for the ditches. In most cases the irrigation corporations had little 

difficulty establishing a right of way for their canals. The usual practice 

was for the landowner to sign a contract with the corporation which for a 

nominal sum (usually $1.00) granted a right of way across his land. This 

contract was usually recorded with the county register of deeds as a legal 

transfer of real estate and thus became one of the primary assets of the 

corporation to be sold or mortgaged. 
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A typical example of the right of way contract Is the one used by 

the Eureka Canal Corporation. The standard width of the Eureka right of 

way was 100 feet for the raain canal and £0 feet for the laterals. The 

contracts made in 1883 before the canal was built were rather broad, 

granting the 100 foot right of way for the main canal "wherever the party 

of the second part may locate the same" and as many strips 2£ feet wide 

as the canal company deemed necessary to maintain laterals*1 As consi

deration the Eureka Canal Company agreed to build the ditch within three 

years and keep it in operation at least one out of every three years 

thereafter. Later contracts granted a right of way 100 feet wide along 

the canal "as now constructed" the consideration being $1.00. Right 

of way contracts on the other large canals differed only slightly from 

those on the Eureka, most of them asking for a narrower strip. The 

Great Eastern right of way was 100 feet, the Kansas Ditch, "three times 

the width of said ditch," both the Amazon and the Alamo were £0 feet, 

and the Garden City Ditch was feet.^ 

There were a few cases when landowners refused to grant a canal 

right of way thus necessitating legal action on the part of the canal 

Ford County Register of Deeds, Deed Record 1:30 (February 22, 
1883), and Deed Record "£" p. 1*17. 

2 
Ibid., Deed Record F.108 (December II4, 1886). 

%inney County Register of Deeds, Deed Record l*ltl|l6 (April 16, 
1891), til * 1*32 (June 1, 1891), 148:77 (SeptemEe? 2Z|, 1Ö90), 38:187 (January 
13, 1888); "Report of Condemnation Commissioners, "The Alamo Irrigating 
and Manufacturing Company," Alamo and Ft. Aubrey Affidavit of Ditch Publi
cation, Office of the County Clerk, Hamilton County, hereaflJer cited as 
"Report of Condemnation Commissioner s," Hamilton County Clerk. 
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corporation. In I88I4 some farmers in Finney County refused to sign right 

of way contracts. The irrigation companies won the dispute by refusing 

to supply water to anyone until they signed.** In Ford County the right of 

way for the Eureka was freely granted except in a few cases where 

buildings had to be moved and special damages were involved. In those 

cases the attorney for the Eureka requested that the District Judge appoint 

three commissioners to condemn the right of way. The request was gran ted. £ 

The most extensive condemnation proceedings took place in Hamilton County 

along the Alamo and Fort Aubrey Ditches. Total damages awarded by the 

commissioners was $1*50 on the Alamo and about $160 on the Fort Aubrey.^ 

The Amazon Canal Corporation found it necessary to condemn land In 1888 

and again in 1891.? 

Following the construction of the ditches the question arose as 

to who was responsible for bridging the canals. This question was closely 

related to the more fundamental question of whether irrigation companies 

should be taxed, and on both questions opinion varied widely. D. M. 

Frost of the Dodge City Live Stock Journal contended that there was no 

reason why the irrigation companies should not pay taxes and construct 
o 

bridges over their canals as would be expected of any large corporation. 

^Lakin Herald, May 2 , I88I1. 

^Spearyille Blade, August 13, 1886; See condemnation petitions and 
exhibits * P T!Btf and "C" in Ford County Register of Deeds, Contract Records, 
A:213 (June 23, 1885). — — 

^"Report of Condensation Commissioners," Hamilton County Clerk. 
^Hatfield News, August 29, l888j Finney County Register of Deeds, 

Deed Record, I1I.I432 (June 1, 1891). 

ftpodge City Live Stock Journal, February 27, I887. 
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The editor of the Garden City Daily Sentinel, however, opposed taxation 

of the irrigation corporations on the grounds that none of the companies 

were making e x p e n s e s as it was. The editor of the Kearny County Advocate 

compromised between these two positions maintaining that the irrigation 

companies should be taxed but that they should not be required to build 

bridges over the canalsß His was evidently the majority opinion in 

Kearny County for there canal bridges were built by the county.1^ 

Opinion in the other counties generally opposed the requirement that 

irrigation companies bridge their canals.11 

Another issue that was debated during the early years was the 

whole area of corporation-patron relationships. This included such questions 

as the reasonable rate for water rent, how much responsibility the corpora

tion had to furnish water which had been contracted and whether patrons 

should pay for water not delivered and what recourse each party had in 

case of failure to deliver. Other topics in contention between corporations 

and patrons were the length of the irrigation season, the unauthorized 

opening of floodgates, the proper use of water, and damage to canals and 

headgates. 

Some indication of contemporary thinking on these matters is 

evident from the text of a rtBill to Encourage and Regulate Irrigation" 

sponsored by the Spearville Blade in I 8 8 7 . According to this bill, 

which was also supported by the Kearny County Advocate, the irrigation 

companies would be required to have their canals in operating condition 

^Kearny County Advocate, February 1 9 , 1887. 

10Ibld., March 6, May 22, and May I4, I 8 8 9 . 

i:LSpearville Blade, February 18, l887j Terry Enterprise, July 23, 
1886. 
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from April 1, to October 15. Contracts made before March would have a 

maximum charge of $1.00 per inch and $1.£0 after March 1$. Boxes for 

measurement would be put in at the expense of those using water but operated 

by company officials only. And finally anyone Interfering with the flow 

of water or damaging the canal could be fined from $5 to $300 and im

prisoned up to 30 days. 1 2 

A farmers meeting in Kearny County in 1888 supported all these 

measures with the additional stipulations that farmers should get a rebate 

for failure to furnish water and a lien on the canal to insure payment 

for damages to c r o p s T h i s last provision was felt to be only fair in 

ligfrt of an 1885 statute "which gave the irrigation company a lien on the 

farmers crops in case of failure to pay for contracted water.^ Evidently 

there were some problems with unauthorized use of water and damage to 

canals for on several occasions irrigating companies published warnings 

that violators would be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.1^ The 

problem in this case as in so many things relating to irrigation in the 

l880Ts was that the law was either non-existent or not explicit on the 

points in question. 

One proposal that received widespread and consistent support 

throughout the l880's was that there should be some legal procedure for 

creating irrigation districts with the power to tax irrigable lands and 

^Kearny County Advocate, May 7, 1887$ Spearville Blade, April 29, 
1887 • 

^Kearny County Advocate, October 19, 1888. 

^Session Laws of Kansas (1885), pp. 205-206. 

-^Kearny County Advocate, March 20, 1886: Spearville Blade, November 
23, 1888. 
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Issue irrigation bonds. At a meeting in Garden City called by Representa

tive H. P. Myton in 1887 a proposal was made to create such an irrigation 

district in Finney County.16 In 1889 the Hatfield News sponsored a 

proposal that an irrigation district be formed in north Finney. Kearny, 

and Garfield Counties. In the absence of any law authorizing irrigation 

districts with powers of taxation it was necessary for the interested 

parties to draw up a petition to the State Legislature which they did in 
17 

February, I 8 8 9 . In the same year the Garden City Imprint suggested that 

a similar plan be adopted by the ditches in Firmey County, in particular 

for those under the Garden City Ditch.^ 

By the end of the first decade of irrigation it was obvious that 

Kansas needed some basic irrigation legislation. Three laws specifically 

on irrigation had been passed in the l880fs but each of these was quite 

specific in nature and constituted only a patchwork approach to the complex 

problems arising from the presence of a whole new institution in the 

western part of the state. The first of these laws, passed in 1885, 

provided that anyone furnishing water under contract for irrigation had 

a lien on the crops for that year.-1-? The second irrigation statute was 

a very interesting law that explicitly made the doctrine of prior appropria

tion part of the law of Kansas.20 (This law had little practical effect 

l6Garden City Sentinel, February 16, I 8 8 7 . 

•^Hatfield News, January 9, January 26, and February 9, 1889« 

1R 
Garden City Imprint quoted in Kearny County Advocate, November 23 f 

1889. 

19Session Laws of Kansas (1885), pp. 205-206. 

20Session Laws of Kansas (1886), pp. l5Ij-l55. 
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on irrigation until it was cited in litigation over water rights in the 

twentieth century and will be discussed in a later section on prior ri^its 

legislation.) The third law, passed in 1889, made explicit the procedure 

for condemnation of rights of way for irrigation canals. Specifically it 

gave the right of condemnation to incorporated irrigation companies. The 

corporation was allowed to petition the District Judge by presenting plans 

for the ditch whereupon the Judge would appoint three disinterested persons 

who would publish their proceedings in the local paper, hear claims, and 
21 

rule on the damages. Appeals could be made to the District Court. 

By 1890 there was considerable demand for sane major irrigation 

legislation in Kansas. Governor Lyman Humphry in his message to the 

legislature in 1891 emphasized that, "Practical legislation designed to 

encourage those people in western Kansas should have early and favorable 

attention," and the State Senate proposed a concurrent resolution "Relating 

to the calling of a convention in the interest of Irrigation."22 The 

legislature which met in 1891 found itself flooded with bills on every 

aspect of irrigation and a standing Committee on Irrigation was appointed 

to consider the various proposals.23 Out of this coimnittee came the bill 

which became the basic irrigation legislation of Kansas throughout the next 

several decades. The law of 1891, entitled "An Act Relating to and 

Concerning Irrigation. . •" was a comprehensive attempt to deal with the 

21Session Laws of Kansas (1889), p. l6f>* 

22Kansas Legislature, Senate Journal, p. 20 (January lit, 1891) 
and House Journal, p. $k9 (February 19, 10 * 0 , hereafter cited as Senate 

23House Journal, p. 15 (January lii, 1891) • 
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Session Laws of Kansas, 

Session Laws of Kansas, 

Ŝession Laws of Kansas, 

(1891), p. 223. 

(1911), pp. 376-377. 

(1891), p. 229. 

whole are© of irrigation legislation. It reiterated in more detailed form 

the scanty legislation that preceded it and laid down fairly specific 

guidelines in all the areas of conflict that had arisen in the first decade 

of irrigation. Most subsequent legislation in the next twenty years was 

proposed as amendments to the basic law of 1891. 

The introductory statement to Article I conceded the importance of 

irrigation to western Kansas by reserving the primary use of water in that 

part of the state for irrigation: 

In all that portion of the state of Kansas situated west of 
the ninety-ninth meridian, all natural waters, whether 
standing or running, and whether surface or subterannean, 
shall be devoted first to purposes of irrigation in aid of 
agriculture . . . and secondly to other Industrial purposes 
and may be diverted from natural beds, basins, or channels, 
for such purposes. . . .2*1 

A similar statute, passed in 1911, restricted this preferential treatment 

of irrigation further to southwest Kansas. This law declared that, 

"... all waters flowing in subterranean channels and courses . . . south 

of township 18 and west of the 99th meridian . . . shall be devoted, 

first, to the irrigation of such lands. . . . f t 2^ 

As the procedure for establishing right of way had been spelled 

out in some detail by the act of 1889 the 1891 law simply reiterated the 

conditions with one important addition: abandonment of a canal for two 

years would constitute forfeiture of right of way.2^ In 1899 the law was 

further amended to allow irrigation canal companies to condemn lands in 
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the same manner as railroads.2? The question of who must bridge irrigation 

canals was settled by compromise. The act of l891 stipulated that ditch 

companies must provide bridges for public roads but that they would be 

maintained and repaired by public officials.28 Landowners were allowed 

"bo construct bridges for their own use. 

Additional ground rules in corporation-patron relationships were 

laid down in 1891. The law in 1885 had specified that anyone furnishing 

water for irrigation under contract had a lien on the irrigated crops 

for that year. The 1891 statute countered this with several stipulations 

in favor of the Irrigator, including an explicit statement that the 

irrigator had the right to continuous use of water by lease, purchase, or 

agreement, written or oral, and that he had the right to store water for 

irrigation.2^ Irrigation companies were required to keep dams and canals 

in good repair and to have canals cleaned and ready for use between April 

15> and October 1 or be liable for damages.3^ In addition they were re-

q-uired to have headgates to insure delivery to those with prior rights and 

wastegates where damage to property was probable.3-*- On the question of 

water rents patrons were given the right to appeal to the Board of Railroad 

Commissioners if the rates were too high and the Commissioners were given 

power to make judgments.32 

^Session Laws of Kansas (1899), p. 316. 

28Sesslon Laws of Kansas (1891), p. 2l|l. 
2?Ibid., p. 226. 

3°Ibid., p. 230. 

31Ibld., pp. 231-232. 

32Ibid., p. 2h2. 



Other provisions favored the corporation. The ditch superinten

dent was given exclusive right to measure water and open the floodgates, 

any damage to the canal was strictly forbidden, and stiff penalties for 

interference with the operations of the corporation or its equipment were 

specified.33 j n the years following, two additional statutes reiterated 

the responsibilities of both patron and irrigation company. A 190$ law 

made anyone who interfered with the headgate of a canal without the 

superintendent Ts permission guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a 

fine of $50 to $300 and Imprisonment up to ninety days.3^ A 1911 statute 

specified that proprietors of canals should at all times keep the canals 

suitably cleaned and repaired and so far as reasonably practicable, full 

of water, and that 11. . . such proprietors shall be liable for all damages 

occasioned such consumers by their willful or negligent failure to 

comply. . . ."35 

In response to the many proposals for irrigation districts specific 

legal procedures for the creation of districts was set up. According to 

the 1891 law county wide irrigation districts could be created upon 

petition to the county commissioners by three-fifths of the resident land

owners and passage by three-fifths of the voters in a county election. 

Each district would have a president, secretary, and treasurer elected for 

a one year term. The district would then be empowered by a three-fifths 

majority in a county election to Issue bonds to build ditches. The value 

of the bonds was not to exceed $1 per acre for Irrigable land and the 

33ibid., pp. 233, 226, and 2$L. 

3bSession Laws of Kansas (1905), pp. I43O-I43I. 

35session Laws of Kansas (1911), pp. 377-378. 
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interest on the bonds was to be paid by taxes on real estate. The 

irrigation district also had the power to tax real estate dependent on 

irrigation to pay current expenses of the district. Bonds would be sold 

through the county treasurer. The board of commissioners of the district 

was to receive an allowance of $3 per day for each member not to exceed 

$100 per year and the superintendent of the district w a s not to be paid 

over $1,000 per year.3^ Two amendments to this law were made in 1901, one 

allowing an irrigation district to cross county lines and the other raising 
37 

the ceiling on irrigation bonds from $1 to $10 per a e r e . 
In spite of the widespread demand for irrigation districts and 

the elaborate legislation passed to implement these demands there were 

no districts actually created during the period 1880 to 1910. Only once 

did a proposal for an irrigation district come to a votej in Finney 

County in 1903 a $110,000 Irrigation bond issue was defeated by a vote of 

nearly two to one.3® This situation is perhaps best explained by the 

development of irrigation in relation to the general economic history of 

southwest Kansas. The many calls for irrigation districts that were 

heard in the lSSO's were predicated on the assumption that irrigation 

would eventually become standard practice in most of the area along the 

Arkansas River. This thinking certainly continued and became even more 

pronounced during the 1890*s, but at the same time t h e law was passed 

setting up machinery for irrigation districts the severe drought and de

pression set in making new taxes of any kind unthinkable. By the time 

southwest Kansas recovered sufficiently to make irrigation districts a 

36Sesslon Laws of Kansas (1891), pp. 2i,3-250. 

37session Laws of Kansas (1901), pp. lj23~U35 and ll|0. 

3®Kearny County Advocate, June 25?, 1903. 
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financial possibility new factors militated against ttaeir creation. First, 

the lowered level in the river precluded tha possibility of building any 

major extension to the existing irrigation system; i n fact there was not 

enough water to fill the existing canals. Then such new techniques as 

individual pump irrigation and dry farming techniques lessened the reliance 

on canal Irrigation which the districts were set up 1>o aid. And finally 

with prospects of both government and private financing for irrigation in 

the Garden City Project and the sugar beet factory the Irrigators would 

understandably be reluctant to saddle themselves with new and perhaps 

unnecessary obligations entailed in the irrigation district. 

As the drought of the l890fs continued and increased in intensity 

the issue of legislation in aid of irrigation was pXaced before the state 

legislature with increasing frequency and insistence* Virtually every 

Governor during the decade of the l890fs included s o m e mention of the need 

for irrigation.legislation in his annual message to tätae legislature. In 

1891 Governor Lyman Humphrey called attention to the drop in population 

in western Kansas and concluded that, "Practical legislation designed to 

encourage those people in western Kansas should have early and favorable 

attention. "39 j n 1893J Governor L. D. Levelling maintained that the 

Importance of irrigation was too generally conceded -fco require discussion, 

the only question being what legislation should be enacted to help the 

western farmers.^ 

One thing the legislature could do with a minimum of expense was to 

pass along its concern for the need to aid the irrigators to the federal 

39senate Journal, p. 20 (January lh, 1891) • 

k°Houae Journal, p. 35 (January 9, 1895). 
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government. Two concurrent resolutions from the Kansas legislature in 

the mid-1890!s expressed this concern. The first resolution noted the 

fertile soil but the deficiency of water on the great plains and also the 

great damage caused by the annual flood of the Missouri River, and then 

requested the Congress of the United States to make n. . .a thorough 

scientific survey to ascertain the feasibility of constructing a great 

national canal . . . for irrigation purposes on the great plains.^ 1 

The second resolution, noting the same factors of fertile soil but insuffi

cient water on the great plains, requested that the congress appropriate 

$1^0,000 w. . .to locate and construct within the western portion of the 

state of Kansas, a model, or test plant for the purpose of developiqg the 

underflow . . . in order to ascertain the efficiency and availability of 

such water supply for irrigation purposes."^ 

Meanwhile the Kansas Legislature was faced with the numerous demands 

for state aid to irrigation. By 1895 there was a general consensus that 

something must be done, but eastern Kansas legislators opposed any large 

appropriation of funds.^3 The measure that was finally passed in 1895 

created a Board of Irrigation Survey composed of five members including 

the Geologist of the State university at Lawrence and the President of 

Manhattan State College plus three members appointed by the Governor, each 

with a two year terra. This Board was to conduct a w. . • practical test 

of the water supply on the uplands of Western Kansas for irrigation 

purposes . . . to test the 'so-called underflow1 and determine the amount 

forbid., p. 136 (January 16, 1895). 

^Ibid., p. 379 (February 8, 1897). 

^Irrigation Champion, February 15, 1895. 
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^Session Laws of Kansas (1895), p. 301. 

^Ibld., pp. 300-305. 

blouse Journal, p. 29 (January 12, 1897). 

^Session Laws of Kansas (1897), PP. 52-51*. 

of water flowing annually In the streams west of the 98th meridian. 

The underflow was to be tested by drilling twenty irrigation wells in 

different counties and by boring in search of artesian water. These wells 

were to be located on unoccupied school lands and all these lands west of 

the ninety-eighth meridian were withdrawn from settlement for two years. 

A full report was to be compiled and presented to the legislature at its 

next session. A total appropriation of $30,000 was alloted for the work of 

the Board of which the directors were to receive a salary of $1,000 per 

year.^ 

The Kansas experiment in legislation in aid to irrigation was not 

very successful. In 1897 Governor John W. Leedy recalled the cry "irrigate 

or immigrate" of two years earlier. Leedy declared that he had been unable 

to procure a copy of the Board!s report but that he was informed that the 

windmills were going to ruin and that he was unable to see the benefits of 

the program.^ Uie legislature in 1897 reduced the role of the state in 

irrigation by creating the office of "Commissioner of Forestry and 

Irrigation" who was appointed by the governor for a four year term. The 

same legislature provided for disposal of the irrigation plants established 

by the State Board of Irrigation. Henceforth the only direct state 

activity in irrigation would be the studies and biennial reports of the 

Commissioner of Forestry and Irrigation.^ Edwin Taylor of the Kansas 

State Horticultural Society reflecting on the enthusiasm of the irrigation 
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^Kansas State Horticultural Society, Transactions (1898), p. 60 

promoters of the mid-1890fs observed that in I89I4 the legislature had been 

overrun with people who seemed positive western Kansas would be taken 

over by the "bow-wows" unless these animals were flooded out by ditch 

water. It was worth $30,000, said Taylor, to show up the unreality of the 

irrigation mirage.^ 

The position of the Arkansas Valley as a transition to the arid 

West is clearly illustrated in the debate over what system of water rights 

would be applied to that region* By the l880!s there were two well es

tablished legal systems of water rights in the United States, one based 

on riparian rights which was followed in all the states east of the 

plains and one based on prior appropriation which was adhered to in all 

the states from Colorado west. The two systems were based on the natural 

conditions prevailing in the east and the west. Riparian rights simply 

gave the water right to the land adjoining a stream or lake and was well 

adapted to a humid climate with an abundant water supply. Prior appro

priation, on the other hand grew out of a situation of scarcity of water. 

Under prior appropriation a person established his right to the use of 

water by appropriation? between appropriators the one first in time had 

the first right or "prior appropriation." Thus in the arid region the 

right to use water was recognized as being more important than mere 

proximity of ones1 land to a water supply and In those states where prior 

rights were respected the title to land and usually passed with the sale 

of land. The situation in Kansas was complicated by the fact that the 

natural conditions in the western part of the state differed from the rest 



of the state. It was in this context that the debate over prior 

appropriation; versus riparian water rights took place.*1? 

The question of prior rights never really occurred in Kansas until 

the settlement of western Kansas in the l880fs and the development of canal 

irrigation. Earlier laws naturally recognized riparian rigjits as they 
50 

were made to apply to a region of plentiful w&ter supply. In 1886, 

however, the Kansas Legislature passed a law which Indicated that Kansas 

would follow the practice of other western States In recognizing prior 

appropriation. The wording was quite explicit: "The right to the use of 

running water flowing in a river or stream in this state for the purposes 

of irrigation may be acquired by appropriation. As between appropriators, 

the one first in time is the first in ri$it.ff^1 This law provided that an 

appropriation could be made by placing a notice at the point of diversion 

and in the office of county clerk. Work on the canal was to begin within 

sixty days and continue until completion and the water right became 

permanent upon five years of continuous use of the canal.^ 
The irrigation legislation of 1891 further elaborated on the 

rights and duties of appropriators. As previously noted this law gave a 
priority to irrigation for the use of all the water west of the ninety-

discussions of these water right doctrines may be found in Gilbert 
C. Fite, The Farmer * s Frontier, 1865-1900 (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1 5 ^ 6 ) , pp. 16Ö-169, and Wallace Stegner, Beyond the Hundredth 
Meridian: John Wesley Powell and the Second Opening of thelJest (Boston: 
Houston MlTTTin Co., 195U), p. 3 I 2 T 

£°Elwood Mead, Irrigation Institutions: A Discussion of the Economic 
and Legal Questions Created by the Growth of Jrrrgated AgricuHure in the 
gestTfew York: 15ie Macmlllan Co., 1910), p. hereafter cited as Head, 
Irrigation Institutions. 

^Session Laws of Kansas (1886), p. I5h. 
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ninth meridian. *^ Special provisions were made for appropriation of under

ground watersi "Waters flowing in well defined subterranean channels and 

courses, or flowing or standing in subterranean sheets or lakes, shall be 

subject to appropriation with the same effect as the water of superficial 

channels."^4 No one was to drain such underground water from a prior 

appropriator. Artesian wells were held to be appropriations covering an 

area of forty acres and this priority was established by filing a record 

of drilling with the register of deeds s& 

Provision was made in the 1891 legislation for extending prior-

rights of canals to adjacent counties and canals were required to have a 

headgate where other canals had a prior right. In addition this law 

included some stipulations on rotation agreements between canal appropria

tor s. Ditch companies could agree to rotate the water flow but not to the 

detriment of other companies. Copies of these rotation agreements were 

to be given to the superintendent of each ditch and those in effect for 

more than a year were to be filed with the register of deeds. Patrons on 

each ditch were likewise given the right to agree on rotation of water.-'' 

Finally the 1891 law modified the "permanent" right of appropriation (which 

according to the legislation of 1886 became established after five years of 

S e s s i o n Laws of Kansas (1891), p. 233 j Article I, Section 3 seems 
to contradict the InlShFand languago of the rest of this law by stating 
that any person may conduct water along natural streams and withdraw such 
water without regard to prior appropriation from said stream, Ibid., p # 221*• 

fl*Ibld., p. 225. 

SSlbid., pp. 2314-235. 

^bid., pp. 231 and 235. 

^7Ibid.5 pp. 238-2l|0. 
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continuous use of a canal) by stating that abandonment of a canal for two 

years meant forfeiture of the prior right.^ 

Thus by 1891 Kansas had a body of irrigation law which was quite 

similar to that in effect in other western states in respect to priorities, 

appropriations, and procedures for the distribution o f water.$9 The 

significant difference between Kansas and other western states was that 

Kansas had not set up any legal machinery for the ad J udication of irriga

tors rights j there were no elected officials with specific responsibility 

for dealing with the numerous problems and disputes arising between 

appropriators. By way of contrast the system in CoXorado, which was 

considered to be a model of efficiency, had an elaborate legal machinery 

with the state divided into water divisions and Irrigation districts 

and elected offices of water commissioner, irrigation superintendent and 
60 

a stated procedure with guidelines for adjudicating priorities. In 

I 8 8 9 C. J. Jones, state representative from Finney County, had introduced 

a bill that would have created a commissioner of irrigation with the 

responsibility of dividing the water in the streams among the ditches 

according to prior rights. He would also be empowered to enforce his 

decisions by fastening the headgates of upstream canals when prior 

58Ibid., p. 229. 

^90. A. Critchett (compiler), Abstract of the Laws of the 
Several States and Territories on Irrigation an3~Water Rirfî s,""ff7 S. 
Department of A^Tculture, Office of Irrigation Inquiry, Bulletin 
No. 1 (1893), p. 95, hereafter cited as Critchett. Abstract of Laws 
on Irrigation. 

foEbid. 
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rights canals farther down had need of water. The legislature in 1889 

evidently felt there was no need for this type of officer in Kansas 

and the bill failed to pass.^1 

For a period of almost twenty years the system of prior appropria

tion as outlined in the legislation of 1886 and 1891 existed along side 

of the earlier riparian rights doctrine as part of Kansas water law. In 

the absence of established irrigation districts and irrigation officers 

the actual working of the law was extremely ambiguous. In practice each 

individual dispute was taken into the district court to be handled on its 

own merits without benefit of established guidelines. This loosely defined 

system remained in effect until 1905 when the Supreme Court of Kansas, in 

Clark vs. Allaman, declared riparian rights to be the only system valid 

in Kansas. 

The case of Clark vs. Allaman originated in Wallace County, two 

counties above Hamilton County on the Colorado border. Here in the Smoky 

Hill Valley some early settlers, diverted the water of Rose Creek (a small 

tributary of the Smoky Hill) to irrigate about 300 acres of land. The 

years 1900 and 1901 happened to be excessively dry in this area and 

Lissie Allerman, who irrigated about eighty acres of orchard, garden 

crops, and meadow, brought suit in the district court claiming that those 

above her were depriving her of the flow of water to which she had a 

prior right. The district court then apportioned the water among the 

claimants according to the law of prior appropriation. Allaman was given 

^Kearny County Advocate, February 16, 1889. 
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damages and the superior right to substantially the entire quantity of 
6? 

flow of Rose Creek in dry years. 
The case was appealed and in 1905 the Supreme Court of Kansas 

reversed the decision on the basis that riparian ri^its, not prior 

appropriation^ was the sole rule in Kansas: 
Every man through whose land a stream of water runs is 
entitled to the flow of that stream without diminution or 
alteration . . . . The right to the use of the flow of 
water in its natural course is connected with and inherent 
in the property in the land . . . the common-law rules 
relating to riparian rights became the law of Kansas for 
every stream within its borders .°3 

The basis of the court's decision is summarized in these words: 

The character of the claim made for the plaintiff in this 
suit is inconsistent with all accepted ideas of the nature 
of law. It is not pretended that the conditions and wants 
of the people in those comparatively limited localities of 
the state where irrigation can be practiced with success 
have become paramount to the conditions and wants of the 
great body of the population who have no occasion to resort 
to that expedient, nor can the rules relating to the rights 
of landowners along the banks of watercourses be totally 
effaced and expunged from the law of the state and the 
rules of the arid states upon that subject be substituted; 
but the court is asked to relieve some of the people from 
the burden of the common law, and declare certain antagonis
tic rules to be law for them only.°<* 

The court in the interests of keeping the law of the state uniform reversed 

the decision of the district court. ̂  

The most interesting and curious aspect of this decision is the 

court!s failure to consider the prior appropriation; statutes of 1886 and 

62Clark vs. Allqman, Supreme Court of Kansas. Kansas Reports, 
LXXI (January, 19Ü5),' pp. 21Ö-211, hereafter cited as Clark vs. Alloman. 

63Ibid., pp. 226 and 229. 

%bld., pp. 230-231. 

6^Ibid., p. 2I46. 
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1891. The court seemed to proceed on the assumption that there were no 

statutes on the specific points in question, but only the general principles 

of law such as riparian rights and the need for a universal legal code 

within a political unit. 

In light of the basis on which the Supreme Court's decision was 

rendered it is perhaps not too surprising that the irrigation companies 

continued to operate within the framework of prior appropriation. In 

August, 1908, the Finney Court Water Users Association sent notice to the 

United States Irrigation Company and the Kearny County Farmers Irrigation 

Association that they had prior right to 300 second-feet of water and would 
66 

bring suit if they did not receive it. This action by the Water Users 

Association was endorsed by Secretary of the Interior Garfield and Director 

of the Reclamation Service Newell who visited Finney County in August. 

Soon thereafter legal action was taken against the other ditch companies 

to establish their prior rights 

Somewhat the same procedure of paying lip service to the legal 

terminology of riparianism but operating practically on the level of 

prior appropriation was followed in the final adjudication of water rights 

between the irrigation ditches along the Arkansas River. This adjudication 

was accomplished in a series of decrees made in the United States Circuit 

Court of the Division of Kansas in the years 1910 to 1915. These decisions 

constitute the legal basis for the establishment of water rights and 

settlement of disputes over water rights among the ditches on the Arkansas 

^^Finney County Water Users Association, Minute Book, p. 137« 

6?Finney County Water Users Association, Minute Book, p. lj>3j 
Garden City Imprint, August 15, 1908; Kearny County Advocate, August 13, 
T O T : — 
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River. The case originated in 1910 when the United States Irrigation 

Company brought suit a gainst the Kearny County Farmers Irrigation 

Association for contempt of court. The United States Irrigation Company 

complained that the Keamy County Farmers Irrigation Association had 

failed to comply with a court decree dated January 29, 1897, in the case 

of the Southwestern Irrigating Company vs. the Southwest Kansas Land 

and Irrigation Company to which the present litigants represented 

suceeding interests. The earlier decree (1897) apparently gave the 

Qreat Eastern Ditch a prior right of appropriation although the case does 
68 

not contain any details of that decree. On January 21, 1911, the court 

ruled the Kearny County Farmers Irrigation Association to be in contempt 

for their failure to show just reason for not complying with the decree 

and each of its officers were fined $1.^9 
This legal maneuver evidently cleared the way for the real business 

of the court for in November, 1911, both parties asked that the decree of 

1897 be modified to include the Garden City Irrigation Association for the 

reason that it was interested in the issues involved.70 jh e court then 

proceeded to distribute the water of the Arkansas among the interested 

parties according to the following formula: 

To the Garden City Ditch 
To the South Side 
To the Great Eastern Canal 
To the Amazon Canal 

one-eighth (1/8) 
two-eighths (2/9) 
three-ei^ithsr(3/9) 
two-eighths (2/8)71 

6 8The Southwestern Irrigating Company vs. the Southwest Kansas 
Land and IrrTgation Company, pp» 2-6, copy in Finney County Water Users 
Association, Records. 

6?Ibid., p. 7. 

70lbid., pp. 8-9. 

7^Ibid., p. 9. 
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The water was to be distributed by rotation among the ditches according 

to the following amounts: 

1 1. Amazon Ditch 3,000 acre feet 
2. South Side 3,000 acre feet 
3. Great Eastern i|,500 acre feet 
h. Garden City Ditch 1,500 acre feet72 

In June, 1911, all the parties in the suit asked that the case of 

the Finney County Water Users Association vs. the United States Irrigation 

Company be removed from the District Court of Kearny County to the U.S. 

Circuit Court because of its intimate relationship with the case of the 

Southwest Irrigating Company vs. the Southwest Kansas Land and Irrigation 

Company. This request was complied with and the decree of March ±h9 1911, 

was modified to include the Farmers' Ditch and to increase the amount of 

water upon which the distribution was based by 2$Q cubic feet.73 The 

modified decree of distribution was made according to the following 

ratios: 

To the Amazon Ditch I6/8I4 
To the South Side 16/81* 
To the Great Eastern Canal 23/8I4 
To the Farmers1 Ditch 21/81* 
To the Garden City Ditch 8/8ij7i4 

The allotments were to be rotated on the basis of l.OfJO cubic feet accord

ing to the following amounts: 

1. Amazon Ditch 3,000 acre feet 
2. South Side 3,000 acre feet 
3. Great Eastern ii,312.5 acre feet 
i*. Farmers1 Ditch 3,937-5 acre feet 
5. Garden City Ditch 1,500 acre feet?5 

72Ibid., p. 11. 

73ibid., pp. 16 and 22. 

7^Ibid., p. 23. 

?5lbid. 
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This decree was slightly modified in I9H4 to allow the United States 

Irrigation Company to use the allotment for the Garden City Ditch in the 

Great Eastern Canal.7^ 

In order to facilitate fair distribution of water the court appoint

ed a water bailiff with a two year terra and a salary of $1,300 per annum 

who could be re-appointed or replaced at the request of the ditch companies. 

James 0. Parker was the first water bailiff and he was succeded in 1915 

by H. E. Hedge of Lakin, Kansas.?? The method of distributing water which 

the court laid down followed well established custom in the West. In 

times of plentiful water in the river the canals could all be opened 

without being "charged" for using any water. But as soon as the supply 

diminished any ditch company could ask that rotation begin. Then the 

water bailiff would begin where rotation had left off the season previous 

and continue rotation until water was plentiful enough to open all the 

ditches again. 7̂  

Judge John C Pollock of the U.S. Circuit Court was careful to 

state that his decrees fell in line with the Kansas Supreme Court ruling 

on water rights in Kansas. The apportionment of the Arkansas River would 

be made "without reference to the question of priority" stated the judge.79 

The importance of the statement as a departure from earlier language is 

obvious especially in light of the fact that this case had its origin in 

the decree of 1897 when prior rights were honored in Kansas. 

76ibid., p. 26. 

77Ibid., pp. 10 and 28. 

78Ibld., p. 11. 

7?lbld., pp. 9 and 22. 
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It is not clear, though, how much real bearing the Kansas Supreme 

Court decision had on the practice of awarding water rights. Judge 

Pollock ommitted to say on what basis the distribution of water was 

made, only that it was not on the basis of prior appropriation. Also it 

must be remembered that the Finney County Water Users initiated their suit 

against the other ditches to respect their prior rights subsequent to the 

Supreme Court decision in Clark vs. Allqmam. In light of the distribution 

made it is difficult to believe that no thought was given to the question 

of prior rights in the final decision for allocating water rights. It 

might be noted in this connection how this case illustrates the appro

priateness of the prior rights doctrine for the semi-arid region. The 

court stated that the water would be divided without respect to prior 

appropriation, yet one must wonder what would happen if some other 

irrigation corporation constructed a ditch and began using water which 

these ditches needed. On what basis could the other ditches sue for 

respect of their rights except prior appropriation dating at least back 

to the court ?s decree? It is hardly credible that the court would take 

no notice of prior appropriation in deciding such a case, that it would 

blandly add an allotment to a new ditch on the obviously false premise 

that there was an unlimited supply of water in the river, that anyone could 

appropriate it and thereby do substantial harm to those already dependent 

on the river, that this process had no legal limits, and that the prior 

appropriator had no legal recourse but to share his property with later 

appropriates. All this leads one to the reasonable suspicion that in 

spite of the Kansas Supreme Court ruling that all of Kansas was under 

riparian law, the real legal basis for irrigation law in western Kansas 
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during the period under study remained the system most consistent with 

the realities of the environment, i.e., the doctrine of prior 
fin 

appropriation.ou It would seem that by the very fact that the court 

found it necessary to make allotments for the irrigation ditches on the 

Arkansas River it had in effect established prior rigjhts. 

The conflict over riparian rights versus prior appropriation had 

Import«t implications for another irrigation controversy — the dispute 

between Kansas and Colorado over water rights on the Arkansas River. In 

the 1901 eession of the Kansas Legislature there was passed the Senate 

Concurrent Resolution No. Iii "Relating to the diversion of the waters of 

the Arkansas River, in the state of Colorado" as follows! 
Whereas, It is a matter of common notoriety that the 

waters of the Arkansas river for some time past have been, 
and are now being diverted from their natural channel by 
the state of Colorado and its citizens, to the great 
damage of the state of Kansas and its inhabitants; and 

Whereas, It is threatened not only to continue but also 
to increase said diversion: therefore be it 

Resolved by the Senate, the House of Representatives con
curring therein, that the attorney general be requested to 
institute such legal proceedings, and to render such 
assistance in other proceedings brought for the same 
purpose, as may be necessary to protect the rigjhts and 
interests of the State of Kansas and the citizens and 
property owners thereof .81 

Thus began one of the most well known cases in irrigation law — the "Kansas-

Colorado Case." An exhaustive treatment of this case and its legal 

implications could lead to a full discussion of the intricacies of water 

8°This conclusion is supported by a conversation with Mr. Bernard 
Wagner, Superintendent of the Frontier Ditch, who stated that the courts 
in a decision subsequent to this again divided the water of the Arkansas 
"without regard to prior appropriation" when the decision in reality was 
made on that basis, Personal Interview with Mr. Bernard Wagner, Coolidge, 
Kansas, April 7, 1967. 

^Session Laws of Kansas (1901), p. 766. 
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light legislation throughout the West, but discussion here will be 

limited to the direct bearing of the case on the Arkansas River Valley 

in western Kansas. 

It is important to note first of all that the case was initiated 

in the Kansas Legislature and not in western Kansas. In fact, contrary 

to what might be expected, these proceedings found only lukewarm 

support in western Kansas and in fact was strongly opposed by many of the 

supporters of irrigation. As early as May, 1900, the Kearny County 

Advocate warned that western Kansas raigfrt be seriously hurt by an in-

junction restraining Colorado from use of water for irrigation. 

The editor of the Advocate saw the entire proceeding as a move to benefit 

central Kansas at the expense of both Colorado and western Kansas. If it 

were found unlawful for Colorado to irrigate, asked the editor, what 

right would Kansas have?8^ 

It is also interesting to note that the original injunction against 

Colorado which was presented in 1902 had little to say concerning irriga

tion in western Kansas but rather stressed the loss of water in the sub

soil in the bottom lands along the river In central Kansas.^ When this 

injunction was presented in 1902 Chief Justice Melville W. Fuller refused 

a decision until more evidence was gathered concerning this 'underflow1 

It was presumably in this connection that Judge S. S. Ashbaugh of Wichita 

82Kearny County Advocate, May 3, 1900. 

8 3lbld., May 10, 1900 and October l£, 1903. 

^United States Supreme Court, 185 U.S. Reports (1901), p. 129, 
hereafter cited as 185 U.S. Reports. 

8%bid., p. 1J|7. 
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was sent to Garden City in I90I4 to gather testimony in the Kansas-

Colorado Case. His activities there in August and September, 19Gb, seemed 

to meet with a rather passive response. Ashbaugh returned to Garden 

City in March, 1905, to take more testimony but there were still those who 

opposed the whole idea of the Kansas case.^? C. 0. Downing of Deerfield 

wrote that the river water was more limited than before but that the flood 

waters were still ample for the existing canals in western Kansas.^8 

In March, I 9 0 I 4 , the united States filed its petition of inter

vention on the grounds that the national interest was involved.8? g y 

the fall of 1906 the Kansas attorneys felt they had sufficient evidence 

to re-open the case in the Supreme Court.^ The Kansas attorneys renewed 

their contention, as presented in 1901, that before about 1888 there had 

been sufficient water to sub-irrigate all the river valley and to furnish 

water power for the Arkansas City Water Power Company, but that the 

diversion of water by Colorado and its citizens had diminished the flow 

causing great damage to Kansas.^1 The Kansas petition charged that: 

8%arden City Imprint, August 6, August 20, and September 2l|, 1901*. 

87ibid., March 18, 1905. 

88Ibid., March U, 1905. 

89«Judicial Decisions Involving Questions of International Law,11 

The American Journal of International Law (July, 1907) $ P* 767. 

PQQarden City Imprint, November 17, 1906. 

9 1J. Warner Mills, Mills1 Irrigation Manual: for Lawyers, Irriga
tion Officers, Engineers and Water Users, being a Treatise on the Law of 
IrrTgatlon together wHE €Ke Statutes and Forms of the Following Seventeen 
States an? Territories: Srlsona, California. Colorado, Kansas/Idaho, 
Montana7"Iebraska5 New Mexico, Nevada, NortK Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, 
South Dakota, TexasTTfcah, Washington, and Wyoming (Denver: The Missla 
F^sKI^ompS5y7 WTU p. 171, hereSHer ciiel as Mills' Irrigation 
Manual. 
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• . • It is the intention of the state of Colorado to 
divert absolutely all of the wäb er that flows down the 
Arkansas River into the state of Kansas, so that • . • 
none whatever, either above or below the surface • • • 
shall cross the line into the state of Kansas. . • .92 

The bill therefore prayed a decree from the court: 

. . • prohibiting, enjoining and restraining the state 
of Colorado from permitting the further diversion of 
the Arkansas River except for domestic purposesj or 
constructing, owning or operating canals or reservoirs 
taking water from the Arkansas River for Irrigation 
purposes or from granting this privilege to any of her 
citizens. 93 

Colorado met this challenge directly by contending that the Kansas 

Interests were not harmed at all but benefited by the diversion of water 

In Colorado. To do this they presented their theory of two streams. From 

time immemorial, argued the Colorado attorneys, there had been not one but 

two streams, the Colorado-Arkansas and the Kansas-Arkansas. The Colorado-

Arkansas arose in the mountains and flowed to a point near the Colorado-

Kansas border where it disappeared in a sink. From there to the neigh

borhood of Dodge City the river bed was wholly dry, except in times of 

flood, and beyond that dry bed a new stream arose which was the Kansas-

Arkansas. The Colorado attorneys then produced expert testimony to show 

that the diversion of the early spring flow of the river in Colorado caused 

the water to sink Into the soil and ultimately to find its way back to 

the main river by seepage. It was thus contended that irrigation in 

Colorado did not hurt Kansas interests at all but aided them by diverting 

water into the vast underground reservoir below the river. 

^27an Hook, "Settlement and Development of the Arkansas Valley," 
p. 283. 

?3ibid., pp. 283-281*. 

^Mills' Irrigation Manual, pp. 172-173. 
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In May, 1907, the Supreme Court handed down a ruling in this 

case. It was held that Colorado's contention of two streams could not be 

substantiated and that appropriation of water by Colorado had diminished 

the flow of water Into Kansas. It was further ruled that this diminished 

flow had done soras injury to Kansas, especially in the western counties, 

but that in the great body of the valley it had worked little if any 

detriment. Further the appropriation of water by Colorado had resulted in 

the reclamation of a large area of arid land which benefit could not be 

overlooked and the detriment to Kansas was not so great as to make the 

appropriation by Colorad inequitable between the two states.^ 

Specifically in regard to the western counties along the Arkansas the 

court admitted that the damage was substantial: 

At one time there were some irrigating ditches in these 
western counties, which promised to be valuable in 
supplying water and thus increasing the productiveness 
of the lands in the vicinity of the stream, and it is 
true that these ditches have ceased to be of much value, 
the flow in them having largely diminished.96 

The ruling of the Supreme Court in this case pointed out one obvious 

weakness in the Kansas position. The strongest plea for relief from the 

damage to Kansas Irrigation canals would be based on the rights of prior 

appropriation of the Kansas canals, most of which were constructed before 

those in Colorado. This argument had been effectively undermined by the 

Kansas Supreme Court case Clark vs. A lift man in 1905 which declared Kansas 

?5>"Judicial Decisions Involving Questions of International Law," 
The American Journal of International Law (July, 1907), p. 783} Van Hook, 
'̂ Settlement and Development of the Arkansas Valley," p. 285. 

^United States Supreme Court, 206 U.S. Reports, (1906), p. 113. 
hereafter cited as 206 U.S. Reports. 
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to be tinder riparian rights, not prior appropriation. As the Supreme 

Court pointed out it was not unreasonable to enforce against the plaintiff 

its own local rule, i.e., if prior appropriation was not honored within 

Kansas, the state of Kansas had little justification in bringing suit 

against Colorado on the basis of that doctrine ,97 State Representative 

W. R. Hopkins had warned of this possibility at the time of the Kansas 

Supreme Court ruling in Clark vs. Allaman and had opposed the ruling on 

that ground.98 

The final ruling of the U.S. Supreme Court in 1907 was that no 

action could be taken at that time, but the case would be dismissed with

out prejudice; that if depletion of water continued Kansas could justly 

call for relief.99 The reaction of the irrigators in western Kansas 

to this ruling was consistent with their previous attitude. Opinions were 

varied, some expressing regret and others maintaining that the decision 

affected that section only slightly anyway. R. K. Hawkins of the United 

States Sugar and Land Company said he considered the decision a victory 

since Kansas could reopen the case at any time. I. L. Diesem and W. M. 

Bell agreed that it should be reopened and urged that Finney County present 

the Kansas position at the National Irrigation Congress at Sacramento. 

But there was no general feeling that the western counties had much to 

97van Hook, "Settlement and Development of ihe Arkansas Valley,11 

p. 285. 

Warden City Imprint, May 6, 190£. 

9?206 P»S« Reports, p. 117; "Judicial Decisions Involving Questions 
of International Law," The American Journal of International Law (July, 
1907), p. 783. _ 
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gain by pursuing the matter* 1 0 0 Ironically the nest eloquent plea for 

Kansas1 side of the suit was made by a government official who rose to 

condemn the Colorado position at the National Irrigation Congress at 

Pueblo. W. W. Follett, consulting engineer for the International Boundary 

Commission at £1 Paso, included in his address these words: 

It is natural for the uphill man — for you of Colorado — 
to say that the water has fallen on your territory, and that 
you can and will use it, regardless of whatever prior 
appropriations may have been made below the line. Tou have 
stated your case upon this platform most urgently and 
eloquently. But is your position just? Let us consider 
this for a minute. Take for instance the Arkansas river. 
Many years ago, some 2 or 3 million dollars were put into 
irrigation works around Garden City, Kansas. At that time, 
the Arkansas carried a fairly good water supply. A f® w y**1*8 

later, ditches in Colorado used this water, and the Kansas 
investments became total losses. Now, I ask you, was this 
just? That water formed the sole asset of the Kansas 
irrigation companies — the sole reason for their existence. 
Because an imaginary line crossed the river a short distance 
above their headgates, did that give to you of Colorado the 
right to take away their prosperity? Leave all sophistry 
aside. Look the question squarely in the face. Remember that, 
throughout the arid region, priority of appropriation of water 
gives title thereto . . . 3fce Kansans1 appropriation and use 
of this Arkansas water was several years prior to yours. 
Then why not respect his title to it? Why should imaginary 
state lines alter conditions any more than county or sectional 
lines? Tou cannot give one solitary reason why they should 
do so except that you want them to. You can churn the air 
with frantic gestures and frame most eloquent periods in 
support of your contention} but, when all is said, you must 
face these four words: Is your position just? 1 0 1 

When the Kansas attorneys began working for a re-hearing of the 

case soon after the decision in 1907 they got but partial support from the 

western counties. The Kearny County Advocate opposed the proceedings as 

it had opposed the original action: 

1 0 0Garden City Imprint, May 18, 1907. 

1 0 1Ibid., September 30, 1910. 
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The uncertainty of this previous suit and its probable effect 
on our irrigation advantages has deterred many investors 
during the past two years or more, and now that the Supreme 
Court has dropped the inference that there was another and a 
better remedy, the state should let the people interested 
secure any relief that they deem necessary through their 
own efforts, without further squandering state funds on a 
suit which the dullest lawyer in the valley knew would be a 
failure from the start.102 

The Kansas Colorado Case was reopened, however, and continued to be an 

important controversy for decades after the period covered in this study. 

In 1911, it received new impetus when the United States Irrigation Company 

brought suit against the Colorado canals.1^3 While the Garden City Commer

cial Club and the Garden City Telegram supported continuation of the 

suit by Kansas the Hamilton County ditches asked to be dropped from the 

case as they were too small to make litigation and a water bailiff worth

while.!0^ The suit thus ontinued for years while many on both sides 

became convinced that it was profiting no one but the lawyers involved. 

The only practical effect of the Kansas Colorado Case on the 

Arkansas Valley in western Kansas during the period under study was that 

the irrigators now knew what rights they had in relation to the Colorado 

irrigators. Some observers at the time saw the case as involving much 

more than a dispute over water rights. S. S. Ashbaugh declared that "The 

Justices regard this as involving questions of more importance than any 

10 gKeamy County Advocate, May 30, 1907* 

l°3Qarden City Imprint, March 2k, 1911. 

1 0 t |Ibld., September 23, 1910; Garden City Telegram and Imprint, 
February 237^512. 

l°£van Hook, "Settlement and Development of the Arkansas Valley," 
p. 285. 
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l o 6Garden City Imprint, November 17, 1906. 
1Q7Kearny County Advocate, October 6, l?0lu 

which has come before the court since the Dred Scott decision. . . . f T l 0^ 

At one time, in l?Oli, there was even talk of settling the dispute by 

transferring the western 100 miles of Kansas to Colorado, since that 

strip was the only part of Kansas in which irrigation was a necessity.10^ 

But one must conclude that for the practical irrigator along the Arkansas 

River in western Kansas the Kansas-Colorado Case made little practical 

difference. The Colorado irrigators kept diverting water, the spring 

rise came with the same regularity, and the Kansas ditches continued to 

function, even if at reduced volumes. 



CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSIONS 

In 1909 a curious series of events took place around Spearville. 

It was announced that the famous old Eureka Canal which had laid idle £oxr 

over a decade would be revived by the Gilbert brothers thus bringing 

some 50,000 acres in Ford and Gray Counties back under irrigation.1 

Advertisements were put out for local men and teams to work on the ditrott 

at $ 5 . 5 0 per day, engineers were hired to survey new storage reservoirs, 

and new underflow projects were planned. It looked as though history 

were repeating itself when the editor of the Spearville News took up the 

crusade in the same vein as his predecessor on the Spearville Blade in tJbio 

l880's to proclaim that ,!. . . the big Eureka Irrigating Ditch, the 

largest scheme of its kind in the world, will be a success, and the f a r m e r s 

along its route will rise up and call the people blessed who are responöiToXe 

for its building."3 

It was a short lived revival, however, for the times had changed -

Canal irrigation had been pushed to its practical limit and beyond, and 

no amount of enthusiasm and promotion could override the quarter century 

of irrigation experience which the farmers of the Arkansas Valley now load. 

It was simply impossible to generate the kind of support from the counfcx-y~ 

side that had been possible two decades earlier. 

harden City Imprint, April 2, November 19, and December 1 0 , 
1909? Keamy County Advocate, March 11, 1909* 

2Spearvllle News, July X$ and October 21, 1909. 

3lbid., March 8, 1906. 
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Yet the failure of the Gilberts to successfully revive the 

Eureka in 1909 represents more than a simple maturing of attitude and 

experience in the Arkansas Valley. It touched another question of much 

more fundamental importance to the Arkansas Valley, the question of the 

position of this region in terras of its natural resources and the way in 

which men were to make use of them. It was the same question that had 

been raised so many times in the Arkansas Valley and one that had gotten 

so many different answers, the question of whether Irrigation was 

necessary and profitable in this region of the West. 

The continuing debate over the necessity of irrigation in western 

Kansas merely reflected the overriding fact of natural environment and 

geography of this region: the Arkansas Valley of western Kansas was on 

the periphery but not really within the arid West. As Elwood Mead said 

in 1910, "Kansas is on the border-line of irrigation."*1 Given its 

position in the geography of the West the irrigation question in the 

Arkansas Valley really resolved itself into the comparative economic gains 

and losses involved in irrigation and dry land farming. "The irrigation 

question is simple," said C. H. Longstreth in I898, "it means intense 

culture."^ The attitude of the farmers in the vicinity of the Eureka 

toward this question was evident in 1910 when the residents of Dodge 

City declined membership in the newly organized Arkansas Valley Commercial 

Club, proclaiming that they were not interested in irrigation or Intensive 

cultivation in spite of the Eureka being re-opened.^ 

^Mead, Irrigation Institutions, p. 288. 

^Kansas State Horticultural Society, Transactions (1897), p. 81 • 

^Garden City Imprint, October 28, 1910. 
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Yet for the Arkansas Valley above the Eureka Canal intensive 

farming continued to be an issue, and one that was intensified by each new 

technological advance such as pumping plants, underflow projects, and the 

sugar beet Industry. If in the l880!s the predominant opinion had been a 

reluctance to admit the need for irrigation and that in the l890fs had been 

as ready to insist on its absolute necessity, the debate in the first 

decade of the twentieth century divided along more or less even lines of 

division, with each disputant changing sides as frequently as not. The 

strongest arguments for intensive agriculture came from those connected 

with the Reclamation Service and the Garden City Project. In the contract 

signed between the Finney County Water Users Association and the 

Secretary of the Interior is found this interesting passage: 

. . . the lands embraced within the area proposed to be 
irrigated as described in said articles of incorporation or 
by-laws are naturally desert and arid and incapable of 
proper cultivation without irrigation and it will to a 
greater or less extent remain unreclaimed, unfit for 
habitation, and uncultivated, in which condition they, or a 
great part thereof, now are, unless the underground waters 
in the coarse gravels in the bottom of the Arkansas River 
Valley are recovered by means of pumps.7 

In accordance with the Reclamation Service ruling that only resident 

landowners farming no more than l60 acres could participate in the Garden 

City Project the Water Users Association instructed its Secretary in 1908 

to M. . . make such arrangements with the landowners as will best insure 

the settlement on the land of actual settlers on smaller tracts.n8 

Slichter noted in his report for 1908 that, "The expense connected with 

^Finney County Water Users Association, Minute Book, p. 63 
(December 28, 190£)• 

8Ibid,, p. H48 (November lit, I 9 0 8 ) . 
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pumping water for irrigation and the restrictions of the public notice in 

regard to residence is tending to force the lands into smaller tracts."^ 

Advocates of intensive farming for this area were found not only 

in the Reclamation Service. The editor of the Garden City imprint observed 

in 1905 that, "The building of this plant [Sugar Factory] and the pumping 

plant by the government . . • means just this ~ that every 10 to 20 acre 

tract under that system is capable of and will maintain a family."1*3 

The editor of the Kearny County Advocate voiced the same sentiment when 

during the unusually dry season of 1908 he urged that the farmers practice 

intensive rather than extensive farming.11 

Tet these calls for intensive farming were often qualified and 

even contradicted by opposing statements. The Imprint editor in 1905, 

for example, after bragging about the progress Garden City had made 

because of the development of irrigation quickly added, "Do not get the 

impression that irrigation is necessary to raise crops. Many farmers do 

not irrigate at all. Very few irrigate their wheat land."xt F. L. 

Vandegrift, in a study of agricultural conditions in western Kansas and 

eastern Colorado, reached similar conclusions: 

. . . in the Colorado counties the farmers wholly depend upon 
their irrigation ditches for moisture. . . . In the Kansas 
counties crops could be grown without artificial irrigation, 
but the ditches are a great help . . . In the uplands adjacent 
to the valley, in both states, agriculture is profitable by 
dry farming without benefit of irrigation.^ 

^Reclamation Service, Eighth Annual Report (1908-1909), p. 87. 
10Garden City Imprint, November 11, 1905, see Also January 26, 1907-

^Kearny County Advocate, June 25, 1908. 

^Garden City Imprint, July 8, 1905. 

!3F . L . Vandegrift article quoted in the Garden Cit£ Sprint, March 
H i , 1908. 
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B. P. Walker, President of the Kansas Board of Irrigation, writing in 

1912 offered these observations on the status and possible future of 

intensive farming in the Arkansas Valley: 

Why hasn't Kansas utilized her irrigable land? Perhaps 
the foremost reason is because these shallow-water valleys 
traverse great agricultural plains. I fully believe that 
if these high plains between the shallow-water valleys were 
covered with low mountains and rugged hills that irrigation 
in Kansas would have developied long before this. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

It is evident to me that not all western Kansas farmers are 
adapted to irrigation farming. Many of them have lived in 
western Kansas too long to be able to confine their labors to 
a small irrigated farm, since they have been accustomed all 
their lives to farming a section or more of land by dry-
farming methods. Many of the Kansas farmers express the same 
sentiment towards irrigation on their own farms that is ex
pressed by the general public towards irrigation in Kansas. 
A majority of the western Kansas land-owners possess from 
l60 acres to a section of land. If you suggest irrigation, 
the landowners desire to irrigate all of this land or none 
at all. In the same way the general public of Kansas desires 
to irrigate all of western Kansas or none. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Irrigation farming is intensive farming. We cannot follow 
the same methods of cultivation we have practiced without 
irrigation. Bigity acres makes a big irrigation farm and in 
most cases smaller areas would be found to be more profitable. 
The investigations of the United States Reclamation Service, 
which cover the entire irrigated section of the United States, 
shows that the most successful irrigation farmers live on 
farms of forty acres or less. In order to develop our irri
gable lands it is necessary that we first secure settlers 
who are suited to this class of agriculture. Our shallow-
water areas will support a large population if we will divide 
our farms Into small units, secure suitable settlers, and 
then irrigate from the underflow.lu 

^Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Nineteenth Biennial Report 
(1913-19110, pp. 309, 31U, and 316. ~ 
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Behind the arguments presented on both sides of this question was 

the simple fact that intensive farming remained the exception rather than 

the rule for western Kansas farmers. In 1907 it was estimated that the 

average size of farms in western Kansas was 800 acres of which approximately 

\ % was under cultivation.1^ The average farm in the Arkansas Valley was 

estimated to be 160 acres, a size which was generally conceded to be too 

large to practice intensive agriculture with the methods then available^ 

Those who really practiced intensive agriculture — raising such garden 

crops as onions, cabbages, sweet potatoes, tomatoes, grapes, cherries, 

and apples -- found twenty acres to be about the maximum they could 

handle.17 

By 1910 the practice of Irrigation had become established as an 

important part of the economy of western Kansas. In 1909 there were 

103,500 acres under ditch in the western part of the state of which 

83,500 acres were in the Arkansas Valley, 10,000 acres in the Republican 

Valley, and 10,000 acres in the Cimarron Valley. Only about one-half of 

the land under ditch was cultivated.18 Of the total agriculture in Kansas 

irrigation farming was increasing at a slightly faster rate than dry land 

farming. In 1909 there were 1,006 irrigated faras as compared with 929 

farms in 1899, an Increase of 8.3$ while the number of farms in the state 

^Kearny County Advocate, November 28, 1907. 

•burgess and Coffee, "Soil Survey of the Garden City Area,* U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils (190U), 
p. 922. 

^Eastman, "Windmill Irrigation in Kansas," Review of Reviews, 
XXIX (February, 190!*), P* 181*. 

l 8Bark, "Irrigation in Kansas," Office of Experiment Stations, 
Bulletin 211 (1909), p. 12. 
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Increased only 2.1#. 1? in 1909 the total irrigated acreage in the state 

came to 37,ii79 acres as compared with 23,620 acres in 1899, an increase 

of 13,8^9 acres or 58.75C. During the same period improved land in the 

state increased by only 19.2$. 2 0 Probably the most important modification 

in irrigation during the period under this study was the decreased reliance 

on ditches and increased use of pumping plants. In 1909 the total length 

of ditches in use came to 281 miles, a decrease from the 32k miles 

available in 1899« By 1909 there were 68J4 pumping plants in operation 

irrigating a total of 1,979 acres (not Including the Garden City Project 

or the Sugar Company's plant). Ditch irrigation, however, continued to 

supply moat of the water, accounting for 35,ii89 acres or 9h*7% while pnaps 
2 1 

supplied only 5.2$ of the irrigated area In 1909. Of the crops under 

irrigation alfalfa was the most popular with sugar beets in second place. 

Other crops raised under irrigation included wheat, oats, barley, rye, 

corn, cane, Kafir corn, sweet potatoes and the orchard and garden crops 

of the intensive farmer.22 it was estimated that the irrigator could 
count on increasing his yield by one-third to one-half over the non-

2 3 

Irrigated crop. ̂  

By the end of the first decade of the twentieth century the practice 

of irrigation in the Arkansas River Valley had achieved a stability which 
•^Garden City Imprint, September 15, 19U. 

2 0lbld. 
2 1lbid. 
2 2Bark, "Irrigation in Kansas," Office of Experiment Stations. 

Bulletin 211 (1909), pp. 12-13. 

2%bid. 
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reflected ite natural status in this region of the West. No longer was 

irrigation feared as a bad advertisement to the country, and no longer was 

it seen as a panacea for solving all the problems of drought and crop 

failure. With the realisation of the major goals of the irrigation 

promoters — most notably the ground water studies and the Garden City 

Project — the subject of irrigation and reclamation was moved back out 

of the limelight of public debate and replaced by the well established 

procedures which had come out of the public discussion and experiment. 

Irrigation technology had made some spectacular strides — from 

the first diversion canals to the windmill and gasoline powered pumping 

plant — and more advances were promised. But the experimental stage was 

past; now it was a matter of perfecting and refining the techniques at 

hand. In like manner the experimental stage of irrigation law had passed 

also. The guidelines arrived at in the cases of Clark vs. Allemanc and 

Kansas vs. Colorado, and the subsequent litigation based on these cases 

provided the irrigator with a legal framework in which he could operate 

with some degree of assurance. And finally the use of irrigation had 

greatly benefited the area by bringing in the sugar beet industry and by 

providing the farmer with an alternative to dry land farming in the inten

sive and diversified agriculture possible with irrigation. The farmer in 

the Arkansas River Valley could now look forward to a period of steady 

development of irrigation techniques and practice knowing that the great 

age of experimentation had passed. 
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